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A
t Golf Monthly it’s always our intention

to give you interviews with not only 

the biggest names in the game but to 

introduce you to people you may not have 

heard so much about. And I’m pleased to say that 

the contrast has probably never been greater than in 

the pages of this issue.

Headlining the bill this month are two of the 

greatest players to have ever picked up a club, Tom 

Watson and Rory McIlroy. 

Contributing editor Fergus Bisset spoke to 

Watson at St Andrews last month as he closes in on 

his fi nal Open Championship appearance. Watson 

reminisces about his wins and, of course, the one 

that got away at Turnberry in 2009, but the snippet 

of the interview that most captivated me was the 

eight-time Major champion’s desire to take a road 

trip around Scotland playing some of the lesser 

known courses.

“What I’d really like to do is to hire a car and travel 

with a couple of friends or family members and tour 

all the wee, hidden links. I want to play them all – 

Lossiemouth, Nairn, Brora, there are so many I need 

to visit.”

It’s a line that could come from any golf lover and 

really underlines Watson’s deep bond with the very 

fabric of the game, and I think helps explain why he 

is so popular with golfers young and old. 

As Watson’s career is winding down, so Rory’s 

seems to be gathering even more momentum, and 

he spoke to our technical editor, Joel Tadman, about 

what it’s taken to become a champion.

McIlroy discusses the importance of driving in the 

modern game, the realisation that practice is about 

quality not quantity and his desire to become a 

genuine athlete by working as hard in the gym as he 

does on the range. It’s a fascinating insight into what 

has driven Rory to where he is and will surely take 

him equal to, and I think beyond, Watson’s tally of 

Major Championships.

Next up is someone whose pictures you may 

well recognise, even if you aren’t that familiar with 

his face or name. David Cannon, or ‘DC’ as he is 

known to everyone in the game, is one of the world’s 

leading golf photographers and has been capturing 

iconic images for 35 years. He offers a fascinating 

insight into what goes into getting the shots that 

feature in golf magazines and the sports pages of 

the nationals.

Our features section is rounded off by a piece 

with two individuals who I suspect the majority of 

Golf Monthly readers won’t have heard of (yet) – 

Rick Shiels and Peter Finch.

Rick and Peter are two young PGA professionals 

from Manchester who have taken YouTube by storm 

dispensing advice on the golf swing, reviews of 

equipment and courses, and generally entertaining 

the growing number of golfers who get their 

viewing fi x from the internet.

Until 18 months ago, few golfers – outside those 

who took lessons with them at a driving range in 

Manchester – would have been aware of the duo, 

but they now boast a global audience and have 

golfers fl ying in from as far away as Germany and 

even Malaysia for tuition. We love Rick and Peter’s 

enthusiasm for the game and passion for helping 

golfers enjoy their golf and have started working 

with them to produce some exciting content. 

Check out their YouTube channels, as well as Golf 

Monthly’s, to see what we’ve been up to.

Elsewhere Shane Lowry – who recently teamed 

up with our own Neil Tappin to play against Rick 

and Peter – reveals the secrets of his superb short 

game, South African George Coetzee talks about 

the thrill of wining a European Tour event on his 

home course in Pretoria, and our three columnists, 

Tony Jacklin, Wayne Riley and Tommy Fleetwood 

have their say.

It really is a packed issue with something for 

everyone. I hope you enjoy it.

Michael Harris Editor

michael.harris@timeinc.com

At the top of 
their game
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Living legend

I really enjoyed reading your preview of 

this year’s St Andrews Championship and 

in particular Fergus Bisset’s lovely article 

about his early years in the ‘Auld Grey 

Toon’. However, I have to admit to being 

irked by Bill Elliott’s assertion that there 

is nothing ‘legendary’ about Tom Watson. 

Since his first visit to these shores in 1975, 

where he triumphed at Carnoustie, he has 

been inextricably linked to our beloved 

championship. Five victories in nine years 

is a statistic that nobody has come close to 

challenging since, and his continued presence 

on leaderboards well into his 50s and 60s is 

something that I feel wholeheartedly deserves 

the title ‘legendary’. 

None of the greats that preceded him, 

whether it be Nicklaus, Palmer or Player, ever 

came close to challenging for the Claret Jug 

when they were 59 years of age. I would like 

to thank him for all the wonderful memories.

Peter Grant, Wiltshire

Gods of the game 

Having played golf for 12 years now, I am 

still totally in love with the game. I am not 

successful but, standing on the first tee, I 

feel at one with nature. I also love watching 

golf and looking back through the annals of 

time at the players who graced the hallowed 

greens over the years. Out of the current crop 

of players we have, I just wonder if we will still 

be talking about any of them in 50 years.

I am currently reading Harry Vardon’s 

biography and I’m still in awe of what he 

achieved, but more so the way he played to 

achieve his success. The fact that he gave his 

name to a modern grip says it all. There are 

way too many players to mention thereafter 

but Ben Hogan, Bobby Jones, Byron Nelson, 

Jack Nicklaus and Arnold Palmer will always 

stand the test of time. They are legends – 

some would say gods of the game. 

As much as I respect Tiger, his off-course 

trials and tribulations will have damaged his 

name, although no one can take away his 14 

Majors. Rory, Jordan, Justin are all magnificent 

golfers but will they be thought of in the same 

way as the gods? Personally, I don’t think so.

Simon Thorpe, Southampton

Poor customer service

In light of recent articles focusing on growing the game of golf,

I would like to share my experiences with you. I have played

golf for a few years now and recently decided the only way

I can play more consistently is to join a local club. I therefore

started making a few enquiries. However, I was very surprised

at the apathetic attitude and poor customer service I was met

with. Several telephone calls went unanswered, email enquiries

were not replied to and social media outlets provided little or

no information. When I did get a response, the information

I was given was confusing, conflicting and did not sell the

respective clubs to me in the manner I had expected. In an

age of instant customer service and all sorts of companies

competing for your money, these experiences really stood out

to me. It would be interesting to hear if this is a culture within

golf, or if I have just contacted a few clubs doing well, which

aren’t too concerned about attracting new players.

Gareth Naden, Wirral

Editor’s reply: As someone who always likes to accentuate the positives

about golf clubs, it gives me no great pleasure to highlight these reported

shortcomings in such a high-profile slot as letter of the month. But by doing

so, I hope managers and committees will read, take note and ensure their clubs

don’t have such a poor attitude to potential new members.
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There should be no confusion
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The letters and emails which have hit the Golf Monthly offices this month
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Monthly, 7th floor, Blue Fin 

Building, 110 Southwark Street, 

London, SE1 0SU

Get in touch

Letter of the Month will receive a year’s supply (six dozen) of the best Titleist golf ball for their game



Made to measure

I wholeheartedly agree with Joel Tadman’s 

piece about laser rangefi nders in the July 

issue of Golf Monthly. In 2014 I decided to 

treat myself to a Bushnell Jolt. I took off down 

the fairways, slightly apprehensive I might 

add, in case some of my buddies felt the 

need to engage in some banter. To my joy the 

rangefi nder proved most helpful. I have now 

become the go-to man in my fourball and 

led to a boost in sales at my pro shop. So, for 

what it is worth, rangefi nders get my vote.

P Kelly, via email

Our Facebook fans discuss which 

attributes they’d most like from the 

game’s best players, both past and 

present…

Paul Muehlemeyer Rory’s driving. I could 

handle the rest.

Neil Ramsay Seve’s everything!

Barry Doyle Tiger’s putting (from the 

good days!).

Paul Devereaux Jack’s toughness 

between the ears.

Brian Caffrey Phil Mickelson’s attitude 

towards life, on and off the golf course.

Like Golf Monthly on Facebook: 

facebook.com/golfmonthlymagazine

Mixing up the tees

With regard to the article about putting 

in more colours and choices of tees for all 

abilities (Open issue), surely we are making 

it too complicated. There are already 

enough choices with the red, yellow and 

white options. What does need to change 

is how they are viewed and where they are 

positioned. Everyone should have freedom to 

choose with no stigma attached. Why are reds

automatically the ‘ladies tees’?

One problem at most courses is that, come 

Medal day, the whites go to maximum length 

no matter what the weather. On windy or wet 

days this is way too much for most members. 

It needs mixing up a bit. Most obstacles on 

our course (bunkers, etc) are out of reach off 

the maximum length for all but a few. Clubs 

seem to want to protect their courses with 

length. Stop worrying about low scores and 

make it fun for all.

Derek Stainthorpe, via email

Editor’s reply: I agree with the idea of tees 

being moved around depending on weather 

conditions, and perhaps also, in the style of 

the US Open, to make a par 4 reachable or 

par 3s more scoreable. It can only increase the 

enjoyment and fun of competitions.

An opportunity wasted 

With the media focus on Rory and his One 

Direction caddy at The Masters Par 3 Contest, 

and the celebrity Pro-Ams at Wentworth and 

the Irish Open, which offered the same old 

faces (Warne, Rednapp etc), I can’t decide 

whether I’m jealous of them or annoyed 

because the European Tour should be using 

these Pro-Ams more to help grow the game.

I understand the need to entertain the 

sponsors, but maybe the fl agship event at 

Wentworth and the World No.1’s high-profi le 

MORE CARRY.

Flip the weight back for a 

towering ball flight 

that delivers maximum 

distance with more carry.

FLIP IT 
& RIP IT.
Introducing the Fly-Z+ Driver with 

FLIPZONE adjustable weight technology.

tournament at Royal County Down should 

have been a bit more creative. They could 

have approached every club in the area and 

fi lled half the fi eld with juniors so that they 

could play (off forward tees obviously) with 

their heroes. Maybe they could have also 

staged junior qualifying tournaments in the 

weeks leading up to these events.

Andy Wright, Cheshire

Down memory lane  

Like most golfers I retain memories about 

the game and the bank grows larger with 

passing years: the glow of satisfaction when 

Your photo of the month

Eighteen-month-old Jack Woodhouse 

has already caught the golfi ng bug
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striking a drive 250 yards to the middle of 

the fairway; the disbelief when struck by ‘the 

yips’ on the 13th green when in with a chance 

of winning the captain’s prize; a quick hook 

on the 18th tee inspiring an expletive from 

my partner when 1up on our opponents – and 

the handshakes on the 18th meaning all is 

forgiven; the sadness on reaching the 9th 

green two days after the scattering of a best 

friend’s ashes; the incredulity when my GP 

diagnosed acute arthritis with no known cure 

and the delight when my great grandson 

swung a club for the first time…

Many professional incidents have left 

indelible impressions too: the despair in the 

hunched body of a young Bernard Hunt in 

taking three putts on Wentworth’s final green 

to lose the 1953 Ryder Cup; the explosion of 

joy from Seve Ballesteros when winning the 

1988 Open at Royal Lytham; Doug Sanders’ 

grief when missing a three-foot putt to win 

the 1970 Open at St Andrews and the Latin 

American two-step by Jose Maria Olazabal 

when Europe won the 1987 Ryder Cup at 

Muirfield Village. Hundreds of reflections 

remain, all due to the wonderful game of golf.

Peter Hughes, Buckinghamshire

One up on Rory 

I’m writing in response to Rory McIlroy’s club 

throw at the BMW PGA Championship. Of 

course, there are two views on this. Being 

sympathetic – such action displays a bit of 

passion and proves that he cares. Yet on the 

other hand, it does appear somewhat spoiled 

given he’s a millionaire living a life others can 

only dream about.

In my time I’ve been known to discard a 

few clubs at the end of a poor swing. But 

I then make a joke about it to relax the 

situation. Often I’ll quote the greatly revered 

Bobby Jones who said on this very subject: 

“Sometimes the game cannot be endured 

with a club in one’s hands.”

So all in all, we should allow McIlroy off this 

one. And if a youngster you know feels it’s 

OK to have a tantrum on the course because 

Rory does, then he needs reminding that by 

controlling his temper this will be the one area 

in which he can be better than McIlroy!

Nigel Horwood, Surrey

Golf Monthly forum 

golf-monthly.co.uk/forums 

Google+ +golfmonthly 

YouTube youtube.com/GolfMonthly

Vine vine.co/Golf.Monthly

Instagram instagram.com/

golfmonthly

Welcoming visitors 

Why, when there is a drop in numbers of 

golf club members in this country, do many 

clubs state on their websites that a handicap 

certificate is required in order to play their 

course, especially as they often do not ask to 

see them? In an era when nomadic golfing is 

becoming more regular, having a restriction, 

such as requiring a handicap certificate, could 

put people off trying to play. To state that one 

is required and then not actually require one 

strikes me as a ‘silent’ ploy to keep the riff-raff 

at arm’s length.

Sure, you could phone up and negotiate but 

why should you have to? A visitor today could 

turn into a member tomorrow, but only if they 

have the requisite documentation, which they 

can’t get until they are a member. If a club 

genuinely needs players of a certain standard 

to play its course due to difficulty, then fair 

enough. Ninety-nine per cent of courses are 

not in this league.

Ian Murgatroyd, Aylesbury

MORE ROLL.

Flip the weight forward for 

a penetrating ball flight 

that delivers maximum 

distance with more roll.

Find which setting is right for your 

game at cobragolf.co.uk/fl y-z

G A M E  C H A N G E D

Seve winning

at Royal Lytham



Forum Review

Trump International Golf Links, by evahakool

All the hype is justified! This round of golf

was the most enjoyable I’ve had in over 30

years of playing. The facilities are wonderful,

from the driving range to the pristine practice

greens. Accuracy is critical; finding the

fairways and avoiding the large pot bunkers is

crucial. The way the course is designed from

the tee all the way to the green, you mostly

only see that hole, but when you look back

from the green, the views are stunning. All

the holes were fabulous and the greens were

the best I’ve ever putted on. All in all it was a

brilliant day’s golf!

Crowning glory
After a clutch of qualifying events, the seven

qualifiers for the Golf Monthly Forum King

of Kings Competition 2015 were hosted by

Hillside Golf Club in May.

The links was in wonderful condition

with Hobbit commenting: “What a fantastic

course... not one weak hole and some were

absolutely sublime.” Any concerns about

a light shower before tee-off were swiftly

dispelled with glorious sunshine throughout

the round. But although they stayed dry, the

forum finalists still had to contend with strong

winds and slick, sloping greens.

In the end, just five points separated them

all, with Peterlav emerging victorious on

31. A diehard Everton fan, his win alleviated

the trauma of meeting Liverpool FC legends

Kenny Dalglish and Alan Hansen just before

the off! Runner-up was Hobbit on 30, with

just a single point separating the others, led

by HomerJSimpson on countback with 27.

Rant of the month

by forzavalentino

I am a relatively new golfer and was told by

my club that I had to play in three Medal

competitions to activate my handicap. So I

entered a competition to get a card signed

for handicap, and was drawn to play with

two low-handicappers who were clearly not

happy, as they obviously thought I would

hold them up. First they tried to fob me off

with the following group, and when this failed

they begrudgingly teed off with me. I hit a

good drive and second shot on the opening

par 5, before one of them then asked for a

lift back to the pro shop in my buggy. He

disappeared inside, then came out with the

pro and informed me that I couldn’t play in

the competition as I didn’t have an active

handicap! I was stunned. It’s so important for

any sport to embrace new players and not

treat them with this level of disdain.

Poll comments

Lord Tyrion – My 7-iron. When my long clubs

are going wrong I know I can turn to my

trusty 7-iron and hit it clean and straight. I can

take that club, calm down and get my head

straight. I like my PW too but I love my 7-iron.

Curls – Driver. Some days I can have an

off day with the putter but still score OK,

especially if I’m getting close to or on the

greens in regulation. But if I’m driving poorly,

you can bet that’s a horrid card.

Slab – I’ve gone hybrid because of the

number of times per round it’s called on. It’s

my second most-used club after my putter

and well ahead of my third most used.

drive4show – Can I think outside the box and

say my laser? It saves me more shots than any

of the 14 clubs I carry.

GM forum
Join the debate at forums.golf-monthly.co.uk

Huge thanks went to Hillside for hosting,

and Val for his magnificent efforts in

co-ordinating it all. Sincere appreciation was

also shown to all forum members who had

organised and helped run the qualifiers.

So the title of Golf Monthly Forum

Champion Golfer passes from jimbob.

someroo to Peterlav, but most importantly

all of the finalists had a fantastic day with

pokerjoke concluding: “Thanks so much for

one of my best days ever on a golf course…

truly a privilege and a pleasure.”

Your shout

The forum discusses nightmare 

courses they just can’t get to grips with…

Smiffy I’ve played Nizels a dozen times 

now, but no matter how hard I try (or don’t 

try) I can never put a score together.

PhilTheFragger I don’t have that problem 

mate... I’m rubbish everywhere I play!

Mongoose Any course with trees. On links 

and heathland I’m fi ne, but stick a tree in 

play and I guarantee I will end up behind it.

Spear-Chucker Royal St George’s. Played 

half the holes nicely and putted OK, but 

the rest left me scratching my head.

richart Blackmoor, my home course! Only 

rounds under par this year were when I 

played away at Copthorne and Stoneham.

Rooter Ditto! I’ve played to handicap twice 

in two years at home.

funkyfred The Kigbeare at Ashbury Hotel. 

My society goes every year and I just don’t 

seem to score anything. Last year it was a 

spine-chilling 14 points.

The mighty links at Hillside proved a worthy adversary for the 2015 ‘GM Forum King of Kings’ fi nalists

Hillside’s stunning back nine

10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Driver

Fairway wood

Hybrid

Any iron
from 3-9

Pitching wedge

Sand/lob wedge

Putter

Poll Which club in your bag is most valuable to your game?
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Interview p21
George Coetzee refl ects on his 

three European Tour wins and 

discusses golf in South Africa.

Plus... Jordan Spieth wins 

memorable US Open p24

New gear p28
We uncover the latest fl at-stick 

innovations designed to improve 

your putting in 2015.

Plus... A look at the latest belts 

on the market p26

Chip from rough p30
GM Top 25 Coach Andrew Jones 

on executing one of golf’s 

toughest shots.

Plus... A round-up of the latest 

golf club news p32

Everything and anything that’s happening in the world of golf this month...

The Game Edited by Nick Bonfield 

& David Taylor

■ Among golf’s greatest 

rivalries, one of the most 

enduring is the battle for top 

honours among the famous 

Three ‘W’s located a short 

distance apart in Surrey.

Woking, West Hill and 

Worplesdon have been 

jostling for position for over 

a century, with Worplesdon 

currently holding sway in 

66th place on our latest Top 

100 rankings.

The J.F. Abercromby/

Willie Park Junior layout 

plays over beautiful 

undulating terrain, and was 

among the fi rst of the great 

heathland courses to embark 

on major clearing work a 

few years ago to promote 

heather regeneration.

This September sees 

the 87th staging of the 

club’s Open Scratch Mixed 

Foursomes. The event dates 

back 90 years and can count 

Sir Michael Bonallack among 

its former champions.

Some will no doubt 

disagree with our current 

Three ‘W’s ranking, but it is a 

longstanding rivalry that will 

continue to spark healthy 

debate for years to come.

Words Jeremy Ellwood

Photography Kevin Murray

Worplesdon / 

Surrey

From strength 
to strength

O N  T H E
T E E
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You won the first-ever junior event you 

played in. Could you tell us a little bit about 

how that happened?

I’d been playing tennis for about seven years, 
even though I was only ten years old at the 
time. But my dad and my coach fell out and 
my father said, “you’re never playing tennis 
again.” The following Monday he dropped 
me off at the golf club. The event was on 
the Friday, my 11th birthday, and it was a 
nine-hole competition. I shot 49 and I think I 
won by four shots! I guess the fact I thought 
everyone would be better than me made me 
raise my game.

How much of a springboard was the 

Sunshine Tour, and how would you compare 

the overall standard of that tour against the 

European Tour?

I’ve always said that on both tours the 
winning score is going to be about the same, 
but the amount of guys within five shots of 
the lead is going to be more on the European 
Tour. There’s not a lack of quality, there’s just 
a lack of quantity, and that’s probably just 
because of the size of the country, and the 
amount of people who come and play on the 
Sunshine Tour. There’s a lot of Sunshine Tour 
players who should be on the European Tour.

Do a lot of those guys not come to Europe

because they like the lifestyle in South

Africa, do you think?

Travelling is difficult for South Africans as
we’re all a bunch of mumma’s boys! Getting
past Q-School is a difficult hurdle to get
through. I was lucky enough to do it on the
second attempt, but it’s a hard week mentally
when you know it’s your one shot.

In 2010, you finished 126th on the Race to

Dubai. The following year, you were 100

places higher. What was the difference?

Honestly, I felt out of my depth in the first
year. I felt like I had to play better than what I
was. Halfway through the year I saw I wasn’t
going to keep my card so I decided to start
over, practise properly and do everything
the right way – basically not try and be
better than what I was. I lost my card and
went back to Q-School, but I was confident
because of the way I’d approached the end
of the season and confident about the future
of my career. I got through and halfway
through 2011 I’d already secured my card. I
haven’t looked back since.

How important, and indeed difficult, is it to

focus on your own game and not worry what

everyone else is doing?

It’s difficult. I always knew that would
be the case, but as soon as you’re in the
situation it kind of overwhelms you, and
you immediately think you need to be better.
That first year I just felt like I wasn’t playing
any good golf at all. The more I tried to be
better, the worse I would play. One day I
just decided I wasn’t going to try and be
anything; that I was just going to play and
see how it went.

You played well from 2011 onwards, so

everyone started saying you were one of

the best players not to have won on the

European Tour! Was that tricky to deal with?

That was a tough one, but I’ve always paced
my career and set my goals out. Maybe it
took me a little longer to get over the line,
but some goals take longer than others. I
think the only time I really realised people
were talking about me in those terms was

George Coetzee
The South African reflects on his three European Tour wins, 

dealing with pressure on the course and golf in his homeland
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The Game

George Coetzee’s highest position

in the Official World Golf Ranking,

achieved after a tie for 2nd at the

2013 Qatar Masters

For more tour player interviews go to GM’s YouTube channel
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George Coetzee’s 

career highlights

■ Coetzee turned professional 

in 2007 and joined the South 

African Sunshine Tour the same 

year. He won the Vodacom

Origins of Golf Tour event in his 

rookie season and claimed two 

more victories the following year.

■ He qualified for the European 

Tour in 2010, but was forced to 

return to Q-School at the end of 

the season. The following year, 

he came second at the Johnnie 

Walker Championship, losing out 

on the fifth hole of a five-man 

play-off, and recorded three

further top-three finishes to end 

the 2011 season in 26th place on 

the Race to Dubai.

■ After two more solid years, 

Coetzee notched his maiden title 

at the 2014 Joburg Open in his 

107th European Tour start. That 

season, he amassed €1,132,084 

and finished 23rd on the Race 

to Dubai – the third time in four 

years he’d reached the top 30.

■ He enjoyed a fine start to 

2015, triumphing in March’s 

Tshwane Open before

defeating Thorbjorn

Olesen in a play-off less 

than two months later at 

the AfrAsia Bank Mauritius 

Open. So far, Coetzee

has made almost €5m in 

European Tour earnings.

The Game
G E T T I N G 

P E R S O N A L

after I won my fi rst event, the 2014 Joburg 
Open. I was leading with about four holes to 
go and I just though to myself, “come on, this 
is it. It’s not the best feeling in the world, but 
if you come through it, it will be.” I realised if 
you want to win you have to deal with those 
feelings, those insecurities. 

Then you won in front of your friends and 

family at the Tshwane Open on your home 

course at the start of this year…

That was a very special day, getting to win 
a European Tour event at my home club 
[Pretoria Golf Club]. They all wanted to play 
the Club Championship that week, but they 
had to come and watch me instead! That was 
one of the best moments of my career so far.

Your third title followed not long after at the 

Mauritius Open in May. How important was it 

to win outside South Africa?

Yeah, that was the next goal. I thought my 
best chance to win my fi rst event would be in 
a co-sanctioned tournament. Then after that 
I started thinking about winning in Africa, 
but outside of South Africa. I saw that as the 
next step. I’d earmarked the Trophee Hassan 

II in Morocco, but Mauritius is also part of 
Africa. I’m pretty happy to have won outside 
of my homeland and I’ll now move my goals 
along accordingly.

So what’s next on the list then?

That’s the problem – I don’t share my goals 
as it just creates expectation. I’ll just move 
them along and hopefully I’ll achieve them, 
and when I do I’ll let people know I did!

If you could swap one area of your game for 

someone else’s on tour, what would it be?

I’d say ball-striking. I’ve always been kind 
of an average-ball striker, but luckily I’m 
a good putter. I’ve always said that if 
I wasn’t a good putter I’d be fl ipping 
burgers! I can hit it far but I want to hit 
it a little straighter. There’s actually a lot 
of good ball-strikers who struggle with 
putting, but I’d never trade. If you fi nd a 
person who has both, he’s probably a 
top-ten player in the world!

■ George Coetzee is an ambassador for 
global logistics provider GAC. For more 
information visit gac.com

Coetzee on his way to victory 

at this year’s Mauritius Open

THE WORST AND MOST
DISGRACEFUL SURFACES

I HAVE EVER SEEN ON
ANY TOUR

Ian Poulter on the greens

at US Open host venue

Chambers Bay

THEY
SAID

The number of shots Louis

Oosthuizen took on the back

nine during the final round

of the US Open, matching a

tournament record

29
71.29
The fi nal-round 

scoring 

average at 

Chambers Bay – 

the lowest 

average in 

US Open 

history
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What happened…

Jordan Spieth claimed his second Major 
Championship of 2015 in the US Open at 
Chambers Bay after a heart-rending final-
hole three-putt from Dustin Johnson.

Spieth looked set for a stress-free finish 
when he birdied the 16th hole to move three 
shots clear of Johnson and Branden Grace, 
who racked up a double-bogey six at the 
same hole.

But he made a poor swing on the par-3 
17th and lost his tee-shot way to the 
right, culminating 
in a double-bogey. 
Moments later, 
Johnson holed a five-
footer for birdie to 
ensure both players 
sat on four-under-par 
ahead of the 72nd hole.

Showing remarkable 
composure, Spieth 
found the fairway on 
the par-5 18th, hit 
a brilliant 286-yard 
3-wood to the green 
and two-putted to set 
the clubhouse target 
on five under. Behind, 
Johnson crushed a 
drive and hit his 5-iron 
approach to 13 feet. 
Needing one putt to 
secure outright victory and two to force a 
play-off, he took three agonising jabs to fall 
short in a Major once more.

What they said…

“I’m amazed I won. I feel for Dustin, but it’s
cool to be able to have two legs of the Grand
Slam now. I guess you can’t win them all
unless you win the first two.” Jordan Spieth.

“It’s tough. It’s very difficult. I played really
well. If any putts go in the hole, I win this
thing by a few shots.” Dustin Johnson.

What we think…

Even though Chambers Bay garnered
significant criticism before, during and after
the event, few can dispute it played host

to one of the most absorbing US Opens in 
recent history. Yes, the greens weren’t up 
to scratch and it was far removed from a 
traditional US Open layout, but it produced 
a truly riveting finish involving the players 
who had acquitted themselves best during 
the course of the week. In this day and age, 
where players are increasingly pampered 
and perfect layouts are expected as a matter 
of course, Mike Davis, the USGA’s executive 
director, deserves credit for both his intrepid 
choice of venue and for his religious 

adherence to his 
principles. The US 
Open is designed to 
be the most stringent 
test in golf, and so it 
proved once more. 

Once again, we 
were left in awe 
of Jordan Spieth. 
Perhaps the most 
impressive facet 
of his victory was 
the way he put his 
potentially ruinous 
double on the 17th 
immediately behind 
him and hit two 
sensational shots 
into 18. He’s a 
genius on the greens 
and his all-round 

game has no discernible weakness, but his 
precociousness, mental fortitude and control 
of emotion is what’s really propelled him to 
within touching distance of Rory McIlroy
atop the world ranking. Spieth may not be
the most flamboyant player to have graced
this wonderful game, but consider this:
McIlroy, Jack Nicklaus and Tiger Woods
amassed a total of one Major title between
them before they turned 22. Spieth, who
turns 22 on July 27th, already has two.

Also spare a though for Dustin Johnson,
who has another Major near-miss to add
to a rather unwanted collection, despite an
imperious ball-striking display at Chambers
Bay. No one will be more deserving when
(yes when, not if) he finally gets over the line.

What happened…

QThe initial disquiet 

surrounding the choice of 

Chambers Bay as the US 

Open host soon gave way 

to negative and incessant 

rhetoric about the Seattle 

venue’s putting surfaces, 

which contributed to 

bobbles, frequent short 

missed putts and general 

dissatisfaction from many 

of the players.

What they said…

Q “It’s like putting on 

broccoli” – Henrik Stenson

“The worst-rolling greens 

I’ve ever putted on” – Billy 

Horschel

What we think…

Q �It’s not hard to 

understand the players’ 

gripes, nor why the golfing 

public didn’t greet their 

remarks with unabridged 

sympathy. At the end of 

the day, everyone was 

putting on the same 

greens. The US Open is the 

hardest test in golf, and 

this was merely another 

obstacle the players had 

to conquer. Interestingly, 

the final-round scoring 

average was 71.29 – the 

lowest of any round in US 

Open history – and eight 

players finished under par. 

That tied the number at 

Oakmont in 1994, with only

a wet Congressional in 2011

producing more under-par

scores since then. What’s

more, Louis Oosthuizen

managed to negotiate the

back nine on Sunday in 29

shots, which equalled the

tournament record. From

an objective and statistical

point of view, it doesn’t

seem as if the greens had

too much of an impact on

the proceedings.

The Game

Players blast 
the greens

N E W S 

R O U N D

Spieth halfway to 
career Grand Slam
Jordan Spieth came through a riveting back-nine contest at 

Chambers Bay to secure his second Major at the age of just 21
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1 Druh / Players Croc  £55 druhbeltsandbuckles.com 2 Mizuno / MP Leather £50 golf.mizunoeurope.com 3 Nike / Sleek Plaque One Size £45

nike.com/golf 4 Ping / Classic Reversible £34.99 pingcollection.co.uk 5 Callaway / Reversible With Rubber Chevron £39.99

callawayeuropeapparel.com 6 Galvin Green / Weston £75 galvingreen.com 7 Puma / Script Fitted £15 puma.com/golf

8 Adidas / Trophy £39.99 adidasgolf.co.uk 9 FootJoy / Premium Leather with Brushed Nickel Buckle £60 footjoy.co.uk

The Game
N E W 

A P P A R E L

Top-notch performers
Complete your outfi t on the course this summer with any one of these nine stylish belts

1

4

7

2

5

8

3

6

9

Visit golf-monthly.co.uk for more gear
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N E W  G E A R

The Game

■ The putter so often holds 

the key to a good score and 

in 2015 we have seen huge 

advances in technology on 

the greens to improve feel, 

roll and alignment.

The Scotty Cameron 

Select models will suit those 

after premium looks, with 

the red aluminium sole plate 

popping through the crown 

to create the sight lines that 

aid alignment.

They also have adjustable 

weights, which feature in 

the heel and toe of Rife’s 

new Switchback too. Ping’s 

Cadence TR range comes 

in two different weights – 

standard or heavy – to suit 

different stroke tempos and 

feel preferences. 

The Odyssey Works 

line comes in a variety 

of shapes, most with the 

contrasting Versa alignment 

aid, and all with a new face 

insert to improve roll while 

maintaining a soft feel. 

Finally, Bettinardi’s Queen 

B 6 is a wide, face-balanced 

blade made from carbon 

steel, ideal for golfers after 

fresh looks and a soft feel.

So try something new – it 

might just save your game.

Words Joel Tadman 

Photography Kim Porritt

Putters of 2015

Technology 
to the fore
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M
odern golf courses regularly pose the problem shown here. You’ve

just missed the green and are perhaps only a few feet from the

putting surface, but your ball is sitting down in a bird’s nest of a

lie. Finding a good strike with a deft touch to get the ball close isn’t easy

but there are a few pointers that will help. First, think of this as less of a

chip and more of a bunker shot or flop shot. This will allow you to use the

bounce of the club to keep the head moving through the grass. Then, set

the ball position forward and open your stance. You do not want to attack

this shot from too steep an angle as the club is likely to dig in through

impact, bringing a duff strike into the equation. Crucially, make sure you

maintain a smooth, steady acceleration through the ball, as keeping the

club moving through impact is essential. Bearing these technical points in

mind will give you a better chance of escaping with your score intact.

■ By GM Top 25 Coach Andrew Jones, head professional, Littlestone Golf Club, Kent

B O N U S

T I P S

1 / Point of entry

Place three tees in a semi-circle round

the back of the hole. Before putting,

aim at the left edge, right edge or

centre of the cup. The best putters

focus on point of entry. Gary Smith

2 / Release it late

Once you’ve set your wrist angle on

the way back, maintain it as long as

possible on the way down. Releasing

the angle late will add crucial speed

to your drives. Andrew Reynolds

3 / Feet together drill

If you’re catching iron shots fat or 

thin, hit balls with your feet together. 

It’s an old drill that helps you focus 

on keeping your height, and rotating 

through the shot. Barney Puttick

Chipping from the thick rough

“Make sure you 
maintain a smooth, 
steady acceleration 
through the ball”
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Check out the GM YouTube channel for more coaching tips
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hen London Hatfield was up
for sale, one proposal was to
turn it into housing. So local
brothers Kieran and Liam
Griffin and their wives, who

have houses backing onto the course, bought
the club to preserve the 400-acre estate.
Kieran’s wife, Elaine Ratcliffe, is a former
Curtis Cup and Ladies European Tour player.

There are two 18-hole courses at Essendon,
the Old and the New. The new owners are
restoring and upgrading the courses and
facilities in a gradual programme.

The New Course used to be members only,
but now is open to all. This is at the heart of
the Griffins’ philosophy.

“One of the first things you see when you
arrive is a sign which says ‘All Welcome’,”
explains Kieran.

“This is no coincidence. We want to provide
a relaxed environment in which golfers of all
ages and abilities can enjoy the game. Judging
by the rate at which our membership is
growing that ethos has struck a chord.”

Membership levels have rocketed since the
Griffin family took the reins in December
2011 – up from under 250 to around 850.

Junior membership, which stood at four
when they took over, is now above the 100
mark. The growth in ladies membership has
also been very impressive, rising from just
three to 110.

W

The Game
C L U B

F O C U S

A flying start

■ Visitors to Hope Works 

Golf Club in Derbyshire 

could be in for a shock as 

they begin their rounds 

as the first fairway is used 

as the landing spot for an 

RAF Search and Rescue 

helicopter. The club advises 

players shouldn’t get too 

close when the helicopter 

is taking off or landing as 

it tends to blow hats and 

trollies away and can throw 

your swing way off plane!

A pair of aces

■ It’s been a memorable 

year so far for the captains

at Nizels Golf Club in Kent,

as both have scored a hole-

in-one during their tenure.

Club Captain Mark Chatham

aced the 137-yard 6th hole

at Lingfield Golf Club, while

Ladies Captain Nikki Bell

triumphed on the 145-yard

14th hole at Nizels.

New academy

■ Close House’s touring

professional Lee Westwood

has officially opened a

new PGA Golf Academy at

the north-east venue. The

facilities include a floodlit

driving range, new practice

areas, a SAM PuttLab

analysis system and a

custom-fitting centre with

a FlightScope ball-tracking

radar system.

Golf Foundation

awards

Les Hancock of Wolstanton

Golf Club, Staffordshire,

received the Golf

Foundation’s Sir Henry

Cotton Award during a

ceremony at Wentworth.

Les was made junior

organiser at the club in

1967 and has played an

inspirational role ever

since. Other award winners

were: Ali Jodiyawalla, Ben

Jones, Nicola Stroud, Mike

Cayless, The Paul Mitchell

Golf Academy, Royal

West Norfolk Golf Club,

Leamington & County Golf

Club and Cardiff City FC.

For more club news visit golf-monthly.co.uk
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A club reborn
The renamed Essendon Country Club, in Hertfordshire, has 

had a new lease of life since being taken over in late 2011

Essendon New Course 3rd hole

Jimmy Mullen won the
Welsh Open Stroke Play

Championship by an
incredible nine strokes

STOP PRESS

Hole-in-ones in 30 minutes during a 
competition at Gathurst Golf Club

3
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hen something costs towards, 
and beyond, £1,000 and
only lasts for one year it
must either be essential or
highly desirable. For the vast 

majority, a golf club membership should 
fall into the latter category. To encourage 
people to part with a sizeable chunk of their 
annual salary, golf clubs must offer a package 
that gives current and prospective members 
enough reasons to part with their hard-
earned cash.

Too many clubs still rely on the outdated 
idea that it’s a privilege to be a member of 

their golf club. There aren’t enough people 
who would still agree with that stance to 
make it a viable strategy for keeping and 
gaining members.

For golfers who play infrequently, the 
need to be a member of a club isn’t as 
strong as it once was. The option of paying 
irregular green fees and visiting a selection of 
different clubs might seem more appealing 
than stumping up a large wedge of cash 
to be beholden to just one. What then can 
golf clubs do to maximise the value of 
subscription fees and to make membership 
appealing to as many people as possible?

Competition is something a golf club can 
offer that is attractive to most keen golfers 
and, in some instances, this attribute isn’t 
capitalised upon to the extent it might be. 
Members enjoy the chance to play against 
handicap, to pit themselves against others, 
to play with different people and integrate 
themselves into the club. It should be 
pretty straightforward to provide sufficient 
competitions for them to do this.

Obviously there ought to be competitions 
every weekend, and there could also be one 
or two midweek. Then there will be various 
knockout events running through the year.

The Game

How can clubs make 
membership more appealing?

With clubs across the UK struggling to attract and retain members, what can they do  

to make their offering more appealing and better value for money?

W

Join in the debate on the GM Forum

The clubhouse should always be a

lively and appealing place for members
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But how about adding a few extra 
competitive events to get involved in and 
monitor through the season? Perhaps a 
‘net eclectic’, that could be tracked online? 
Or maybe a trophy for the aggregate five 
best Medal scores posted through the year? 
There could be prizes in each category 
for the player who achieves the greatest 
percentage handicap decrease through the 
season or returns the lowest net score of the 
year. Basically clubs should ensure there are 
many different things to play in (and for) so 
members always have something to keep 
them interested. Even if they’re not in line 
to win the Club Championship, they might 
have a chance to better one of their rounds 
counting to the aggregate, or they might 
have made it through three rounds in the 
pairs knockout. 

And all these 
events should be 
taking place over 
the best possible 
playing surfaces. 
Club committees 
should prioritise 
expenditure and 
dedicate time to 
ensure course 
maintenance is 
carried out to the 
highest standard. 
If members are 
disappointed by 
the quality of their 
course they might start looking elsewhere. 
However, they would surely be less inclined 
to dine out if the finest cuisine was available 
at home?

Time is precious and balancing work and 
family can be a challenge. For a working 
mother or father to justify the expense of 
a golf club membership, there has to be 
an aspect of what they’re paying for that 
is beneficial to family life. The club must 
be somewhere a current or prospective 
member’s wife or husband and children 
enjoy visiting.

Kids shouldn’t be looked upon with scorn 
and suspicion at the golf club. They should 
be appreciated and encouraged; they might 
just be future members after all. The club 
might offer Sunday lunches, barbeques or 
kids’ putting competitions. There could be 
social evenings with singers or entertainers, 
quizzes, race nights, karaoke, snooker 
tournaments, dances… 

When a big event like The Open is on, 
members should be encouraged to come to 
the club to watch the action unfold. How 
much more fun to watch Rory hole the 
winning putt surrounded by 100 cheering 
people in the clubhouse bar? 

It should be noted that, with all these 
suggestions, if the events are marketed and 
run successfully, they should be revenue 
generating for the club as well, so the 
members benefit on two fronts.

Members shouldn’t be taken for granted. 
At most clubs, visitor, outing and society 
income comprises an essential part of the 
annual takings. Of course, visiting parties 
should be welcomed, but they shouldn’t 
be accommodated too often if it’s at the 
expense of the members. 

If you’ve paid a large sum of money to 
join a club, you like to feel you will, within 
reason, be able to play when you want. If 
you’re constantly being prevented from 
getting out on your course because of 
corporate days and shotgun starts, you may 

feel you’re being a little 
short-changed. A balance 
must be found. 

When someone pays 
an annual subscription 
for something, it’s 
fair to think they will 
continue to enjoy what 
they have shelled out for 
over the full 12 months. 
OK, the weather in the 
UK dictates that, for 
a good portion of the 
year, golf isn’t such an 
appealing activity. But 
that doesn’t mean the 
golf club should shut up 

shop. Too often clubs see the first frost as an 
opportunity to batten down the hatches and 
wait patiently for the spring meeting. This 
attitude doesn’t provide members with value 
for money. 

The club should change tack through 
the winter, but it should still be a lively and 
appealing place for members to use. The 
golf can keep going with winter leagues, 
winter foursomes, five-club competitions 
and the like. The pro could give group 
lessons through the colder months and the 
clubhouse can still be a hub where members 
and their families can get together for a drink 
or something to eat. 

There is clearly a raft of opportunities 
for clubs to offer current and prospective 
members the greatest possible value for 
money from their annual subscription. 
First and foremost the golf club must be 
a welcoming and appealing place for the 
member and his or her family to enjoy all 
year round. 

There should be so many on and 
off-course activities taking place throughout 
the 12 months of the year that the member 
is spoilt for choice from both a competitive 
and social perspective.W
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“Too often clubs see

the first frost as an

opportunity to batten

down the hatches and

wait patiently for

spring. This doesn’t

provide value for

money for members”
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T
he offspring of top golfers 
quite often turn out to be 
more than decent players 
themselves, which leads 
you to ask if you can inherit 

golfi ng ability or whether it’s more about 
being exposed to the game from a young 
age. I think it’s very much the latter. I was 
exposed to golf when I was about nine, 
and although I was already quite sporty, I 
recognised something especially intriguing 
about golf, in that the ball wouldn’t move 
until you moved it!

All my boys play and two of them are 
pros. Warren, my second son, is a 
club pro. He tried for his tour card 
a couple of times but wasn’t quite 
good enough, and now has other 
priorities. But Sean – my youngest, 
who is now 23 – has been playing 
since he could walk and has become 
very profi cient. His mum took him 
round various junior competitions 
in Florida from the age of nine, and 
let me tell you, those junior events 
are an incredible start to the game. 
You have to be there and see them 
to appreciate how tough they are. 

Some parents push their kids too hard 
but we tried not to do that with Sean. It was 
always on his terms. We said, “If you want 
to do that, it’s your choice and we’ll take 
you.” But you come across some incredible 
things walking round with them and the 
other parents. Somebody in the group 
would end up in tears virtually every time. 
It’s a very harsh and diffi cult game for these 
young people. A three-putt at the wrong 
time or an errant tee-shot... they get so into 
it and so hurt by it that it’s very tough.

Sean went through all that and we used 
to console him on bad days: “Never mind, 
that’s golf,” and all that. He then went up 
to college at Chapel Hill in North Carolina, 
but that just wasn’t him. He was always 
brought up to be his own man, to practise 

when he needed to practise and so on. That 
whole college thing, where they all had to 
practise together, was just too regimented 
for him and he didn’t gel with it.

When he came back, I said, “If you’re 
going to do this for a living, you’d better 
get on with it and turn pro straight away.” 
So he’s been a pro for three or four years, 
playing the mini-tours and making 
progress all the time. He’s still hell-bent 
on doing it, and has a good friend in Paul 
Azinger, who is a bit of a mentor, I suppose. 
I’ve always spent time with him too, and 
will continue to do so on the mental side. 

We’re all different, aren’t we, and he has 
struggled with self-belief. I told him that, 
ultimately, this is what it all boils down 
to – self-belief. He was always reluctant to 
say to himself, “Nobody’s better than me!” 
I mean on a given day, of course – I’m not 
saying anything more than that. It’s not a 
question of being arrogant, but quietly, to 
yourself, you’ve got to believe that you are 
better than everybody else.

He’s a wonderful ball-striker – as good 
a ball-striker as anyone I’ve seen. Paul 
recognises that, and I’ve recognised it for 
a long time, but three or four months ago, 
for the fi rst time, Sean told me he was a 
great ball-striker. I said, “Sean, you are. 
I’ve been telling you for a long time and 
I’m very pleased to hear you tell me that, 
because that is part of the process.” But 

he is more intelligent in many areas than I 
was, and the sort of individual who needs 
to prove it to himself before he will fully 
believe it. 

I was a bit naïve, but incredibly 
confi dent. I never thought about losing. 
When I was 13 or 14, my dad used to say 
about all the great players, “They’ve got 
a head on their shoulders, two arms, and 
two legs just like you.” I said to myself, 
“He’s right – who is better than me?” So I 
always had that self-belief. 

In Sean’s case, I really believe he’s on the 
cusp right now. He’s made progress every 

year. He made his fi rst cut on the 
European Tour this year in South 
Africa, then prequalifi ed for a Web.
com Tour event. This year he’s 
going to continue trying to Monday 
qualify for Web.com tournaments 
and playing the mini-tours in our 
area back home.

We’ve talked about the pressure 
of a famous father and all that, and 
he knows that there will always be 
pressure, just as Rory feels it every 
time he walks on to the tee now as 

World No.1. All these guys have got to deal 
with it.

I help him all I can and this self-belief  is 
the last piece of the jigsaw. He knows he’s 
going to be nervous, and he’s still working 
on that total self-belief. I try to use every 
cliché in the book – they’re all human 
beings; they all operate the same way; 
everybody is frightened. But he certainly 
has the desire to do it, and I absolutely 
believe he can. I’ve got no doubt about it.

Like father, like son

■ Tony Jacklin is the offi cial ambassador 

for the Farmfoods British Par 3 

Championship 11-14 August 2015, Nailcote 

Hall. For more information visit www.

britishpar3.com or follow @BritishPar3 

Follow Tony on twitter @jacklin_tony

My son, Sean, recently made his fi rst European Tour cut, and 

I believe he could make it once the self-belief is really there

Tony Jacklin

“It all boils down to self-
belief. It’s not a question of   
being arrogant, but quietly 

to yourself, you’ve got to  
believe that you are better 

than everybody else”
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H
ave the powers that be, 
with their decision to ban 
the long putter, or should 
I say any anchored putter, 
gone too early? Some 

professional golfers dearly and desperately 
rely on this type of putter. Have The R&A 
and the USGA made a mistake? We all 
know that a couple of years ago, the soon-
to-be-forbidden anchored method was on 
fi re. Keegan Bradley won the 2011 USPGA 
Championship with the belly putter. 
Where has he gone? Webb Simpson won 
the 2012 US Open with the belly putter. 
Where has he gone? Adam Scott 
won the 2013 Masters with the 
long putter. Where has he gone? 

There are a lot of players at the 
moment with a decision pending; 
a number who have the upcoming 
change of rule planted fi rmly in 
their brains; some who are asking 
themselves what on earth they are 
going to do because they simply 
can’t putt with the short putter. It’s 
as simple as that. They wouldn’t 
have gone to the anchored putter if 
they could putt with the short one! 

For me, the decision to ban the 
anchored putter was premature. It was 
coincidental it had a good run. How many 
times has it won since? Who can honestly 
remember the last tournament where the 
winner was wielding a putter connected in 
some way to their body? Since Scott won 
the Masters in 2013, it hasn’t come close 
in a Major. 

I feel sorry for my friend Scotty. He 
tried to reacquaint himself with the short
putter earlier this year, but he found
himself back with his trademark Masters-
winning long model soon after. And can
you blame him?

In my golfing life I have never witnessed
something like this before. Oh wait, I
have, actually. Ping, many years ago, went

head-to-head with the powers that be over 
the square grooves issue. No-one went 
up against the game’s authorities over the 
anchored putter, and I think they probably 
should have. Great players will survive, 
average ones could struggle. Okay, these 
guys have plenty of dosh right now, but 
this could be the beginning of the end. 
I’m sure in 12 months Keegan, Adam and 
Webb will be some of the ones that we’ll 
have under the microscope every time 
they have a smelly little four-footer.

Speaking of Keegan, the most 
noteworthy thing he’s done this year is 

get into a spat with Miguel Angel Jimenez 
at the WGC-Cadillac Match Play. It was 
handbags at six paces! People will have 
looked at that and thought, “these things 
don’t happen in professional golf.” Oh 
yes they do! To be honest with you, little 
battles happen quite often.

I remember myself, playing up the 
mountain at Crans-sur-Sierre in the 
European Masters a few (okay, maybe 
slightly more than a few!) years ago with 
my Sky Sports colleague Richard Boxall
and another fellow. This man believed he
could move the ball with his mind. Going
up the 2nd hole, this chap, who shall
remain nameless, hits it into the trees on
the left. He went in there, conjured up a
swing and out came a little missile duck-
hook, straight at the flag.

I said, “great looking shot.” Silly me! 
His ball then proceeded to tumble over 
the back of the green. Up he came, toe 
to toe with me, screaming: “Do not talk 
to my golf ball when it’s still moving.” 
Boxall was on the fl oor laughing, with 
tears rolling down his face, while us two 
were going at each other! For the next 16 
holes, it was very quiet. I didn’t have to 
listen to him, which was probably a good 
thing. So folks, it does happen on tour. It 
isn’t always harmonious, like you might 
think. Ask yourself what percentage 
of the action you see in a televised golf 

tournament. More than before, but 
not anywhere close to all of it.  But 
anyway, I digress… 

I don’t think they should have 
banned anchoring. Maybe you do, 
maybe you don’t, but it defi nitely 
hasn’t damaged the game. It’s 
not as if these guys were holing 
everything they looked at. I feel 
sorry for them, I really do. Some 
of the guys who use these types of 
putters are genuinely concerned 
for their livelihoods. 

And what about the guys on the 
Senior Tour? Ian Woosnam won with the 
anchored putter not too long ago to claim 
his fi rst tournament on the Champions 
Tour. It’s arguably worse for the older 
practitioners. Should we let them carry 
on anchoring? I don’t know, but what I do 
know is that this situation is all a bit of a 
mess at the moment.

I think more attention should have been 
directed at the modern golf ball, which is 
like a missile and going too far, but that’s a
story for another day.

Time is running out

■ Wayne Riley is a former member of the

European Tour and two-time winner who

is now part of the Sky Sports Golf Team.

Wayne writes exclusively for Golf Monthly

The rule-makers have made their decision, but anchored 

putter wielders should have been given longer to adapt…

Wayne Riley

“For me, the decision to 
ban the anchored putter 
was premature. Who can 
honestly remember the 

last tournament where the 
winner was wielding one?”
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L
ast month I spoke about Pete 
Cowen agreeing to take me 
under his wing. I’m obviously 
delighted that since that 
move my results have 

improved dramatically, culminating in a 
rise to 49th in the world after a fi nal-hole 
birdie at the end of a tough Irish Open 
– so tough that only fi ve people fi nished 
under par at the end of the week!

I played well in the fi rst of the two 
China events, made a great run at the 
WGC-Cadillac Match Play and then had a 
strong showing at Wentworth too. That 
was my fi rst WGC Match Play, 
and I got to the quarter-fi nals after 
some very close matches – I guess 
they’re always going to be close in 
that event. Sergio got the better of 
me down the stretch to beat me up 
the last. I then had a great match 
against Jamie Donaldson where I 
missed a short putt on 17, but then 
made it through a three-hole play-
off, in which neither of us missed 
a shot – that was a great match. 
Finally, against Bernd Wiesberger 
in my last group match, I could still have 
fi nished fi rst or last in my group walking 
down the 18th fairway, but again squeezed 
through in extra time.

The thing with that tournament was 
that I was seemingly out of it about three 
times, and if I hadn’t birdied the last 
against Jamie, I was on my way home. So 
I think the new format defi nitely made it 
more exciting just because there was more 
to it – there were more possibilities. Once 
I got through, I then played really well 
against Branden Grace, where I had total 
control of my game, and even though I 
lost to Danny Willett in the quarters, it 
was still a great week. It was funny how 
it panned out really, because although 
it’s a WGC event, I pretty much played 
‘European Match Play’ for fi ve rounds!

Wentworth was a great week too, not 
just because I was right in the thick of it 
heading into Sunday, but also because I 
made my fi rst ever albatross on the 4th 
hole on Saturday, then followed it with 
an eagle on the 12th. To be fair, 4 and 12 
that day were playing like par 4s, so if 
you didn’t make four you were effectively 
dropping shots. I had 198 yards into 
the 4th and the wind was a little bit off 
the right, so it was just a perfect normal 
7-iron for me. You’re trying to pitch it 
10ft right of the fl ag to that pin position, 
and I hit a perfect golf shot…but to then 

see it go in, well, you can’t quite believe 
it at fi rst! The eagle on 12 was another 
7-iron. But the albatross was a real thrill 
– I mean, I might never make another one 
and it was at Wentworth too! My caddie, 
Wobbly, and I even made good contact on 
the fi rst high fi ve – we started to go for a 
second one, but then just quit as I think 
we were past caring at that point!

On Sunday, I then played the 1st 
perfectly, hitting a 6-iron stone-dead, 
before birdieing the 4th where I lipped out 
for eagle. I was playing great at that point, 
but then just struggled a bit from the 7th 
and couldn’t get anything going, before 
making a mess of 12 and walking away 
with a bogey there.

 I gave some away that day with my 
mid-range putting. We were never going 

to catch Ben An, so we were all playing 
for second really, but I just didn’t play well 
enough. Yes, I could have saved a couple 
of shots and perhaps fi nished in the top 
three, but I did fi nish with a great birdie on 
the 17th, and at that stage, when you can’t 
catch the leader, you’re just playing for 
position and world ranking points. You 
come off feeling disappointed, especially 
after such a good start, but you’ve got 
to look back and say, well, it was a great 
week overall.  

Royal County Down was then an 
unbelievably tough course in tough 

conditions, so that became a big 
mental test too, because the course 
beat everybody up at times. But it 
was a really great tournament, and 
despite a hiccup on 16 on Sunday, 
I did manage to birdie the last to 
climb back to 21st place. This 
proved just enough to fi nally get 
me inside the world’s top 50, which 
has long been a goal of mine. 

By the time you read this, you’ll 
already know how I fared on my 
US Open debut at Chambers 

Bay. Getting into the Majors has always 
been another goal, as it’s the next step 
on for any aspiring player. It’s a really 
great opportunity for me tackling a US 
Open set-up for the fi rst time and there 
will be so much I can take from it going 
forwards. Again, when you’re in the big 
tournaments where all the top-ranked 
players are, that’s where you want to be 
when you start your professional journey. 
I look forward to telling you about the 
whole experience and all the ups and 
downs in my next column, however 
things turned out!

Top 50 at last

■ Tommy Fleetwood is a Nike staff 

professional competing on the European 

Tour and is Golf Monthly’s playing editor

Aft er a run of good form I’m thrilled to have achieved one 

of my major goals and hit the all-important world top 50

Tommy Fleetwood

“Royal County Down was 
an unbelievably tough 

course in tough conditions. 
It became a big mental test 

because the course beat 
everybody up at times”
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A
t St Andrews this month Tom 
Watson will play in The Open 
Championship for the 41st and, 
most likely, the final time. He 

won the event on his first try at Carnoustie in 
1975 and he lifted the Claret Jug four further 
times over the following eight years.

Since his first appearance on the Angus 
coast, Tom has been a firm favourite with 
the Scottish golfing public. Four of his five 
Open victories came in Scotland, with 
another oh so close at Turnberry in 2009. 
After his triumph at Troon in 1982 Watson 
held a ‘Scotland the Brave’ scarf above his 
head prompting rapturous cheering. He 
often speaks fondly about the knowledge 
and enthusiasm of the Scottish spectators. 
In short, the Scots love him. Despite the 
sticky aftermath of the 2014 Ryder Cup, an 
event in which Watson’s captaincy received 
considerable criticism from some parties, 
the fans at St Andrews will welcome Tom 
as a returning son. When he crosses the 

Swilcan Bridge on Friday or Sunday of Open 
week, emotions will run high as he turns and 
waves a goodbye to the oldest championship, 
just as his fellow Americans Arnold Palmer 
and Jack Nicklaus have done at recent St 
Andrews Opens. It’s fitting that Watson, a 
man who has done so much to promote and 
represent The Open Championship, should 
say farewell to the event at the Home of Golf. 
It will mark the end of a golfing era.  

“Yes, there will be an element of 
melancholy and I’ve kind of been looking at 
it like a death,” says Watson. “It’s going to be 
over, there’s a sense of finality. But as they 
say to people who’ve lost loved ones, you 
have to let the memories fill the void, and 
I have so many wonderful memories. And 
they’re not just of The Open Championship 
itself, but also the whole environment of 
golf and the people in Britain and Scotland 
in particular. I love the passion the Scottish 
people have for golf and how they embrace 
it. Golf is viewed differently in Scotland 

THE END OF AN OPEN ERA

TOM 
WATSON

Photography Chris Allerton courtesy of Ralph Lauren, Getty Images

The five-time Open 
champion talks to 

Fergus Bisset about his 
40-year relationship 
with the great event, 

including the Duel 
in the Sun, that near 

miss in 2009 and a  
last goodbye

➜
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to anywhere else in the world. So those 
thoughts will fill the void very well.”

And Watson will have a strong team 
of supporters around him to enjoy the 
experience at St Andrews.

“My son Michael will caddy for me and I’ll 
have a lot of friends who are coming over to 
participate in everything that goes on. It will 
be a joyous occasion so I can’t be too sad.”

Tom has first-hand experience of 
emotional farewells at St Andrews. Together 
with Luke Donald, he partnered Jack 
Nicklaus in 2005 in The Golden Bear’s last 
Open outing. 

“I was playing through a lot of tears that 
day,” he says. “Every stand we went by, 
they gave him a standing ovation. It was a 
privilege to be able to play with him.”

Nicklaus missed the cut in 2005 by just 
two shots, but he went out with a flourish, 
holing a slippery putt for a birdie across the 
18th green.

“The thing about Jack was that he always 
had the ability to make a birdie at the last 
hole,” Watson remembers. “He had this 
25-footer, downhill and left to right on a 
slick green. I turned to my caddy and said, 
‘there’s no doubt; this is going in!’ And so 
it did, dead centre, just like he did to me in 
Turnberry in 1977.”

There’s a strong argument for the ‘Duel 
in the Sun’ at Turnberry in 1977 being 
considered the greatest battle in Open 

history. Beneath sparkling blue Ayrshire 
skies, Watson and Nicklaus turned the event 
into a two-horse race. The pair produced 
a weekend’s golf of an almost unfeasible 
standard. Both men fired third rounds of 65 
and they went into the final day tied for the 
lead. Nicklaus had the early advantage in 
the final round; three strokes at one stage. 
But Watson fought back and drew level with 
a monster birdie putt on the 15th. Watson 

“I love the passion the

Scottish people have

for golf. It is viewed 

differently in Scotland”

Close call: Watson comes up short 

with a putt to win the 2009 Open

After his 1982 Open victory at Troon



took the lead for the first time on the 17th 
then fired his approach on the final hole to 
within a couple of feet of the cup. Nicklaus 
looked to be beaten, as his drive had ended in 
thick rough by the gorse. But he blasted out 
to the edge of the green and then, incredibly, 
holed the birdie putt meaning Watson had 
to knock his in to win. He did and posted 
another 65 against Nicklaus’ 66.

“I fully expected him to hole that putt,” 
says Watson. “It was a mental exercise from 
my perspective. I had to expect him to make 
it. I couldn’t have the luxury of saying, ‘well, 
I’ve won it now.’ I had to focus on making my 
putt which, thankfully, I did.”

Watson had set a tournament record 
total of 268 – eight better than the previous 
benchmark. After Nicklaus, Hubert Green 
was a distant third, 11 shots behind the 
winner’s total.

“I won the tournament I played in,” said 
Green afterwards. “They were playing in 
something else.”

Of all Tom’s Open titles the memory of 
that one burns brightly.

“It sticks out for me that event, it was an 
amazing tournament,” he says. “It was one 
of the few tournaments in my career that 

I really felt sure I was going to win going
into the event. There’s only been a handful
where I felt it was my tournament to win
or lose. Most of the rest of the tournaments
I’ve played in, and won, it’s been more like
a horse race – you try and get in position
to win in the last stretch, the last day. That
tournament though I recall the way I was
playing, I felt I was going to win.”

Tom’s total of five Open wins puts him
tied second on the all-time list but, perhaps
just as famous as those triumphs, was an
Open that Watson lost. In 2009, at the
age of 59, Watson came to the final hole
at Turnberry needing a par to become the
oldest player ever to win a Major (by 11
years!). His approach shot looked perfect but
adrenaline caused it to travel slightly further

than anticipated and his ball ran through the
back of the green. He was unable to get up
and down and he then lost a four-hole play-
off to Stewart Cink.

Despite the amazing achievement
of finishing runner-up in The Open
Championship at nearly 60 years of age,
Watson looks back on that event as “one that
got away”.

“I think of it a little like what Nick Price
said after he won at Turnberry in 1994. I
had one hand on that trophy in 2009 but,
unfortunately, I just couldn’t quite get the
second one on there. You know I honestly
felt I could win that tournament going into
the week. It wasn’t like in ’77 when I thought
I ‘would’ win it, but I thought I ‘could’ win it
in ’09. I had more experience of the course
than anybody that week, I was playing well,
I had changed my putting and the putts
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“I had one hand on the trophy in 2009 but I just

couldn’t quite get the second one on there”

➜

Watson partnered Jack Nicklaus

for his final Open round in 2005

Stewart Cink triumphed in 

2009 after a four-hole play-off

Winning the ‘Duel in the Sun’ 

at Turnberry in 1977
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started to drop. I had a clear game plan, and 
it almost worked.”

Watson never (or hasn’t yet) won The 
Open at St Andrews, but he did have a good 
chance in 1984 when Seve Ballesteros was 
champion. The pair were tied after Seve 
parred the 17th hole in the final round. 
Playing behind the Spaniard, Watson’s 
second to the Road Hole bounded over the 
green and he made a bogey. When Seve 
holed a birdie putt on the final green, it was 
all over. But Watson doesn’t view 1984 as a 
tournament he lost.

“I played well but didn’t hole enough 
makeable putts,” he remembers 
philosophically. “But neither did Bernhard 
Langer, he had a number of chances that 
went by. Then Seve holed that putt on 18 and 
punched the sky like he did. It was just what 
was meant to be.”

Winning the first Open he contested, at 
Carnoustie in 1975, it would ostensibly seem 
that Watson’s affection for links golf was 
natural and instant. This was most definitely 
not the case.

“It’s funny because, actually, I hated it 
so much! All the things I love about the 
links now – the conditions, the bounce, 
the uncertainty – in 1975 I really hated,” he 
chuckles. “It started with the first shot I hit 
on a links. I played my first round of links 
golf at Monifieth Golf Club. I hit my first 
drive right down the middle of the fairway 
and lost the ball! It hit the middle of the 
fairway but must have kicked viciously off

a slope. Eventually I just dropped a ball,
because we couldn’t find it.

“But as we walked on I thought, ‘well
maybe it just went over there’, and I found it
in a little pot bunker in the left rough. It was
so far off the line I hit it on and I just said, ‘I
don’t like this. This isn’t golf.’”

Tom says that it took some time for him
to develop a love for the links and he even
admits he had an early aversion to golf’s
‘Grand Old Lady’.

“I’m sorry to have to say that I didn’t like
St Andrews when I first played in 1978. I just
didn’t get it.”

But during a trip with friends to the north
of Scotland in 1981, Watson saw the light.

“I came over with my great friend Sandy
Tatum, a former president of the USGA and
a fellow Stanford alumni. He organised a trip
to Dornoch. We went up there and played
in the morning, it was a beautiful day, very
little wind,” Watson recalls. “During a lovely
reception organised for us after the game,
the weather turned and started to blow and
the rain was coming sideways. I took Sandy

to one side and said, ‘Hey Sandy, let’s sneak
out and play again.’ He said, ‘You’re on.’ We
played just four of us: two great caddies,
Sandy and me. It rained the whole time, but
out there I turned to Sandy and said, ‘You
know, I’ve never had more fun playing golf
than right here.’ And that was it, that’s when
I truly embraced it.”

And Watson is clear that his love for the
links will outlast his Open career.

“What I’d really like to do is to hire a car
and travel with a couple of friends or family
members and tour all the wee, hidden links
courses of Scotland,” he says. “I want to play
them all – Lossiemouth, Nairn, Brora, there
are so many I need to visit.”

But for now Watson’s playing objectives
remain competitive and his goal for St
Andrews is distinct.

“To make the cut,” he says without
hesitation. “I think that at 65, that’s a
significant goal. I have to play really well; I
have to be firing on all cylinders to make the
cut. If I do, I’ll aim to finish the tournament
as high up as possible.”

Watson already holds the record as the
oldest player to make the cut at The Open,
following his excellent showing at Royal
Liverpool last summer.

In that event he closed with a 68 to finish
the week one-over-par. Watson has a simple
explanation for his longevity.
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now – the conditions, the bounce, the

uncertainty – in 1975 I really hated”
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“It will be a joyous occasion 

so I can’t be too sad”





“Good genes,” he says with a smile. “I have 
to give credit to mum and dad. I’ve been very 
fortunate I haven’t been injured very much 
throughout my career. I have a golf swing 
that has stood the test of time. I lift my left 
heel so I don’t put a huge amount of pressure 
on my back and I think that has been very 
important.”

Tom believes that, with a little effort, all 
golfers, of whatever standard, can continue 
to be competitive as they grow older.

“As you get into your 60s and 70s you 
have to work hard to maintain your strength 
and flexibility. You have to stay supple,” he 
advises. “There are great programmes to do 
this but it takes some dedication and you 
have to be prepared to put in some time. If 
amateurs are prepared to do this, there’s no 
reason they can’t continue to play their best 
golf into their 70s.” 

At the other end of the age spectrum, 
Tom believes one of the big challenges in the 
game currently is finding a way of engaging 
youngsters and turning them into lifetime 
golfers. His feeling is there’s plenty of 
emphasis on the elite side of the sport with 
sometimes too much pressure from parents 
and coaches, but there’s not enough done to 
stress, simply, the fun you can have on the 
golf course.

“We have to create a situation where the 
kids want to go out and play golf with each 

other, not just with mum and dad or in
tournaments. They have to want to go out on
the course and play with their friends, having
fun with other people,” he says. “That is what
golf is all about and that is what will really
build a love for the game in young people.”

There’s an excellent group of young
players today setting a fine example for
junior golfers. The likes of Jordan Spieth,
Rory McIlroy, Rickie Fowler, Lydia Ko and
Kim Hyo-Joo appeal to a new generation
of players, just as many of the previous 
generation grew up idolising Tom Watson. 

The great champion is set to end a chapter 
of his career at St Andrews but, as hinted 
at in the opening paragraph of this article, 
it’s not confirmed just yet. His efforts at 
Turnberry caused the creation of a new 
exemption category that allowed him to 
compete for a further five years. If he finished 
in the top ten at St Andrews that exemption 
category would allow him to keep going. 
Could he? And if he did, would he? At a 
dinner in the Royal and Ancient clubhouse 
following the conclusion of this interview, 
Tom dismissed the possibility when it was 
jokingly suggested, but there was just the 
glimmer of a twinkle in his eye as he did so. 

Tom Watson has been a Polo Golf ambassador since 
1993. Ralph Lauren is a Patron & Official Outfitter 
of The Open Championship. 
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“As you get into your

60s and 70s you have

to work hard to

maintain flexibility”

At the time, Watson believed his 2010

Open appearance was his last at St Andrews

With caddie Neil Oxman after defeat in 2009
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The biggest event in golf

on golf’s greatest stage
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Spectating

In terms of watching the golf, St Andrews 
requires a careful spectating strategy as 
fans are kept around the perimeters and it 
can sometimes seem tricky to get close to 
the action. But there are still a number of 
great viewing spots with more than 20,000 
grandstand seats available.

When you first arrive, the best plan is to 
walk out to the far end of the course in order 
to get a feel for the layout. Head down the 

right side of the track and follow the front 
nine. There will be opportunities to get close 
to the players as they face daunting tee shots 
like the blind drive on the par-4 6th. On 
reaching the famous ‘loop’, find a seat in the 
grandstand. It’s the best viewing point on the 
course as here you can see action on the 7th, 
8th, 9th, 10th, 11th and 12th holes.

When you are ready, follow the back 
nine to watch players taking on the Old 
Course’s iconic closing holes. The huge 

grandstands behind the 18th green and 
along the 1st fairway, together with a large 
grandstand behind the 17th green, will create 
an incredible amphitheatre with an electric 
atmosphere. If you’re lucky enough to be 
there on the final day, make sure you find a 
seat to watch the winning putt. You may be 
lucky enough to see a celebration to rival 
Seve’s fist pumping in 1984, so memorably 
captured by photographer and Glenmorangie 
ambassador, David Cannon.

GOLF’S GREATEST EVENT
The 144th Open Championship is almost upon us, and it’s important for fans 

attending the event to formulate a plan of attack to get the very most out of their  
Open and St Andrews experience. With 250,000 spectators expected over the  

week, here we offer our essential guide to St Andrews and the Home of Golf  
for spectators travelling to Fife this July
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Enjoy the Glenmorangie

experience at 18 select bars

Test your putting skills at The Open

outside Glenmorangie House

Savour a Glenmorangie tasting

in perfect surroundings

Aside from watching some incredible golf, 
there will be a great deal to see and do in and 
around the Championship in St Andrews. 
For a start, there will be a number of exciting 
installations in the Spectator Village – The 
Open Swingzone for example, where a team 
of expert PGA Professionals will be on hand 
to provide free golf lessons. There will be
other playing opportunities with skills tests
and prizes to be won. Then, of course, there’s
the shop where you can buy all manner of
Open memorabilia with which to remember

this historic tournament, or a bottle of 
Glenmorangie to take the Spirit of the Open 
Championship home.

In town and beyond 
Away from the course, St Andrews has a 
number of well-known historical sites such 
as the ruined castle with its siege tunnels and 
‘Bottle Dungeon’, and the Cathedral where 
you can climb St Rule’s tower for a fabulous 
view, and pay homage at the graves of golfi ng 
legends like Old and Young Tom Morris.
Included in the ticket price is free (on the 
day) admission to the British Golf Museum. 
Recently extended, it boasts an incredible 
collection of golfi ng artefacts and is a must-
visit for all golf fans.

With a little exploration, you could discover 
St Andrews’ hidden gems. Just a ten-minute 
walk from the Westport on Canongate lies 
the beautiful Botanic Garden, home to 8,000 
different species of fern, plant, shrub and tree. 
Just off South Street on Abbey Street, the Byre 
Theatre, run by the University of St Andrews, 
has become a focal point for the arts in Fife.

Other highlights of the University include 
St Salvator’s Quad on North Street, which is 
an inspiring place. St Mary’s Quad off South 
Street may be less well known, but it’s a 
superb spot for quiet contemplation or to get 
away from the crowds. 

Your 19th hole

Glenmorangie’s on-site bar is the perfect 
destination to savour some refreshment away 
from the crowds. You’ll be able to sample 
delicious Glenmorangie cocktails, or visit 
the tasting bar where you can try the Prestige 
range and extra-mature expressions. Visitors 
will be able to practise their putting on a 
green outside the bar, or go for nearest the pin 
on a virtual golf screen inside. Or, if you’re 
golfed out, you can just relax and soak up the 
atmosphere.

Glenmorangie is also working closely 
with 18 top bars and restaurants, stretching 
from St Andrews to Edinburgh, in which to 
enjoy a dram or a cocktail (see right). At the 
chic, boutique Hotel du Vin on The Scores, 
there will be a dedicated Glenmorangie 
lounge where you can savour a selection of 
Glenmorangie expressions, tastings, fl ight 
trays and cocktails, and appreciate the long
daylight hours on the newly extended terrace.

Wherever you venture, with this guide
you’ll be able to enjoy the magic of The Open
2015 at the Home of Golf.

GM PROMOTION

Glenmorangie’s Perfect 18

Q Michael Neave 21 Old Fishmarket Close, Edinburgh, 

City of Edinburgh, EH1 1RW

Q�Whiski Rooms 4-7 North Bank Street, Edinburgh, 

EH1 2LP

Q�The Albanach 197 High Street, Edinburgh,

EH1 1PE

Q�Hotel Indigo 51–59 York Place, Edinburgh, City of 

Edinburgh, EH1 3JD

Q�The Blackbird 37-39 Leven Street, Edinburgh,

EH3 9LH

Q�Hamiltons 16-18 Hamilton Place, Edinburgh,

EH3 5AU

Q�The Royal Yacht Britannia Ocean Terminal Ocean 

Drive, Edinburgh, EH6 6JJ

Q�The Seafood Restaurant Bruce Embankment, St 

Andrews, KY16 9AB

Q�The Last Word Saloon 44 Saint Stephen Street, 

Edinburgh, EH3 5AL

Q�Dollshouse 3 Church Street, St Andrews, KY16 9NN

Q�Forgans 110 Market Street, St Andrews, KY16 9PB

Q�Fairmont St Andrews Bay, St Andrews, KY16 8PN

Q�Juniper Bar 20 Princes Street, Edinburgh, EH2 2AN

Q�Road Hole Bar Old Course Hotel, Old Station Road, 

St Andrews, KY16 9SP

 21 Golf Place, St Andrews, KY16 9JA

Q�Hotel G&V 1 George IV Bridge, Edinburgh, EH1 1AD

Q�Hotel du Vin 40 The Scores, St Andrews, KY16 9AS

Q�Tigerlily 125 George Street, Edinburgh, EH2 4JN

Please Savour Glenmorangie Responsibly

DISCOVER THE SPIRIT OF THE OPEN AND WIN AN 
EXCLUSIVE TRIP TO PLAY THE OLD COURSE, ST ANDREWS 
GLENMORANGIE.COM/GOLF
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Renowned golf photographer David Cannon
explains what it takes to produce the iconic golfing

images he has become so famous for...

D
avid Cannon has, for
the last 35 years, been
at the forefront of golf
photography and been
responsible for some of
the sport’s most iconic

pictures; images that have been reprinted
countless times and become ingrained in
the golfing public’s mind. Think of Seve
fist-pumping at St Andrews in 1984, Jack
Nicklaus with putter lofted on the 17th green
at Augusta in 1986 and Bernhard Langer’s
cry of anguish at Kiawah Island in 1991 –
the images that have just popped into your
mind have quite likely stemmed from your
memory of a David Cannon photo.

I went to meet with David at a pre-Open
event in St Andrews organised by
Glenmorangie, ‘The Spirit of The Open’. David
is an ambassador for Glenmorangie and that
seems a fitting association because there’s a

significant synergy between what the whisky
maker and the photographer strive to achieve.
Both use precision, artistry and experience to
create something that stimulates the senses.
And there’s a great deal that goes on behind
the scenes with both to realise an end product
that lives long in the memory.

With regards Glenmorangie, these ‘unseen’
details include the use of the finest water from
the Tarlogie Springs, distillation featuring
the tallest stills in Scotland and a precise
maturation process in carefully selected
casks. In golf photography, too, the amount
of ‘unseen’ and complex work required
to produce the great shots that appear in
publications like Golf Monthly is incredible.

Here, David talks about the ‘unseen’ side of
golf photography: the travelling, the physical
graft, the good fortune and the knowledge
necessary to capture images of the world’s best
golfers at the key moments.
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How would you sum up

the ‘unseen’ side of golf

photography?

I think a picture I once took of Seve in
Switzerland says it all. It’s now become pretty
famous, the shot he hit over the wall, through
the trees at Crans-sur-Sierre in 1993. I heard a
story the other day from the director for Sky
TV working on that tournament. It was pretty
early days in their live golf coverage and they
were still learning. He told the mobile camera
to wait out in the fairway on the 18th as he
thought Seve was only going to chip it out.
That’s why there isn’t any footage of the shot.
He was saying it’s one of his big career regrets.

Anyway, I found myself in the trees – the
right place at the right time. It was a difficult
shot to get, to try and show the wall, where
Seve was and to get Billy Foster’s face in there.
That was a funny moment too – Billy walked
past me and said something like, “what’s he
playing at here, he’s got no chance.” And then
Seve played the shot, holed the following chip
and Billy bowed down, in awe.

What’s a typical day for you at

a golf tournament?

Long! The best light for photography is always
at dawn and dusk so we’ll be there for that, and
everything in between. At Getty Images, we
generally aim to get to the course for the first
tee-off time, but sometimes I’ll get there before
then to grab some pictures of greenkeepers
preparing the course as the sun comes up, or
something along those lines. On, say, the first
day of The Open, it’s hard to make yourself
get up at 3.30am knowing you’ll still be out on
the course at near enough 9pm, but it’s worth
it. Some of those early morning shots are the
best – some properly unseen stuff!

You must have to prepare your

equipment very thoroughly?

Absolutely. Camera covers are very good now
and that’s important, as it’s vital that neither
dust nor moisture get into the body or lens.

It sounds crazy but one of the most
important things for me is waterproof socks!
When you’re out in the semi-rough in the
early morning, the grass will be soaking from
the dew or perhaps the sprinklers. I actually
got trench foot at the US Open at Merion in
2013 and required antibiotics! I now carry two
pairs of waterproof socks and spare shoes.
In addition I generally carry drinking water,
camera cleaning equipment, two camera
bodies, maybe three different lenses, sun
cream, my floppy hat…

So the whole lot must be pretty

heavy then?

It weighs a lot, maybe 50lbs. And you have
to carry it all day. I wear a belt a little like a
weight-lifting support which helps, but you
definitely need to stay fit and stretching is
important, especially at my age. I’m nearly 60.

And you’re walking a long way 

to get the right shots?

On average I’ll probably walk ten to 12 miles 
a day. I’m generally trying to find places 
where there’s backlight, as then you don’t 
have to deal with shadows on the subject’s 
face. It’s one of the big challenges now in golf 
photography. In the 1980s golfers didn’t tend 
to wear hats. My famous pictures of Seve and 
of Nicklaus – they weren’t wearing hats. Now 
it’s very hard to see the players’ eyes and that’s 
so important in photography. Steve Stricker is 
a nightmare – he pulls his peak so low – and 
Rory isn’t too far behind.

How important is knowing the 

golf course?

I’ve learned where certain key spots are. At 
somewhere like Wentworth, for example, 
there are many lovely settings but my favourite 
spot is the 9th fairway as you can get really 

clean shots there. With no ropes or other 
distractions in the background, you can isolate 
the subject. It’s hard at St Andrews actually as 
the course is flat and you can often be a long 
way from the players. It will be easier this year, 
though, as I’m allowed inside the ropes.

You need to have a lot of luck in golf. But 
as Gary Player said, “the harder you practise 
the luckier you get.” It becomes instinctive. 
You know the spots where there will be nice 
light, you know where the players will get into 
trouble, where there might be a water hazard 
or a nice bunker in the front of the green. So 
knowledge and experience is a big advantage.

And you know which players 

are on form and who to follow?

Yes, a good example of that came at The 
Masters this year. I was on the range waiting to 
try and get a picture of Tiger and Rory shaking 
hands before the final round. It didn’t happen, 

Greenkeepers at the 2008 Open

Contemplating the impossible:

Seve at Crans-sur-Sierre in 1993

A painful conclusion to the ‘War

on the Shore’ for Bernhard Langer
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but while I was waiting I watched Ian Poulter
hitting shots. He was striking the ball so well
towards a tiny little target green on that range
at Augusta. He was hitting about 5- or 6-iron
and he fired ten in a row to within about eight
feet of the flag. I noted that it would be worth
getting shots of him through the day. He went
out and shot 67, so you get those insights.

How quickly can you get

on-course shots out to the

general public?

It can be incredibly fast these days. The camera
now has the capability, as long as there is a 4G
signal or Wi-Fi round the course, to transmit
the pictures directly to an FTP site in London
where editors can get the images on the library
and available for use within minutes. That’s
pretty incredible.

If there isn’t the on-course capacity to
transmit remotely then I’ll generally shoot

for two hours in the morning, go back to the
media centre and transmit the images from
there, then go and repeat the process until the
end of the day – it can be a 14-hour day.

Guys who work across different sports will
openly say that golf is the hardest, longest and
most physical day in sports photography.

And the travelling must be

pretty epic?

I’m probably away for half of the year in total,
maybe slightly more on really busy years. If
you wanted to you could travel 48 weeks of the
year but that would kill you. I’m getting older
and, as a slightly more senior staff member at
Getty, I have the luxury of being more selective
with events. I still enjoy the travelling but the
long-haul flights are a little tiresome!

Then there’s the stress of the equipment. I
put almost all my gear into a sturdy carry case
that goes into the hold. It’s generally okay,

but the American security guys can be a bit
slapdash – occasionally they don’t put the kit
back as carefully as they might. In Atlanta
this year I saw my camera tumbling down the
entrance chute onto the carousel. They hadn’t
fastened the case correctly and the whole lot
ended up strewn across the luggage belt. Q

So the ‘unseen’ work that goes into the golf
photos we feature in this magazine and see in
newspapers and on the web is extensive. It’s
physical, technical, artistic and cutting-edge.
It’s about being in the right place at the right
time, knowing the players, the setting and the
equipment to capture the perfect images. It’s
then a race to get those images into the public
domain and to the media outlets that might
make them famous. It’s a full-on job and one
that ‘DC’ has done at the very highest level for
more than 30 years. It’s fair to say he’s earned
himself a wee Glenmorangie or two!
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“Knowledge and
experience is a
big advantage.
It becomes
instinctive”

Jack Nicklaus birdies the 17th during

the final round of the 1986 Masters

Glenmorangie

ambassador 

David Cannon
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Peter Finch
 Subscribers: 25,212

Views: 3.2 million
 Videos created: 303

Watch &



Photography: Tom Miles

Rick Shiels and Peter Finch have amassed over 17 million
YouTube views between them, so Neil Tappin headed up
to Manchester to learn more about their rise to stardom

Rick Shiels
Subscribers: 56,290
Views: 14.7 million
Videos created: 636

Y O U T U B E  S T A R S

Learn



ew things in the modern 

world have changed quite 

so dramatically as the way 

in which we consume video 

content. Ten years ago, if you 

wanted to watch an episode of Friends, you 

had two choices – be ready to tune in as it 

was aired on TV or buy the DVD. Back then, 

mobile phones had one sole purpose, social 

media was in its infancy and the thought 

of pausing and rewinding live television 

would have seemed faintly ridiculous. But as 

technology has progressed and our internet 

user experience has improved, so our viewing 

habits have changed beyond all recognition.  

Now, in the United States alone, 1.2 billion 

online videos are watched every single day. 

Last year, the number of people watching 

video content online doubled and this led to 

YouTube becoming the world’s second-biggest 

search engine. This seismic behavioural shift 

has given birth to a generation of individuals 

willing to stand in front of a camera and 

present themselves as experts in their chosen 

fi elds, with the adverts served on these videos 

providing the pot of gold at the end of the 

rainbow. No matter what you’re into, from 

video games and fashion to cookery and 

music, there is a ‘vlogger’ out there producing 

content with your name on it.

Golf, of course, is no exception. As players 

of all abilities continue to grapple with the 

game’s perennial problems (How do I hit 

a draw? What driver should I buy? Where 

should I play my next round? How do I stop 

yipping three-footers?), a group of individuals 

is now making a living by providing the 

answers online. Their videos, hosted mostly on 

YouTube, are free to watch and easy to fi nd. 

Two such fi gures are Rick Shiels and Peter 

Finch. Based at the Trafford Golf Centre in 

Manchester, they are teaching professionals by 

trade, whose diaries are fi lled with lessons for 

normal, everyday golfers. But three years ago, 

Rick decided to shoot his fi rst golf instruction 

videos. Soon after Peter Finch, his classmate 

from the golf academy at Myerscough College 

in Preston, joined the teaching staff at the 

Trafford Golf Centre and followed suit.

Fast-forward to June 2015 and the two 

boast combined YouTube subscriber numbers 

of over 75,000. Their videos – whether 

equipment reviews, course vlogs or instruction 

tips – regularly attract tens of thousands 

of views. They’ve travelled the world at the 

invitation of venues looking for exposure, and 

have been recognised as far afi eld as Dubai 

and Australia. What’s more, Rick and Peter are 

set to move to a new teaching base at Lytham 

Golf Academy in August. 

They are, to coin a terrible corporate 

cliche, on the right side of the curve, and by 

capitalising effectively on this trend, these 

two 28-year-olds have built a large and 

F

RICK’S GEAR PICKS FOR 2015

TAYLORMADE RSI IRONS

TITLEIST 915 DRIVERS

CLEVELAND RTX 2.0 WEDGES

BEN HOGAN FT. WORTH 15 IRONS

PING G30 LS TEC DRIVER

Y O U T U B E  S T A R S
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At home on either

side of the lens

Rick Shiels in his Trafford

Golf Centre ‘studio’



loyal audience who have helped make them

important figures within the game.

“The reason I started was 100% to drive

lessons,” explains Rick. “It was a way for me

to spread my message as well. I wanted to

show my ideas on how to improve your golf. I

wouldn’t say I have a theory or philosophy, but

I wanted to get my ideas across. From that, the

exposure grew and it began to feed through

into bringing me more lessons. I used to come

in at 7am when there was no one here and just

learnt what to do. It took me a long time.”

“When I came into the Trafford Golf Centre

It was noticeable straightaway that Rick was

by far the busiest pro,” Peter reveals. “What he

was doing differently was the YouTube stuff.

His lessons were referrals from YouTube. There

are an awful lot of good pros out there, but it’s

almost impossible for them to get noticed.”

If at first you don’t succeed...

Despite some of the early videos only being

viewed a handful of times, both Rick and

Peter persevered, consistently uploading

new content to their channels. Without any

formal training in how to present, nor indeed

how to edit the footage they’d shot, the

two learnt on the job by seeing clearly for

themselves what worked and what didn’t.

For Rick, a major turning point came when

he started reviewing golf equipment. Without

any brand sponsorships, he was able to give

honest, independent reviews and as a PGA

professional with a swing that repeats, his

opinion quickly began to resonate.

“As a teaching pro, you always think

coaching is the more important side of things,

but I started getting into equipment and I

quickly became a tech junkie,” Rick tells me.

PETER’S GEAR PICKS FOR 2015

BEN HOGAN FT. WORTH 15 IRONS

CLEVELAND RTX 2.0 WEDGES

PING G30 DRIVER

TAYLORMADE AEROBURNER 3-WOOD

TITLEIST 915 DRIVER

“Growing up, I didn’t change my clubs very

often – that was from a financial standpoint.

But when I started to test clubs, I was like a kid

in a sweet shop. I got really into it and wanted

to change all the time. One of the things I

found really helpful was that it showed exactly

how far I was hitting each golf shot, and every

number that was presented on the launch

monitor was shown in the videos.

“The one thing I want to do with club

reviews is showcase new products and

highlight the advantages of the technology. I

have a 13-handicap tester, Rob Potter, and he

won’t shy away from saying what he thinks.

I’m still searching for a higher handicapper to

test equipment because if you look at The X

Factor, there are four judges each with their

own perspectives. I have two judges in place

now and I’m looking for another two so I can

give every product a really thorough test.”

Rick does the majority of the equipment

testing, but Peter also offers his own thoughts

on the latest gear. Of course, as their viewing

figures have grown, so equipment ➜

Y O U T U B E  S T A R S

“I used to come in at 
7am when there was 
no one here and just 
learnt what to do” 
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manufacturers have sat up and taken notice. 

Where they once had to beg, steal or borrow 

to get their hands on new gear, now they have 

working relationships with key golf industry 

figures who are only too eager to help when it 

comes to getting their products featured.

“The manufacturers are seeing us as media,” 

says Peter. “I think that what we do may not 

be perceived as being a genuine form of 

media, but that’s definitely changing.”

Stronger together

An important part of Rick’s and Peter’s success 

has been the decision to work together. Take 

a quick trawl around YouTube and you’ll find 

popular vloggers joining forces in a bid to 

grow their individual audiences. Sometimes 

this can feel rather contrived, but in the case 

of Peter and Rick, because the two became 

friends while studying together, the patter 

is genuine and the YouTube audience has 

responded accordingly.  

“When Pete came along and started filming, 

I thought ‘What’s he doing?’” Rick tells me. 

“But what I liked about Pete was that he was 

very persistent. He didn’t ask for any help and 

he was learning the hard way. After a while we 

decided to work with each other to try to build 

it together. That has accelerated things, and 

even though we have our own channels, it’s 

become like Rick and Pete… or Ant and Dec! It 

was also quite lonely doing it all on your own, 

but when Pete came along it was good to have 

someone to bounce off. We did course vlogs, 

which were popular probably because people 

fell in love with Pete’s swing. Then we came up 

with the idea of the Monday night golf show. 

We alternate channels and again that helps to 

bring our personalities through.”

Personality – the one attribute that every 

successful YouTube vlogger has in common. 

The ability to engage people with your relaxed 

patter, welcoming the audience into a world 

in which they’re interested, is the simple 

truth behind any good YouTube channel. It is 

simultaneously the simplest and hardest thing 

to get right. 

Rick and Peter have learnt how to do this 

not through media training, but by standing 

alone in front of a camera armed simply with 

their thoughts on the game. The result is that 

both men have seen their channels grow to 

a point they could scarcely have believed 

possible three years ago. 

The benefit, as the pair had hoped when 

starting their journey, has been full lesson 

diaries. Interestingly, they believe that 96% of 

their pupils have come from YouTube. What 

they perhaps hadn’t expected was for the 

quality of those lessons to improve as a result.

“It’s so much less awkward going into a 

lesson now for a new pupil,” says Peter. “The 

fear factor that is sometimes there has gone. 

They already feel at home because they’ve 

got to know you from the videos. There used 

to be a hesitancy around some of the advice 

we would give, especially if you were coaching 

someone with a slightly unusual action and 

maybe they felt uncomfortable with the 

change. But now they commit to it and believe 

in it. That’s what reduces the time it takes to 

improve. That belief is really powerful.”

“I am of the philosophy that everyone 

should get better after a lesson,” adds Rick. 

“No one should get worse before they 

get better. I think we have shortened the 

improvement time because people trust 

us. People also understand the figures on 

the launch monitor. The knowledge they 

have is better as a result of watching the 

videos. So we seem to be coaching a more 

knowledgeable golfer, which really helps.”

When Rick Shiels and Peter Finch decided 

to pursue careers in golf just after the turn of 

the millennium, neither could have foreseen 

the paths their careers would take. In some 

ways, they were lucky to be in the right place 

at the right time, but capitalising on that 

opportunity has taken no shortage of hard 

work and dedication, with their natural ease in 

front of the lens playing a key role too.

As every media brand knows, the 

importance of online video looks set to 

grow, with some predicting the hours spent 

consuming this content will soon overtake 

traditional TV consumption. As it gathers pace, 

Peter and Rick will continue to talk golf to a 

growing army of enthusiasts all over the world. 

That they happen to be two very normal 

teaching pros from Manchester is part of the 

attraction. If you haven’t seen what they do, I 

suggest you head over to YouTube and take a 

look. It won’t be the last you see of them.    

“Interestingly, they 
believe that 96% of 
their pupils have 
come via YouTube”
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YouTube’s 3 most 
popular channels

1

PewDiePie (Felix Kjellberg)

 Joined:  April, 2010

 Content:  Video game commentary

 Subscribers:  37 million

 Views:  9 billion

 Videos created:  2,319

2

3

emimusic

 Joined:  March, 2006

 Content:  Music videos

 Subscribers:  3.6 million

 Views:  7 billion

 Videos created:  6,230

FunToyzCollector

 Joined:  April, 2011

 Content:  Toy reviewer

 Subscribers:  4.6 million

 Views:  6 billion

 Videos created:  1,470

Working in harmony

both on and off screen



From the makers of

NEW GOLF TIPS MANUAL

ON SALE JULY 16
FROM ALL GOOD NEWSAGENTS
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G M  E X C L U S I V E

“ o I eca e 
a c a io ”

M
y first main objective starting
out in 2007 was to get a
European Tour card to have
somewhere to play the next

year, and I was able to do that. It was a steady
progression for three years, and then once
I won my first Major in 2011, I started to
believe I could go on to achieve bigger and
better things than just being a tour pro and
making a living from the game.

I didn’t think I’d get to World No.1 so
quickly but I always believed I’d get there.
I got to World No.1 when I was 22, and at
that age I thought I’d be a good tour player,
making a nice living with one or two wins. I
didn’t think I’d get to that point so early. But
it just shows that if you have the dedication
and you work hard, then you can achieve
great things. But then at 25, to have won four
Majors as well... I’d dreamt of it and believed
it could happen, but never knew when.

I guess when you’re a kid, all you got was
a trophy, so that’s all you wanted. Now the
trophy is very nice, but it’s not really about
the money – it’s about what a certain win
does for your status or where it puts you in
history. When I won my fourth Major, it put
me in a pretty cool list with the likes of Ernie
Els and Raymond Floyd. That’s what I look at
with wins – where does that put me against
some of the other players who have played
this game in the past?

I don’t feel as though it’s hard to be a
competitive, almost selfish person on the
course, but a nice guy off it. I feel like I have
two personalities – on and off the course and
they’re very different. I’ve always said I’m
not competitive at anything else. If I play a
game of cards away from the course, I don’t
care if I win or lose, but playing golf means
a lot more. Here are eight reasons why I’ve
become the winner that I am today...

I’ve experienced highs and lows on my journey to World No.1 and a quartet of Majors.
Over the following pages I’ll highlight what I believe to be the main factors in my success
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Thinking like a winner

I felt like I got over the 2011 Masters pretty 
quickly. I was very honest with myself and 
I knew what I needed to do differently. And 
that was the thing – I had a clear picture in 
my mind of what I needed to do and where 
my focus needed to be when I got myself in 
that position again. Luckily enough, I was 
able to get in that position again in the Major 
right after Augusta. To be able to then finish 
it off the way I did just tells me that I learned 
from it, that I’ve moved on, and that now I’ve 
got this, I can go ahead and concentrate on 
getting some more! 

But I have no doubt it was a great 
experience for me, and I took the positives 
from that week, although there weren’t 
many positives to take from the Sunday! It’s 
hard. It was my first time in that situation, 
so you’re going to be feeling the pressure 
a little bit, and I certainly did. I felt a little 
differently on the Sunday than I had done 
the previous few days,
but that’s natural. You
just move on; that’s all
you can do. It’s not the
end of the world. You 
analyse it, you pick 
things from it that you
think you could have 
done better, and when
you get yourself in that
position again, you try
to put those things that you want to do better 
into practice.

My mental game has improved massively 
in the last few years and that’s down to 
experience. If you’re not playing well, it’s 
about managing your game. You need to 
reassess your goals on the course so rather 
than trying to score, you just try to hit 
fairways and greens and that will give you 
opportunities. Really simplify it. Once you 

steady the ship, it then makes it a bit easier. 
At the start I did feel the pressure, but I’m 
used to it now. People expect me to win but 
now I know that if I play the best I can, I’ll be 
in with a good chance.

It is very important to stay in the moment, 
to stay in the present. You can’t get too far 
ahead of yourself. We’ve seen in the past 
what this game can do to people. You see 
guys who look to be at the top of their game 
one minute, and the next minute they’re 
struggling. Golf is a very fickle game. You 
don’t take anything for granted.  You try 
to work as hard as you can to achieve the 
goals that you set for yourself, and if you do 
achieve those goals, then you try to set some 
more and go for those. 

Fearless driving

I think one of my biggest advantages over my 
rivals is how I drive the ball. I’m not afraid 
to pull driver out and get it down there and 

leave myself with 
a wedge into the 
green where other 
guys are hitting 6- or 
7-irons. That makes a 
difference. Also, I’m 
not one-dimensional. 
I can hit the ball both 
ways. I can flight it 
up or down. My start 
lines are much tighter 

now too. I feel like I don’t have the ability to 
produce these big misses anymore, which is 
very important.

I’ve been so much better mentally the last 
couple of years, too, just from experience 
– knowing when to be aggressive or 
conservative. I handle pressure much better 
now and that comes from being in positions 
like that in tournaments [the 2011 Masters 
and US Open]. The more you’re in them, the 

more comfortable you become, and I’ve been 
in them a lot recently.

You’re not going to be great at everything. 
Some players try to strengthen their 
weaknesses, which you can understand, 
but then they neglect their strengths, and 
even if the weaknesses get a little better, the 
strengths aren’t as strong. The foundation of 
my game is my driving. When I drive the ball 
well, I win golf tournaments. So I’ll always 
work on the driver.

Rhythm is very important. It’s not 
something I think about now, but it was 
drilled into me from an early age. You have 
to keep it nice and smooth from the start, 
then concentrate on having a build-up of 
pace and wind-up in your turn. If you have 
a smooth build-up, you aren’t really hitting 
until halfway through the downswing – 
that’s what you’re looking for. Sometimes I 
get a little above the plane in the takeaway 
and that causes the club to get caught too far 
inside on the way down and I flip the hands. 
So if I’m going for a hard drive, I make sure I 
turn on to the ball.

“The foundation 
of my game is my 

driving. When I 
drive the ball well, I 

win tournaments”

Learning curve: Rory regrouped 

quickly after his Augusta collapse

First Major: winning the US Open just

two months after his Masters trauma
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Joining Nike

I’ve always been a fan of Nike because
they’ve been associated with the best athletes
over the course of history, whether Michael
Jordan, Roger Federer or Tiger Woods.
Being in a fraternity of sports greats was
something that appealed to me, and it also
allowed me to get outside the golf arena and
experience other parts of the sports world,
which was something I wanted to do.

I was excited to be a Nike athlete. There
was a big announcement in Abu Dhabi and
there was a lot of pressure and expectation
put on me, something I hadn’t experienced
before. It was the first time I had used the
new clubs with a scorecard in my hands and
I learned a few things for sure. On the range
you can just hit balls and everything is

2014 Driving Stats
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Driving: one of Rory’s

greatest advantages

➜

From the PGA Tour and European Tour Driving Distance and Driving Accuracy statistics, 2014
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fine but it is different out on the course. The
problems I had were much more to do with
my swing than the clubs. I was nowhere near
swinging my best. I wanted to prove that
signing a new deal wasn’t going to make a
difference to my game. I was putting a lot of
pressure on myself to play well and that is
never a good thing.

It took a little bit of time to adjust to the
equipment, I went through an experimental
period, but I had no doubts. In my mind I
knew this was the right direction for me to
go in. I’m very fortunate in that I work with
the guys on tour and they come to me too – I
work with them at home on the TrackMan.
Once I find something I like, I stick with it for
a while. I wouldn’t be too technical – I don’t
know all the shaft names, for example – but
I’ve got enough good people around me to
know what works and what doesn’t. I hope
it’s a career-long partnership. Nike really
values your input. Whether it’s clubs or
shoes, they make sure it’s right for you first.

Becoming an athlete

The long-term goal of my gym work is
basically to stay injury-free. When I started
working with Steve McGregor in 2010, I was
having problems with my back. It didn’t
allow me to practise the way I wanted to – I
couldn’t hit more than 15 to 20 drivers in a
range session.

I knew I needed to make a change, so we
decided to put a plan in place to get fitter,
to become a better player and be able to
practise more. It means I can now play 18
holes then practise after if I need to. Once
I got into it, I started to enjoy it more and

it’s now a bit of a hobby. I work on getting
a strong core, on my lower half, my ‘glutes’
and rotational strength. I do a lot of work
with medicine balls, throws and cables to
strengthen the parts of my body that need to
be strong for the golf swing.

I’ve learnt a lot from how Tiger trains. He’s
probably a level or two ahead of me, but golf
is an athletic sport and my training in the
gym promotes a healthier image. Plus, you
want to look good on the course, so it’s now
part of my routine and makes me feel better.

I didn’t start training because I wanted
to hit the ball further. But the reality is that
if you’re stronger and have more muscle
weight, there will be more mass behind the
ball and you’re likely to create more power.
I’ve always been able to hit the ball a good
distance because of my rotational speed.

But when we started looking at how my
body was working, it was clear that I would
collapse into my left side at impact. It was
because I didn’t have enough strength and
stability in my left leg to hold on to that
power through the ball. So there was a lot of
lower body training to start with, mostly on
my left side, to give me more control.

My swing has lost its whippy nature that
came from using my hands and arms to
create the speed. Now it’s the bigger muscles
controlling the motion, helping to transfer
more energy into the ball.

Dedication and hard work

I always believe that natural talent can take
you so far, but you then need hard work and
drive to continue progressing. I feel like my
talent got me 50 per cent of the way there,
but after that, it’s the volume of work I’ve
done for 15 years, once I’d realised I wanted
to play golf for a living.

I’ve met enough successful people in my
life to know that the best in whatever walk of
life are those who work the hardest. I realised
that if I want to be the best and fulfil my
potential, I’m going to have to do the same.
Those lucky enough to be born with a gift
and who then choose to work the hardest are
the ones who will be successful.

R O R Y  M C I L R O Y

Driver: Nike Vapor Pro 8.5°, Mitsubishi 

Rayon Diamana S+ 70X shaft

3- and 5-woods: Nike Vapor Speed 15° and 

19˚, Fujikura Rombax Pro 95 X-Flex shaft

Irons: Nike VR Pro Blades (4-9), Royal 

Precision Project X 7.0 shaft

Wedges: Nike VR Forged 46°, 52° and 56°; 

Nike Engage Dual Sole 59°, Royal Precision 

Project X 6.5 shaft

Putter: Nike Method 006

Ball: Nike RZN Black

WHAT’S 
IN MY BAG
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“My talent got me 50 
per cent of the way, 

but after that it’s the 
volume of work I’ve 

done for 15 years” 

➜

Gym work has improved Rory’s

core and rotational strength
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Idolising Tiger

Tiger is so determined, such a competitor. 
We’re different in that he’d want to beat you 
at anything he did, but again, he was born 
with natural talent. I saw it at an early age – 
the work ethic and dedication he’s shown. 
I’ve interacted with different athletes through 
Nike, and that’s the common denominator – 
the best people work the hardest.

I watched him a lot on TV. He brought out  
a book in 2000 called How I Play Golf and it 
was basically my bible for a few years. I read 
it a lot, and took it with me on my travels. I 
didn’t model my game on Tiger’s but he was 
a big inspiration, and a big reason why I’m 
a Nike athlete. One of the big things was the 
course management and mental side of the 

game, which not a lot of other golf books 
had. I learnt a lot from insights like that.

I idolised Tiger growing up. I wanted to do 
everything he did in the game. He was a huge 
inspiration. To compete against him and take 
over from where he was is a nice feeling. I’ve 
still got a long way to go to achieve what he 
has, but I’m on the right path.

I know every Major Tiger has ever won, 
where he won them, how many he won by, 
who finished second. He’s great with me. 
Actually, he wants to help... “I know you’re 
getting into the same sort of position as me, 
so anything you need to know, I’ve been 
through it all!”

Being a role model is a great position to 
be in. I remember the effect idols and heroes 

Technique and quality practice

When I go to the range, I always value quality 
practice over quantity. So I’d rather have a 
really good session for an hour than hit balls 
for three to four hours and not get much out 
of it. If I hit balls for more than an hour, I 
start to lose focus.

My [putting] session with Dave Stockton 
prior to the Wells Fargo Championship at 
Quail Hollow this year was the first time I’d 
worked with him for 13 months. I’ve been 

doing it on my own this year. He noticed 
my left hand and shoulder were pulling up 
through impact, so he got me feeling like my 
left hand and shoulder stayed down a little 
more through the stroke. He also got me to 
hit some putts with my left hand only, so 
I’m going to be incorporating that into my 
routine. It only took two minutes but it has 
really helped me. 

I do a few drills when I practise my 
putting, and stick to those just to keep it 
simple. I use an EyeLine mirror to check my 
head position, and a chalk line to ensure I’m 
starting the ball online.

To be good at golf, you have got to enjoy 
it. We all take the game up because we want 
to have fun, and you can’t lose that. There are 
a few things off the course that you can do – 
go to the range, try to hit the ball left to right, 
right to left, high and low.

But ultimately the game of golf is played 
on the course, so get out on the golf course 
and learn how to score. I played more than I 
practised as a kid, and it seemed to work out 
OK for me.

“I idolised Tiger. 
I wanted to do 

everything he did in 
the game. He was a 
huge inspiration”

It’s about quality rather

than quantity on the range



RORY’S 
10 BEST 
WINS

1
2011 US Open, Congressional. 

Winning score: 268 (16-under-par)

After his final-round meltdown at Augusta 

just two months prior, McIlroy silenced the 

doubters with an emphatic eight-shot win at the 

very next Major. In the process, he set ten other 

US Open records including the lowest under-par 

total, beating Tiger Woods’ memorable 12-under 

score at Pebble Beach in 2000.

2
2012 USPGA Championship, Kiawah 

Island. Winning score: 275 (13-under)

His second Major and another eight-shot 

victory returned McIlroy to the top of the world 

rankings. It marked the end of a what some were 

deeming a mini slump and he went on to win 

three more times in 2012.

3
2014 Open Championship, Hoylake. 

Winning score: 271 (17-under) 

Rory’s third Major and first Open 

Championship victory came in stunning wire-

to-wire fashion. With this two-shot win, McIlroy 

joined Tiger Woods and Jack Nicklaus as the only 

players to win three of golf’s Majors by age 25.

4 
2014 USPGA Championship, Valhalla. 

Winning score: 268 (16-under) 

Going into the final round ahead by a 

shot, Rory struggled to find his form. But an 

eagle at the par-five 10th sparked a revival and 

as darkness started to fall on the 18th, a par was 

enough to win a fourth Major title.

5
2014 BMW PGA Championship,

Wentworth. Winning score: 274 (14-under)

Off-course distractions, a poor record

on the West course and an eight-shot deficit

heading into the final round seemed to suggest

victory at the European Tour’s flagship event was

out of reach for McIlroy. But a 66 against all odds

secured his first victory on European soil.

6
2010 Quail Hollow Championship, Quail 

Hollow. Winning score: 273 (15-under) 

Having made the cut on the number, 

McIlroy fired a course-record 62 on Sunday that 

included eight birdies and an eagle to win by four 

shots. It was his first victory on the PGA Tour and 

at 20 he became the youngest winner on the 

circuit since, you guessed it, Tiger Woods.

7 
2009 Dubai Desert Classic, Emirates. 

Winning score: 269 (19-under)

A significant milestone for Rory given it 

was his first professional win and

followed a series of near misses.

After a back-nine wobble, 

McIlroy held his nerve to get up 

and down from the greenside 

bunker for birdie and a one-

shot win.

8 
2012 DP World Tour 

Championship, Jumeirah Golf 

Estates. Winning score: 265 (23-under)

Victory meant McIlroy emulated Luke Donald’s 

feat of the year before by winning both the

European and PGA Tour money lists. It capped an

incredible year for Rory, which included five wins

and eight other top-five finishes.

9
2014 WGC Bridgestone Invitational,

Firestone. Winning score: 265 (15-under)

McIlroy, fresh from his Open Championship

success, wiped out his three-shot, final-round

deficit to Sergio Garcia in three holes and

went on to win by two shots. In the process,

he regained his World No.1 spot and has been

looking down on the rest ever since.

10
2012 Honda Classic, PGA National.

Winning score: 268 (12-under)

With a roaring Tiger Woods having

just fired a career-best 62, McIlroy had to dig

deep in the final round. He did just that, winning

his fifth career title and reaching the summit of

the world rankings for the first time.

Rory McIlroy has 18 professional 

victories to his name, including four 

Majors. We select and rank his ten 

most significant triumphs...
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had on me, so to be in a position where I can 
inspire the younger generation to play better 
golf, or get involved, is a responsibility but 
also a privilege and one I take seriously. 

Not afraid to go low

Quail Hollow is a golf course I’ve always 
played well on. It sets up well for me, but 
my 61 this year [in the third round] was 
incredible and put me in command of the 
Wells Fargo. But I was disappointed when I 
walked off on Saturday, I bailed out with a 
7-iron on the 17th and said a few bad words 
to myself! It was still a phenomenal round, 
but I felt it could have been even lower. I 
hope that course record doesn’t get beaten, 
and if it does, it will hopefully be by me!

Rory’s USPGA win at Kiawah Island 

returned him to World No.1



RANGE TIME

Some fundamentals to help you create more power and hit the ball further

Power Tips

1 Takeaway 
 and turn

To hit the ball further you need to set some 

important fundamentals at the start that will 

help you build speed through the swing. 

The whole process begins with an athletic 

address position and a stance that is slightly 

wider than usual. 

From there you need to make a smooth, 

wide takeaway. The width here is crucial as 

it will help initiate your weight movement 

and create clubhead speed. 

Rotate your upper body to reach the top 

of the backswing so that your left shoulder is 

behind the ball at the top. 

A good upper-body coil, combined with 

your weight moving onto your right foot, are 

two of the important building blocks you need 

to hit long drives.  
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Shot on location at Oceanico,  Amendoeira, Portugal

2 Starting down
The transition from backswing to downswing is key. 

The correct sequence of moves will create speed 

without effort and get the club working on a great path. From 

the top, you want your hips to move a little towards the target. 

This is the trigger for the downswing that will allow your hands 

to drop into the ideal position on the way down. This will help 

you create lag – the most important ingredient of effortless 

power. Freddie Couples achieves this sequence with ease and 

picturing the way he starts his downswing will aid you.
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Head Professional,

Littlestone GC, Kent

Andrew’s PowerChecklist
Set an athletic stance and makea wide takeaway
Make sure you maintain a light grippressure at address
Your left shoulder should be behindthe ball at the top
Bump your hips towards the targetto start the downswing
Clear your hips through impact tocomplete the swing

3 Speed at impact
Get these basics right and you’ll start to create more speed where it matters most: at

impact. However, your swing needs freedom and fluidity to build speed towards impact.

So ensure that you aren’t gripping the club too tightly at address. Strangling it will only tighten

the forearm muscles and prevent you from creating your optimum power. Now flip the club round

so that you are holding the shaft at the head end. Make a few swings and listen for the swoosh. If

the sequence of your swing is right, the swoosh will come through impact – not before, or after!
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4 Weight movement
A common killer of both power and accuracy 

is moving your weight in the wrong direction 

during the swing. Falling onto your back foot through 

impact will cause weak slices (and fat or thin strikes 

with your irons). A great drill is to hit some shots with a 

mid-iron off a downhill lie. As you reach the top of the 

backswing, the slope will encourage you to move your 

weight towards the target on the way down. You can 

then use that weight shift to help you hit longer shots. 5 Clear your hips
The fi nal piece of the jigsaw is to 

ensure that your body is able to 

rotate powerfully through impact. For some 

golfers, the left hip gets in the way through 

impact and the player gets stuck – often 

leaking shots to the right. You need to be 

able to swing through to a full and balanced 

fi nish. If you struggle with clearing your left 

hip through impact, take your normal address 

position and then move your left foot back a 

fraction. Importantly, as you do this keep your 

shoulders square to your ball-to-target line. 

This simple adjustment will help your body 

rotate to ensure you complete the swing and 

create as much power as possible.
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2Set-up holds 
the key

The way you set up to the ball in a greenside 

bunker really dictates your chances of 

success. In order to get the ball up in the air 

quickly you will need to open your stance as 

well as your clubface. But when opening the 

face to generate more loft, don’t forget that 

this will cause the ball to come out right of 

the target. As a general guide, the ball will 

leave the bunker on a line midway between 

where your stance and the face of your wedge 

are pointing. Setting up with this in mind will 

improve your accuracy and confidence. 

A common misconception
When playing greenside bunker shots, many golfers get a little confused between a 

steep swing plane and a steep angle of attack. They think you need both, but this isn’t 

true as that combination will make it very difficult to control flight or find any sort of consistency 

when trying to get up and down from the sand. One of the keys to escaping greenside bunkers 

is to find a swing that combines a steeper swing plane with a shallow angle of attack. I’ll explain 

how to do that in these pages, and will have you playing better bunker shots in next to no time.

1 

FAULT FIXER

Understanding the basics is the key to really improving your sand-save stats

Bunker-play essentials
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Gary Alliss, Abbey Hotel,

Golf & Spa, Redditch
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Gary’s Bunker
Checklist

Open your stance to steepen theswing plane
Aim to strike the sand an inchbefore the ball on a shallower pathControl distance through theposition of your hands on the club If you go down the grip, bend   more from the knees at address

Shot on location at the
Montgomerie Maxx Royal, Turkey

4Flight
control

How far down the club you grip will affect ball 

fl ight. Gripping close to the butt encourages 

a longer swing and high-fl ying, longer shots. 

Gripping down is ideal for shorter shots as 

it narrows the arc and reduces club speed 

without your swing becoming negative. If you 

do grip down, don’t bend too much from the 

hips as this will get you swinging too steeply. 

Rather, fl ex the knees a little more to help 

slide the club under the ball through impact.

3Shallow angle 
of attack

Setting up with an open stance relative to 

target and swinging along the line of your 

body creates a fairly steep plane to help pop 

the ball up. This is good, but you now need 

a shallow angle of attack. A great way to do 

this is to hover the club a ball’s width behind 

the ball and try to get it sliding through the 

sand on a shallow angle. Focus on making a 

relatively long but shallow splash – evidence 

of the angle of attack required. The alignment 

stick (right) is to ensure the angle of attack 

doesn’t get too steep – a great drill in practice.

“Bend a little more from the 
knees not the hips if you move 
your hands down the grip”
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TOUR INSIDER

Shane Lowry

Wedge-game essentials
The 2009 Irish Open winner explains how growing up playing to the raised 

greens of his home course gave him the short-game skills to compete on tour 

grew up playing at Esker Hills
in the middle of Ireland. My
short game is quite good as
all the greens there are raised.
I used to practise my chipping

a lot. You’d always have to chip it up with
a little bit of spin to get the ball close. I was
never taught how to play this but I chipped
and chipped and over time I developed it.

At the start of this year my chipping
wasn’t good. I was practising really hard on
my technique as opposed to just doing it,
so my caddie said, “just hit the shot you see
first.” Now my chipping is back to where
it was. Technique is hugely important – if
you have a really strong grip and close the
clubface in the takeaway you’ll struggle for
loft. If you’re confident and know what the
ball will do when it hits the green, that’s the
most important thing.

My favourite shot

Often the harder the shot, the better I play
it. Give me a tight lie playing over a bunker,
and I’ll fancy my chances. At The Open in
2010 I played a flop shot off a really tight lie
behind the Road Hole bunker at St Andrews
and got up and down for a four – that would 
be one of my favourite short-game shots. 
To play that shot, I have the heel of the club 
sitting off the ground a fraction at address,
forcing the toe of the club to sit into the
ground, reducing the bounce of the wedge.
Then I open the clubface, set the club in the
backswing and release it at impact.

My wedge set-up

It’s massively important to get the right
wedge set-up. From 150 yards and in is
where you make your living. The best players
get up and down six or seven times out of ten
from 150 yards out. I only have three wedges
– all Cleveland RTX 2.0. I have a 46° pitching
one that goes 135 yards, a 51° gap wedge

that goes 118 yards and a 58° lob wedge that
I hit 95 yards. I have a big gap between lob
and gap wedges but I’m quite good at the ¾
wedge shot and 110 is a really nice yardage
for me. Also, with an 85-yard shot I’m pretty
confident I would put it in there inside 10ft.

Bounce advice

For most amateurs a higher bounce wedge is
safest. If you start using low bounce wedges
the club will dig and get stuck in the turf
through impact, making it less forgiving. A
big fault I see among amateurs is that they set
the ball too far back in their stance and end
up driving the ball forward. If you set the ball
more in line with your front foot and swing

left through impact to get more loft on the 
clubface, that gives control. The ball comes 
off the face softer and lands softer. 

Pitching distances

From inside 60 yards I don’t get a yardage. I
do it by eye and play different types of shots
depending on the wind – if the wind is out of
the right I would play a little cut shot to hold
it up. Vice versa for when the wind is out of
the left. That gets the ball landing softer.

Creating spin

First of all you have to clean your grooves!
Creating spin is all about striking the ball
purely and with speed. Those who put the
ball back in the stance at address cause the

ball to come off the face too fast, the result 
being that they quit on the shot. So I like to 
see people getting the ball forward in the 
stance, they can then swing onto the ball, 
hitting down on it with a little bit more 
speed. That will help you create more spin.

Wedge fitting

A 10- or 15-yard gap between each wedge 
is ideal. You need to think about the short- 
game shots you hit, so that you select the 
right bounce angles. You can only really do 
that by hitting shots from bunkers, tight 
lies, and rough to see which combination of 
bounce angle and loft works best for you.

Competitive edge

To improve my chipping I play a lot of 
games. I play against Padraig Harrington for 
at least an hour a day at tournaments. We’ll 
play for 50 dollars, first to ten nearest the pin 
on different shots. If you stand there and hit 
chip after chip, that’s not much good to you.

If you’re on your own there is a game 
called par 18 where you hit chips from nine 
different positions around the green and try 
to get it up and down nine times. If you can 
shoot par, you’re not bad!

Bunker shot

I like to widen my stance and get into a squat
at address. A lot of amateurs stand too close
to the ball, this creates a steep angle of attack
where you chop down on the ball and take
too much sand. I get the ball in the middle of
my stance and open the face as much as I can
to use the bounce of the club though impact.
So my one tip for bunker play would be to
get low into a squat position and set the ball
in the middle of the stance.

■ Shane Lowry won the Irish Open on his

Tour debut in 2009, when still an amateur

I

“Amateurs can set 
the ball too far back 
in their stance and 
so end up driving  
the ball forward”

Search GM’s YouTube channel for more tour tips
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What’s in my bag

Driver: TaylorMade Burner Superfast 2.0

3-wood: Callaway V Series

5-wood: Srixon Z F45

Hybrid: Srixon Z H45

4 & 5-irons: Srixon Z 545

6-9 iron: Srixon Z 745

Wedges: Cleveland RTX 2.0 46˚, 51˚ & 58˚

Putter: Odyssey Tank 2-Ball



I
think this is the epitome of the modern

golf swing. Even the set-up is interesting,

with that slight bowing in Tommy’s legs

suggesting a real power base.

He’s beautifully on plane at the top, but

notice how passive his lower half is as he coils

up. At the top of the backswing, his hips have

turned a minimal amount. At Wentworth, I

was struck by just how positive his forward

swing then is. It was like a gun going off!

His right heel is further off the ground

earlier than in other players with the driver

because he really fires his hips. I love that

post-impact position in the lower sequence

where his body is working double-speed but

he’s maintained a flat left wrist at impact. This

highlights how good his angles are, with the

club really travelling along the line.

The ram-rod straight left arm at the top

is another interesting one because it’s not

something you would necessarily teach. I

think that’s a by-product of the working out

he does, because most players couldn’t hope

to achieve such an amazingly straight arm.

Tommy Fleetwood
SWING SEQUENCE
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Grips down a little

for added control

Lower half quite passive

with minimal hip turn

Legs are set for power Left arm is poker-straight at the top
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The shaft plane is way flatter on the way

down than on the way back. He really attacks

it from the inside, which explains the slightly

bowed right arm just after impact. I suspect

Tommy would have been a big drawer of the

ball with the old equipment!

See too how his head moves to the right

and drops a little through impact. I think

that’s just sheer momentum. Again, it’s not

something you would coach, but we often talk

about substance versus style – if the substance

is good, these little style points aren’t an issue

if your impact position is this good.

He’s also said he feels more in control

gripping down the driver a bit. People can

think, “I must do this; I must do that,” yet

ANALYSIS by...

■ Barney Puttick is head professional at 

Mid-Herts Golf Club

here’s a world-class player with a couple of 

little idiosyncrasies. I get the feeling that he 

could move up a gear, and that if he got his tail 

up in a Major, he wouldn’t be found wanting.

Really attacks the ball from the inside

Left wrist fl at at impact

despite hips fi ring rapidly
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Search ‘Tommy Fleetwood’ on GM’s YouTube channel
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A
t the North Texas Shootout, Lydia Ko’s
ball got stuck up a pine tree after an
unsuccessful flop shot, while at the HSBC
Women’s Champions in Singapore,

Stacey Lewis’ ball finished in a palm tree.
You can deem your ball unplayable anywhere on the

course, except when it lies in a water hazard. When
proceeding under the unplayable ball Rule (Rule 28)
you may, under penalty of one stroke:

a) play a ball from the point where your last shot
was played, or

b) drop a ball any distance behind the point where
the ball lay keeping a straight line between the hole,
the point where the ball lay and the spot on which
the ball is dropped, or

c) drop a ball within two club-lengths of where the
ball lies, not nearer the hole.

You may proceed under option a) without finding
your ball; however, in order to proceed under options
b) and c) you must find and identify your ball, as they
require a drop with reference to the ball’s position.

Ko’s caddie climbed the tree to try to identify a
ball – which was visible – but was unable to see Ko’s
markings on it. He also tried shaking the tree so the
ball would fall out and then be easily identified, but
that failed too.

Ko had stated her intention to proceed under Rule
28 when her caddie shook the tree – had she not done
so and the ball had fallen out she would have been
penalised for causing it to move and would have had
to replace it.

Eventually, with the aid of spectators who had
closely watched the flight of the ball, the referee
decided it was Ko’s ball. In the Lewis case, a golf cart
was used so that her ball could be correctly identified.

When your ball is in a tree or bush and you want
to proceed under Rule 28 option c), you must drop
a ball within two club-lengths of the point on the
ground immediately below the place where the ball
lay in the tree. The Rule does permit you to substitute
another ball… which is just as well when the original
is lodged high up in the branches!

Ball Unplayable  

Rule 28

■ You can deem your ball 

unplayable anywhere on the 

course, except when it lies in a 

water hazard

■ You have three options 

under Rule 28, all under a 

penalty of one stroke 

■ You may substitute another 

ball when proceeding under 

this Rule 

In association with the

Kevin Barker takes a look at the differing tree troubles that Lydia Ko and 

Stacey Lewis encountered during the first half of the 2015 season 

Know the Rules
Get it right on the course more often with our monthly R&A masterclass

Stacey Lewis’ caddie climbs up

to identify her ball in Singapore
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In a match play event, I hit my

drive over a hill and trees and my

opponent did the same. His shot

looked better, so when I got to

the first ball, I proceeded to knock it inside ten

feet. My opponent then hit it 25ft past the

flag. I marked my ball and went to tend the

flag. As my opponent lined up his putt, he

said, “This isn’t my ball – is mine in your

pocket?” It was! He was going to give me the

hole, but I said that I’d hit the wrong ball first

so it should at least be a half. We had a

gentlemen’s agreement over a half, but having

talked about it later, the general thought was

that under Rule 15-3 I should have lost the

hole as I hit a wrong ball first. Is that correct?

Tashyboy, GM website forum

A

You are correct. In match play, if a 

player makes a stroke at a wrong 

ball, he loses the hole. If the 

player and opponent exchange 

balls during the play of a hole, the first to 

make a stroke at a wrong ball loses the hole 

(Rule 15-3a). In stroke play, the penalty is two 

strokes and you must correct your error by 

playing the correct ball (from the correct 

place). Strokes made with a wrong ball do not 

count in your score in stroke play. If you fail to 

correct your error before playing from the 

next teeing ground you are disqualified. 

Kevin Barker

R&A assistant director – Rules

Each month, the readers whose queries are 

featured will receive a copy of The R&A’s 

Golf Rules in Action DVD, which covers the 

fundamental Rules of golf by showing actual 

incidents that have occurred during play at 

the highest levels of the game. 

This month, readers ask what happens when you play the

wrong ball or when your ball takes an unfortunate ricochet…

 Your rules queries resolved

Q

In the first round of the club 

championship qualifier, we were 

playing a par 3, which runs right 

beside the railway. Due to a burst 

water pipe, the railway employees were on the 

course with their vans and big trucks. One 

truck was parked close to the side of the 

green, where there’s only about 15-20ft 

between the edge of the green and out of 

bounds. My fellow competitor managed to hit 

the truck and his ball ricocheted out of 

bounds, so he played three from the tee.

Was that correct?

Simbo, GM website forum

A

Unfortunately, yes. The ball was 

deflected by an outside agency – 

this is termed a rub of the green – 

there is no penalty and the ball is 

played as it lies. As the ball was out of 

bounds, your fellow competitor was correct to 

proceed under stroke and distance (Rule 27-1).

Kevin Barker

R&A assistant director – Rules
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Hitting a truck is just

considered a rub of the green

Make doubly sure it’s your

ball before you play it



Golf’s Rules can seem a bit of a minefield, but while you don’t need to be an expert, a sound

knowledge of how the Rules deal with the most commonly occurring situations is essential

 The Rules every golfer should know

Bunkers

Most courses have some bunkers; some have 

considerably more than others. However many 

there are where you play, even if you’re the 

straightest of hitters you’ll end up in the sand 

at some stage, so knowing what you can and 

can’t do is essential. Without going into the 

finer intricacies, here are the essential ‘do’s 

and don’ts’ when you find yourself bunkered.

Most golfers know you can’t ground your 

club in a hazard, nor touch the sand with 

your hand (Rule 13-4b). However, touching 

or brushing the sand with your club on your 

backswing is also a breach of Rule 13-4b. All 

breaches of Rule 13 incur a two-stroke penalty 

in stroke play and loss of hole in match play.

If you aren’t certain which club you’re going 

to use, and take two or more into the bunker, 

you may lay the extra clubs down in the sand 

once you’ve decided, provided nothing is 

done to test the condition of the hazard or 

improve your ball’s lie. Equally, you can take 

your bag, or even trolley, in with you, and 

while that may sound silly, on modern courses 

with vast expanses of sand, it could be a time-

saver. But you’ll probably attract comment 

from other golfers, and suspicious looks from 

greenkeepers, so while it’s perfectly legal, we 

wouldn’t recommend it generally.

When it comes to what you can and can’t 

pick up and remove from a bunker, you should 

tread carefully, for you are only allowed to 

remove ‘movable obstructions’ (i.e. anything 

artificial or manmade such as scorecards, 

gloves, headcovers etc) and nothing classed 

as a ‘loose impediment’ (i.e. natural objects 

such as twigs, leaves, cones and branches).

The potential stumbling block is stones, for 

while they are classed as loose impediments 

under the Rules (so you aren’t allowed to 

touch them), many clubs have Local Rules 

reclassifying them as movable obstructions 

so you can then remove them from bunkers 

under Rule 24-1, primarily for reasons of safety 

and to prevent club damage. However, always 

double-check before automatically removing 

stones, for if no such Local Rule exists, you 

will be penalised for a breach of Rule 13-4c.

If you stumble as you enter a bunker 

and use a club to prevent yourself from 

falling, that is fine, and anyone who tries to 

penalise you for grounding your club in such 

circumstances should be politely pointed 

towards Exception 1 to Rule 13-4.

Finally, Exception 2 to Rule 13-4 permits 

you to smooth sand in a bunker at any time 

– even before playing from the same bunker 

– as long as it is for the sole purpose of caring 

for the course, and that you do not improve 

your lie, area of intended stance or swing, or 

line of play in contravention of Rule 13-2.

Correction from July issue

In question 2 of our July issue’s quiz (leaning 

on a rake in a bunker), the answer was correct 

(no penalty) but the small print incorrectly 

referred to ‘casually leaning on your club’ – for 

which there is a penalty – rather than a rake, 

for which there isn’t.

The Rules don’t cover levitating, but they do tell 

you what else you can and can’t do in bunkers
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In a match, Jezz fails to get his ball out of a greenside

bunker and slams his club into the sand in frustration.

A. Jezz loses the hole.

B. Jezz is disqualified for a breach of etiquette.

C. There is no penalty.

Fergus’ ball comes to rest in an area marked as a lateral

water hazard, but the point where the ball last crossed

the margin is marked simply as a water hazard. Which is true?

A. Fergus must play the ball as it lies.

B. Fergus must proceed under stroke and distance.

C. Under penalty of one stroke, Fergus may proceed under stroke

and distance, or he may drop back on a line behind the water

hazard, keeping the point where the ball last crossed the margin of

the hazard between him and the hole.

1

3

Jezz and Fergus are playing a singles match. Jezz marks

and lifts Fergus’ ball by mistake on the putting green.

A. There is no penalty.

B. Jezz is penalised one stroke.

C. Jezz loses the hole.

In stroke play, Jezz and Fergus are drawn together. They

reach the 1st tee three minutes after their start time as

Fergus overslept and was late picking Jezz up.

A. They are both disqualified.

B. Fergus is penalised two strokes at the 1st hole.

C. Both players are penalised two strokes at the 1st hole.

2

4

1. A – Jezz loses the hole (Rule 13-4b). When your ball is in a hazard you cannot touch the ground in the hazard with your club. 2. B – Jezz is penalised one stroke (Rule 18-3b). If, other than during the search for a player’s

ball, an opponent moves the ball, the opponent is penalised one stroke. 3. C – Under penalty of one stroke, Fergus may proceed under stroke and distance, or he may drop back on a line behind the water hazard,

keeping the point where the ball last crossed the margin of the hazard between him and the hole (Rule 26-1). Your relief options depend on where the ball last crossed the margin of the hazard not where the ball lies.

4. C – Both players are penalised two strokes at the 1st (Rule 6-3a). If a player arrives at his starting point, ready to play, within five minutes after his starting time, the penalty is two strokes at the 1st hole in stroke play.

How do you rate your grasp of the Rules? Try our quiz, then check

your answers at the bottom of the page to see how you’ve scored

 Test your knowledge
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W
e’ve teamed up with FJ,

the #1 Shoe and Glove in

Golf, to offer ten readers

the opportunity to step into

HyperFlex, the brand’s latest shoe innovation

which is currently taking the UK by storm.

Our lucky winners will each win a pair of

FJ HyperFlex shoes, which feature innovative

materials, like the new FlexGrid™ exoskeleton,

to deliver a balance between athletic shoes

and those fit for golf by combining comfort

and lightweight performance with support,

stability and waterproof characteristics.

The FlexGrid structure is key to this, as it

provides the strength required to prevent

the foot from rolling laterally during the golf

swing, and offers vital support to the soft

and flexible base layer of the lightweight and

breathable upper.

As a package, it is the ultimate athletic

performance golf shoe and has already been

trusted at the very highest level of the

game by FJ Brand Ambassador Hunter

Mahan, who first wore HyperFlex at the

2014 Ryder Cup.

To win a pair of your own in your

choice of Navy/Lime, Charcoal/Orange,

White/Light Grey/Royal Blue and Black/

Silver/Yellow colourways, go to

golf-monthly.co.uk/competitions and

answer the question below.

Which FJ Brand Ambassador first chose to

put HyperFlex into play in the 2014 Ryder

Cup at Gleneagles?

A) Adam Scott

B) Hunter Mahan

C) Henrik Stenson

WIN THE ULTIMATE 
PERFORMANCE GOLF 

SHOE WITH FJ

Terms and Conditions: The closing date for all entries is August 5, 2015, with the winners being selected the following week.

Golf Monthly Competitions Terms & Conditions: Prize details correct at time of going to press. All prizes are non-transferable and must be accepted as offered. Employees of Time Inc. (UK) and its 

subsidiary companies, their families, agents or anyone connected with this promotion are not eligible to enter. Only one entry per person. Entries must not be sent through agencies or third parties; 

any such entries will be invalid. The promoter cannot accept responsibility for entries that are incomplete or delayed. The winners will be the specifi ed number of winners and/or runners-up drawn 

at random after the closing date. Some competitions will be decided by a judging panel. All winners will be notifi ed within 28 days of the draw. Winners must be prepared to co-operate with any 

publicity arising as a result of winning the competition. A list of the winners can be obtained by sending a stamped addressed envelope specifying the name of the competition to Golf Monthly, 

Marketing Department, Blue Fin Building, 110 Southwark Street, London SE1 0SU. No correspondence will be entered into. The decision of the promoter in all matters is fi nal and binding. The 

promoter is Golf Monthly Magazine, Time Inc. (UK), 7th fl oor, 110 Southwark Street, London SE1 0SU. Entry implies acceptance of these rules.

GM PROMOTION
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At a glance

■ The Big T range offers the benefi ts of 

dual alignment in a fresh look

■ Models will retail at £149, or at £169 

fi tted with a SuperStroke grip

O 

dyssey is always looking for ways 

to expand its putter line-up through 

new looks and technologies, but this 

time the brand has gone back to two tried 

and tested putter lines from years gone by 

to create its latest range.

The O-Works Big T putter line features 

a blend of Odyssey’s Versa and Marxman 

technologies, all designed to offer dual 

alignment in an eye-catching new look.

Odyssey has achieved this by taking 

the distinctive alignment line from the 

Marxman range and combining it with the 

contrasting black and white fi nish seen 

on the Versa putters. The result is dual 

alignment from a ‘Big T’, which highlights 

where you’re aiming both at set-up and 

during your stroke to increase accuracy.

The putters also boast a new Fusion 

RX insert, which couples Odyssey’s White 

Hot insert with an ultra-thin stainless-steel 

mesh featuring the Metal-X roll pattern. The 

aim is to reduce skidding and get the ball 

rolling on its journey earlier. 

The putters will be available in some of 

the brand’s most popular shapes, including 

V-Line, the perimeter-weighted mallet with 

a double-bend shaft and full-shaft offset, 

which is currently the number one fl at-stick 

on the European Tour.

The V-Line will also come in a centre-

shafted version, while the Big T Blade is a 

heel-toe weighted model with a double-

bend shaft and full-shaft offset. The #5 

model is a rounded mallet with a single-

bend shaft and full-shaft offset.

Odyssey

Works Big T putters

The Big T range takes its 

name from its distinctive 

alignment system, which 

combines the Versa and 

Marxman designs of old

NEW GEAR
Golf Monthly’s knowledgeable test team brings you all the latest developments 

from the world of equipment, plus comprehensive product tests and reviews



Bushnell

TaylorMade
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Cleveland 

TFI Smart Square putter

NEO Ghost

Daddy Long Legs+ putter

At a glance

■ A stabilising wing reduces 

head twist for more accuracy

■ The TFI Smart Square will 

retail at £149

I
n 2013, Cleveland 

launched a 

putter that it 

claimed could 

help golfers line 

up 23 per cent 

more accurately 

than the Odyssey 

2-Ball, one of golf’s 

most popular putter 

models of all time.

That Smart Square model 

proved to be a hit, so it’s no 

surprise the brand has come 

back with a second-generation 

offering that introduces 

increased stability in its easy-

to-align head.

The new TFI Smart Square 

(£149) sets out to achieve 

this via its High Density 

Stabilising Wing and Low 

Density Aluminium Body, a 

design engineered 

to increase 

perimeter 

weighting so 

the head is 

less likely to 

twist on off-

centre hits. 

This should 

bring greater 

accuracy and less 

distance loss on mishits.

Along with the stabilising 

wing, the TFI model features a 

new milled, copper-infused face 

cap over a co-polymer insert, a 

combination said to offer a soft 

feel and consistent ball speeds 

from strikes across the clubface.

At a glance

■ This compact GPS device 

provides yardages to the green 

and hazards on the course

■ It will retail at £99, with four 

colour options available

B
ushnell has launched the 

NEO Ghost GPS in a move 

to make its renowned 

distance-measuring accuracy 

available for under £100.

The compact device provides 

measurements to the front, 

centre and back of the green 

on over 33,000 pre-loaded golf 

courses globally.

It also displays up to four 

hazards per hole, calculates 

shot distances, automatically 

recognises the hole you are on 

and lasts for three rounds before 

it needs charging via a USB. 

A multi-functional clip means 

the NEO Ghost (£99) can be 

worn on your belt or attached to 

your bag.

At a glance

■ Daddy Long Legs+ boasts 

updated styling and a new grip

■ The putter will retail at £199

T
aylorMade is giving its 

new Daddy Long Legs+ 

putter (£199) a very simple 

sell: “Proven performance with 

added stability.”

That added stability comes 

via a new SuperStroke 2.0 

Mid Slim XL putter grip, which 

features an innovative 125g 

Counter Core weight.

This weight in the butt end of 

the grip helps counterbalance 

the 405g head, which should, 

in turn, help take your fi ngers 

and wrists out of your stroke to 

square the face more often.

Progressing on from last 

year’s Daddy Long Legs, this 

new + model features updated 

styling, with a sleek matte-black 

fi nish and red accents.

The deep-milled 6061 

aluminium face insert returns 

with a new dark fi nish, 

promising more feel for better 

distance control. It is available 

in right- and left-handed 34.5” 

and 36” models to suit golfers 

of different heights.



Ralph Lauren

Nike

Engage wedges

Open Championship 2015 Collection

At a glance

■ Three sole grinds help 

increase greenside options

■ Wedges will retail at £100 

each in loft from 50˚ to 60˚

N
ike’s Engage wedge is 

the latest solution to help 

the likes of Rory McIlroy 

escape from tricky lies.

McIlroy, who plays a 59° Dual 

Sole model, told Golf Monthly: 

“To me, they perform really well 

from the rough. The ball seems 

to consistently get up easier 

and land softer.”

To achieve this, Nike

engineers have followed a

similar design to that used in

the Vapor irons, where Modern

Muscle geometry moves

mass more central to improve

stability and turf interaction.

The Engage wedge (£100)

comes in three sole grinds;

Dual Sole (58-60°), Square Sole 

(50-60°) and Toe Sweep (54-

60°), each of which provides an 

advantage on certain shots. 

The Square Sole is designed 

to be played with a square face, 

so will best suit the lower lofts 

used for full and pitch shots, 

while the Dual Sole is slightly 

more versatile for a wider range 

of pitch and greenside shots.

Finally, the Toe Sweep grind 

aids performance from bad 

lies, thanks to a wide toe and 

narrow heel that allow it to 

remain open through impact

even from deep rough.

All grinds and lofts feature

precision-milled X3X grooves

that have more volume and

sharper edges to deliver more

consistent spin. A raw finish

helps reduce glare and increases

surface roughness to improve

friction for more spin control.

At a glance

■ Ralph Lauren releases jacket 

and two polo shirts for The Open

■ Prices start from £80 for the 

Stretch Mesh Polo

T
o mark its continued 

association with The Open 

Championship, Ralph 

Lauren has created a dedicated 

collection to celebrate the 144th 

staging at St Andrews.

The line will include the 

classic-looking Cotton-Blend 

Jacket (£115), which has a half-

zip, ribbed cuffs and hem, plus 

the Claret Jug and ‘The Open’ 

embroidered on its right sleeve.

The Striped Pique Polo (£90) 

also has the Claret Jug and ‘The 

Open’ emblazoned on the right 

sleeve, but comes in a more eye-

catching striped design in four 

different colour options.

The Stretch Mesh Polo (£80) 

features a striped undercollar, 

ribbed armbands and Open-

themed embroidery.

Made from a cotton and 

elastane combination, the polo 

shirts are designed both for 

comfort and to stretch a little 

as you swing to ensure that you 

never feel restricted out on the 

golf course.

All these garments will 

be sold in the merchandise 

pavilion at The Open, online at 

ralphlauren.com and through 

selected stores.

The new designs follow Ralph 

Lauren’s announcement about 

its continued partnership 

with The R&A as Offi cial 

Outfi tter of The Open, 

which will see all offi cials 

sporting a selection of 

Polo Golf and RLX Golf 

apparel during Open 

Championship week.

Adidas

adicross IV + adipower boost
At a glance

■ Limited-edition shoes 

launched to celebrate the 

144th Open Championship

■ The adicross IV will retail at 

£59.99 and the adipower boost 

at £129

I
n recognition of the 144th 

Open Championship at the 

Home of Golf, Adidas has 

announced the release of two 

limited-edition shoes. 

There will be 144 pairs of 

both its adipower boost and 

adicross IV shoes, initially 

available through adidas.com. 

The tartan designs pay 

tribute to Scotland’s links to 

golf as the country in which the 

fi rst Open Championship was 

held back in 1860. 

The adipower boost (above 

bottom) features boost 

cushioning that puts a spring in 

your step to keep you feeling 

fresher, while its gripmore 

cleats provide lots of traction. 

As well as the matching blue 

stripes and cleats, the limited-

edition boost features blue 

tartan on the upper as well as 

in the lining of the shoe.

 It’s a similar story with the 

adicross IV (above top). The 

distinctive limited-edition 

spikeless shoe features a full 

tartan upper, combined with 

blue detailing on the sole and 

inner lining.



SPIKELESS SHOES
The versatility and comfort of spikeless shoes is 

unquestionable. All you’ve got to do is pick a style 

to match your needs on and off the course…

Adidas / Adipower Sport Boost

£99.99
■ GM says Unlike traditional EVA foam

that hardens and softens as temperatures

fluctuate, Adidas’ Boost foam retains a

consistent cushioning. Tongue wrapping, an

external heel counter and a sockliner also

aid a more precise and comfortable fit. The

lightweight and stretchable upper features

climaproof protection to keep your feet dry.

FootJoy / Contour Casual £100
■ GM says Its smart colourways, casual 

styling and comfy rounded toe make this a 

great option if you want something to wear 

out and about as well as on the course. The 

DuraMax rubber outsoles provide the traction 

you’ll need, with a cushioned fi t-bed adding 

underfoot comfort and heel support. Full-grain 

leather uppers also offer breathability and 

come with a one-year waterproof warranty.

Ecco / BIOM Hybrid 2 £170
■ GM says Ecco hasn’t stopped innovating 

since its Street shoe in 2010. The Hybrid 

2 features a dual-density outsole that has 

harder areas for more stability, and softer 

areas for extra comfort. It’s also 15% lighter 

than the original BIOM Hybrid, has an insole 

with silicon printing to prevent unwanted foot 

movement and has a soft and breathable yak 

leather upper for lasting protection.

hen Fred Couples set foot

on Augusta National in

2010 wearing a pair of

spikeless Ecco Street shoes,

the golfing world took note.

Five years on and that innovation is

certainly here to stay, with new takes on it

coming to the market every year since.

So far, these include sporty models that

offer trainer-like comfort, and brogue-style

designs that can be worn straight from the

boardroom to the first tee, as well as pretty

much everywhere in between.

This versatility is undeniably the

spikeless shoe’s USP. Firstly, you remove

the hassle of changing your shoes before

and after your round, meaning you can go

from your car to the first tee, and then from

the 18th into the bar and back out onto the

patio, all without having to do laps of the

changing room.

There are also styles like the FootJoy

Professional and Ecco Tour Hybrid that

mean you can get a pair of work shoes and

a stylish pair of golf shoes in one purchase.

Want something more fun? Spikeless

shoes tend to come in a brighter range of

colour options than cleated shoes, so they

also mean you can add something more

lively to your wardrobe for when the sun’s

out in the summer months.

Many pros now rely on street-style

shoes, loving the added comfort, which

should tell you all you need to know.

If there is a trade-off to be had, it comes

in the grip department. However, even

here, enough advancements have been

made to make these shoes dependable in

all but the wettest of weather.

Initial concerns regarding the durability 

of spikeless soles have also been eased by 

the development of rubber technologies

that manufacturers claim will outlast the

natural lifetime of these types of shoes.

What will I need to consider?

■ Styling As you can see from a quick

glance right, there are plenty of styles to

choose from. Consider where you’ll wear

yours to get the most for your money.

■ Lightweight or waterproof? Many

spikeless shoes have a mesh upper to make 

them lighter and more comfortable.

■ Price Longer warranties and more

durable leathers will come at a cost, but

are worth the investment if you don’t

change shoes every season.

W

From multiple small nubs to miniature 

multi-surface cleats, the spikeless market 

has inspired all kinds of shoe-sole designs 



G E A R  F O C U S

Ashworth / Encinitas Wing Tip 

£129.99
■ GM says Ashworth has bought this classic-

looking shoe into the 21st century using colour

pop detailing and a versatile spikeless sole, 

which uses a soft foam and rubber to cushion 

your step. Its rich leather upper and lining are 

complemented by a breathable sockliner to 

keep you comfortable, while black and brown 

colourways offer a smarter alternative.

Ecco / Tour Hybrid £180
■ GM says This classically styled shoe 

combines smart looks with functionality and 

durability. Its treated leather is highly water-

repellent, yet soft and breathable, while its 

leather lining is breathable and provides a 

luxury feel. The shock-absorbent outsole 

increases comfort and houses the durable 

traction bars that provide 800 different angles

for excellent grip on the golf course.

FootJoy / AWD Casual £67.50
■ GM says The most trainer-like of the three 

FootJoy models in this showcase, the AWD 

offers on-course comfort thanks to its roomy 

rounded toe and inner last that has been 

contoured to match the natural shape of your 

foot. Despite its more relaxed styling, the 

AWD’s breathable leather upper still offers 

waterproof protection, while the DuraMax sole 

provides plenty of grip and durability.

FootJoy / DryJoys Casual £130
■ GM says This is a versatile shoe in both

its sole and styling, delivering cushioning

from Fine Tune Foam and stability from a

perimeter-weighted outsole. Its waterproof

leather is membrane-free, comes with a one-

year warranty and is 30% softer than previous

FootJoy performance leathers. A rounded toe

and narrow heel were chosen after thousands

of scans on FootJoy’s Laser Fitting System.

Nike / FI Impact II £100
■ GM says This shoe harnesses the natural

movement of your foot. It offers lightweight,

waterproof protection thanks to a breathable

mesh upper with TPU overlays. An updated

outsole is now more flexible and has rubber-

integrated traction to provide low-profile

stability, while a new internal design creates

a snug fit and sock-like feel for increased

comfort while walking.

Nike / Lunar Waverly £90
■ GM says This is the perfect shoe to take 

you from the 18th green straight to lunch out 

with the family. It’s crafted with a full-grain 

waterproof leather upper, while Nike’s Flywire 

system minimises weight and maximises 

support. Full-length Lunarlon Cushioning will 

put a spring in your step to keep you feeling 

fresh, and Waffle Lugs on the sole will provide 

durable grip.

Puma / BioFly Mesh £90
■ GM says The BioFly Mesh delivers natural 

flexibility and increased ground traction on 

any surface thanks to multi-directional flex 

grooves on the sole. Its lightweight mesh 

upper has a soft feel, anti-wicking properties 

and is durable with a one-year waterproof 

guarantee. Inside, a moulded sockliner offers 

long-lasting comfort, while underfoot foam 

cushioning adds a spring to your step.

Skechers / Go Golf Tour £109
■ GM says The Go Golf Tour features a mesh 

upper with no seams for extra comfort. The 

design also helps create a light shoe (0.625lbs 

in a men’s size 9), which, despite its weight, is 

still waterproof and supportive. Its miniature 

cleats provide turf-gripping performance 

and can be worn indoors, while the Resalyte 

midsole and Resamax insole cushioning 

enhances comfort further.

Puma / BioDrive Leather £100
■ GM says The BioDrive Leather has a full-

grain leather upper that comes with a two-

year waterproof warranty. Distinctive octagon 

pods on its outsole maximise grip thanks to 

six pods in the forefoot, and boost stability 

via four in the heel. Memory foam also adds 

comfort, while an OrthoLite sockliner provides 

cushioning, moisture removal and anti-

microbial performance.
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The Adams Blue hybrid is

available in four lofts of 19°, 21°,

23° and 25° at £129. The irons

come as either a combination set

including two hybrids and 5-PW

at £599 steel, £699 graphite, or

as just a 5-PW iron set at £399

steel, £499 graphite

T E S T E D

Adams  

Blue combo set £599/£699
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Search for ‘Adams Blue review’ on the GM YouTube channel 



Aesthetics

1
Address view In the irons, there are plenty

of features on show that should boost

the confidence of the improving golfer, such

as the thick top line and offset. The straight

leading edge and premium finish add to what

is a superb looking golf club.

2
Shelf appeal The fact these clubs are

designed to work straight off the rack

gives them immediate shelf appeal, and the

stylish blue colour scheme only serves to

make them even more eye-catching to the

passer-by. The two-tone blue on top of the

hybrid looks great, but also aids alignment.

Components

3
Shaft Whether you opt for steel (85g) or

graphite (55g) in the irons, you’re sure

to experience a club that feels light and easy

to swing. Adams’ SlimTech offerings found

across the range become narrower towards

the tip, creating more kick through impact

and a higher launch – something that will help

most golfers achieve more distance.

Technology

4
Construction An Easy Launch System

comprises barbell-shaped Velocity slots

to increase forgiveness and maintain ball

speed on mishits, while a low and back CG

position increases launch and spin. This keeps

the ball in the air for longer – something

newcomers to the game will really appreciate.

5
Head design As well as the Easy Launch

System, there’s also internal draw-biased

weighting in the heads to help negate the

slice. It was certainly easy to turn the ball over

from right to left, which also helped increase

total distance even further.

Specs tested
Hybrid – 19°, 55g Aldila 

SlimTech stiff shaft; Irons – 

5-PW, True Temper Dynalite 

SlimTech 85g stiff shaft

New direction
Adams’ change of 

philosophy means that Blue 

is a new product line for the 

brand aimed at the game-

improver and beginner

Ping G30

£86/£100 per club

A versatile, forgiving set

designed for distance

through progressive lofts

and shaft lengths.

Nike Vapor Speed  

£499.99/£599.99

The set has hollow cavity 

long-irons and RZN cavity 

short-irons to boost both 

distance and feel.

Wilson D200

£349/£429

Speed Sole technology

creates a driver-like spring

effect from the face for

more ball speed.

Up Against Three more to add to your test list...

10 Point Test Report
Tester: Golf Monthly technical editor Joel Tadman

6
Adjustability Not on offer here – Adams 

is keeping its clubs simple and not 

bamboozling golfers with technical jargon. 

Yes, there’s plenty of technology on offer 

in Blue, but you don’t need to tinker with 

multiple hosel settings or go through a full 

custom-fi t session to experience the benefi ts.

Performance 

7
Forgiveness One of the strongest assets 

for both the irons and hybrids. They’re 

large, but not overly so, and it felt like there 

was a lot of help from the clubhead to rescue 

a poor strike. Loss of distance and accuracy 

was minimal on slight mishits, meaning you’ll 

fi nd more greens than you expected.

8
Distance The lofts of the Blue irons are 

fairly traditional, which is surprising 

given how easy they are to launch. Most will 

experience a higher fl ight with more carry, 

except when hitting into a strong breeze, and 

distances were fairly consistent. The hybrids 

offer an easier-to-hit alternative to long irons.

9
Flight Given how much technology is 

designed to increase launch, it was nice 

to see the ball not balloon up signifi cantly, 

even with a faster-than-average swing speed. 

The ball goes higher, but without excessive 

spin, and the trajectory is still strong enough 

to achieve good carry. The hybrids provide 

exceptional stopping power into greens. 

1 0
Impact sound and feel The sound is 

quite nondescript, something many 

will see as a good thing – neither too loud or 

quiet through the hit. The feel from the middle 

was superb – fi rm but fast, like maximum 

power had been transferred from club to ball. 

The distances achieved proved this.
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Callaway  

Bertha Mini 1.5 £249

Key technology

The Bertha Mini 1.5 is a versatile and forgiving

driver alternative for those struggling with

inconsistency from the tee which also

provides an option from the fairway. The

235cc head is larger and more forgiving than

Callaway’s regular fairway woods. The OptiFit

hosel adjustability offers eight different

loft and lie settings while the addition of

Callaway’s legendary Warbird Soleplate

enhances playability from different lies. It also

boasts a Hyper Speed Face Cup and Forged

Composite Crown.

Will suit Fast-swinging, consistent ball-

strikers that like to shape the ball from the tee

and struggle to achieve accuracy with driver.

GM verdict

The combination of the higher loft, deep

face and length from front to back makes the

Bertha Mini 1.5 a club that’s easy to shape

while offering an element of forgiveness on

mishits. As expected, both the distance and

peak height fit right in between a 3-wood

and a driver with an inspiringly powerful

feel and distinctive Callaway sound from

the sweetspot. In the wrong hands it won’t

be overly inviting to hit, especially from the

fairway, but the cosmetics are pleasing on

the eye from both top and bottom and many

will be surprised at the amount of forgiveness

on offer. It’s relatively easy to change the

shape and height of your ball flight and the

playability from the fairway is decent, offering

a stronger alternative on par 5s that have

previously been out of reach.

 Its size means it is still predominantly 

suited to good ball-strikers. Slower swingers 

will struggle to launch this from the fairway.

The Bertha Mini 1.5 is 

available in 12° and 14° 

lofts with a 44” Mitsubishi 

Kuro Kage shaft 

Search for more reviews on GM’s YouTube channel
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Mizuno  

JPX ball £35 a dozen

Key technology 

Mizuno’s three-piece, all-ability JPX ball 

features micro dimples designed to slow 

down the ball’s angle of descent, helping it to 

stay in the air for as long as possible, thereby 

increasing distance. The cluster pattern comes 

into effect as the ball speed drops towards the

end of its fl ight, but does so without affecting 

the higher ball speeds generated at impact. 

The micro dimples form part of a 512-dimple 

pattern and combine with a construction 

that gives the ball a soft feel and responsive 

playability. 

Will suit Golfers after more distance from

their ball without losing out completely on

short-game feel and control.

GM verdict

 If you want to be rewarded with more 

distance on your well-struck shots, especially 

from the tee, this ball could be what you’ve 

been looking for. While it’s diffi cult to 

gauge whether the ball stays in the air for a 

signifi cantly longer period of time, what is 

clear to see is the towering ball fl ight on offer 

when you really catch a drive or mid-iron 

approach shot. There’s still enough greenside

control for the majority of amateurs,

especially when you consider the shorter irons

they’re likely to be hitting into greens with

this ball. Well-struck chips from good lies grab

on the first bounce and then release. If you

play a ball around this price point already, the

transition into JPX should be seamless.

 From tee to green, the JPX ball doesn’t feel 

as soft or check up as quickly as the premium 

models seen out on tour. But anything it lacks 

in short-game performance it makes up for in 

carry distance and shelf appeal.

T E S T E D

Mizuno’s JPX ball has micro dimples 

designed to increase distance by 

slowing the ball’s descent

Search for more reviews on GM’s YouTube channel
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Key technology

FJ’s new performance apparel line comes in

four colour stories. The easy-care material that 

makes up the Performance Slim Fit trousers

means they avoid wrinkling and shrinkage

while an anti-microbial finish eliminates

odour. In the Stretch Lisle Engineered Stripe

polo, ProDry fabric wicks sweat away in hot

conditions and provides UV protection. An

extra-long shirt tail makes it easier to tuck in.

Garments tested Performance Slim Fit

trousers (£55), Stretch Lilse Engineered Stripe 

polo (£55).

GM verdict

FootJoy’s apparel range is one of the

most comprehensive around, with a host of

styles and colours to suit different tastes. The

athletic fit and stretchy material of the Stretch 

Lisle polo strikes the perfect balance between 

comfort and looking good on the course.

It hugs the arms while also being looser in

the torso area, providing the freedom of

movement to swing unimpaired. The Slim Fit

trousers feel incredibly light and the stretchy

material moves with you as you bend down to 

tee-up a ball or line-up a putt. The athletic fit

keeps them compact around the ankles for a

modern, tailored look.

Those who prefer a roomier fit may need

to switch up a size.

Key technology

The first collection designed and

manufactured under Ping’s direction features

the ‘Eye Mark’ that takes its inspiration from

the iconic Eye 2 iron. The subtle branding

showcased in the garments is complemented

by clean colour stories, innovative fabrics

and a tailored fit. The Latimer Eye polo is

made from Merino wool, is combined with a

water-resistant finish and is crease-free with

moisture movement, UV protection and anti-

bacterial properties.

Garments tested Latimer Eye polo (£65),

Dunbar Zip sweater (£70), Brunswick gilet

(£55).

GM verdict

As a club brand, Ping’s designs tend to be

quite subtle – letting the performance of the

product do the talking. Its new apparel line is

no exception. The Latimer Eye polo feels light

and soft and the fit is snug without feeling

tight on your skin. It manages moisture very

well, keeping you dry when you’re feeling the

heat, and the collar buttons are a nice touch.

The Brunswick gilet is quite roomy, fitting

the bill in a variety of temperatures, while the

Dunbar Zip sweater is a sophisticated cover

up aimed at the more traditional golfer.

 The shelf appeal could be improved by 

including a few more imaginative designs.

FootJoy  

SS15 apparel

Ping

SS15 apparel

T E S T E D

FootJoy’s ProDry fabric helps 

wick moisture away so you can 

focus on playing better golf

The Ping SS15 apparel collection 

features subtle branding and a 

host of new innovations
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S
ince our most recent DMD test late

last year, there have been a number

of signifi cant product launches

within the sector showcasing further

advances. We couldn’t wait any longer to try

these latest products out and share our views

on them with you, as with such a variety on

offer at different prices, it can be difficult to

pinpoint the most prudent investment.

Are you good enough to use a laser

rangefi nder? Are premium GPS devices

worth the extra cash? This feature aims to

answer these questions and more to give you

a clearer picture as to the benefits of each

device. You can then decide which best suits

both your game and your bank balance.

FINDING THE RIGHT DMD

Before you turn the page for our in-depth

feedback on 18 of the latest distance-

measuring devices, we can tell you that there

won’t be one single outright winner because

what is best for one golfer may be wrong

for another. What we have looked to do is

highlight the strengths and weaknesses of

each device, and explain what kind of golfer

they will be best suited to.

We hope you will find much over the

following pages to help you narrow down the

search for a DMD that will meet your needs

and really benefit your game, without proving

too intrusive or time-consuming out on the

golf course.

METHODOLOGY

Every unit was sent to Golf Monthly technical

editor, Joel Tadman, who set them up ready

for play. This allowed direct comparisons as

to how easy each device was to use straight

out of the box. We then held a test day where

nine Golf Monthly staff members tried out

the devices over 18 holes on the stunning Old

Course at Burhill Golf Club in Surrey, switching

devices after a few holes to allow each player

to test a number of different products.

Joel then took them all away to test over a

two-month period on different courses under

varying conditions. Test reports from the day

and afterwards were then collated to compile

in-depth reviews of each device.

The GM team tries out the latest distance-measuring devices, including watches,

wristbands, handhelds and lasers, to see which might save you the most shots

Which GPS or laser is best for you?

TEST

DMD 
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■ KEY TECHNOLOGY

The SkyCaddie Linx uses yardages plotted

on foot to provide distances to the front,

middle and back of greens on over 35,000

pre-loaded courses. It can be connected

to the SkyGolf app on a smartphone using

Bluetooth to take in any course updates.

With an annual membership (£39.95) the

Linx will provide up to 40 hazard and lay-

up distances plus IntelliGreen, which shows

green shape.

SkyCaddie is the only company that

maps out courses on foot, instead of using

overhead maps for yardages that are

less-frequently updated. As a result, the

accuracy of the Linx is top of its class. The

data on offer is clear to interpret and quick

to update when you arrive at your ball. The

paid-for extras make your tee-shots easier

to plan. Score collection that syncs with

SkyCaddie stat analysis will give you plenty

of extra information. The dynamic yardages

mean you always have accurate front, back

and middle distances on approach play.

The watch is on the chunky side. For the

annual fee you get extra hazard and green

detail, but it’s unlikely those investing in a

watch will be keen on the additional outlay.

■ GM VERDICT

You can expect outstanding accuracy

from this watch, with all yardages during

testing proving to be spot on. The watch

is robust and offers very clear and easy-

to-understand information that can be

trusted out on any course. The free ‘go

play’ membership will be good enough

for most, especially with the ‘safe point’

target offered on each hole. The extras,

particularly the green view, help to bring

the product to life, but whether they are

worth the subscription fees will depend on

the needs and desires of the individual.

■ KEY TECHNOLOGY

A thin and lightweight GPS watch that

shows distances to the front, middle and

back of greens and up to four hazards and

lay-up distances per hole. It is pre-loaded

with more than 33,000 courses in over 30

countries. An odometer shows the distance

travelled in a round, and also allows shot

distances to be measured. The display is

designed to make it easier to read whether

playing in dull conditions or bright sunlight.

The styling is much improved compared

to the Neo X One while maintaining the

benefits of being thin and lightweight. This

will appeal to those who have been put off

by GPS watches previously because they

were too heavy and chunky. It gives front,

middle and back yardages quickly and has

ample hazard information for most golfers,

even specifying the distances to reach

and carry each hazard. It is also very easy

to set up and use straight from the box,

and battery life is impressive, lasting two

rounds with plenty of power to spare.

As with most GPS watches, it can be

difficult to work out which hazards the

device is referring to. The buttons were a

little sensitive at times.

■ GM VERDICT

Bushnell’s impressive range of DMDs

clearly doesn’t stop at lasers, with the Neo

XS impressing at a competitive price point.

The no-nonsense set-up, and easy-to-use

design, will appeal to many golfers. Front,

middle and back distances are clear and

accurate, and the watch always updates

in time for your next shot. The added

extras, like shot measurement and four

hazard distances per hole in such a slimline

package, are an added bonus, while its size

and weight make it very comfortable to

wear on the wrist.

■ KEY TECHNOLOGY

The WT5 has a slimmer design and a

more comfortable fit on your wrist than

the previous WT4. Dynamic Green View

changes the front and back distances

based on your angle of approach. It has

nine pre-set pin placements you can select

with simple press-and-hold buttons. It is

fully functional as a digital wristwatch, with

a rechargeable battery and GPS tracking

for various outdoor activities.

The fact it’s very slim and lightweight

means you hardly notice you’re wearing

it and there’s no danger of it impeding

your swing. The WT5 recognises the

course quickly and is very simple once

you grasp the function of the three control

buttons. Scrolling between hazards and

the scorecard after each hole is a simple

task and the shot-tracking tool is easy

to employ. Distances are easy to read at

a quick glance and having them adjust

according to your angle of approach is a

must for all GPS watches these days.

 At times, the device was a little too 

eager to switch holes when adjacent tees 

were close by. Just two colour options 

available – a minor qualm.

■ GM VERDICT

Without doubt one of the quickest 

devices to register the course on arrival, a 

reassuring feature when you’re in a rush 

or don’t want to faff around. The display is 

clear and the features are easy to navigate 

thanks to the buttons being both limited in 

number and clearly labelled. The styling is 

modern but not too outlandish, potentially 

broadening its appeal among golfers. The 

yardages seemed to stack up when tested 

against a laser. There really is very little 

to fault on the WT5 – it’s an impressively 

versatile piece of kit.

LINX

£169.95

SKYCA D D IE 

NEO XS

£159

BUSHNELL 

WT5

£160

GOLFBUDDY 
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■ KEY TECHNOLOGY

The world’s first golf GPS band is slimmer

and lighter than a watch and displays its

front, middle and back yardages via a

tickertape-style LED dot display. Using the

BB5, golfers can also measure their shot

distances, record the number of steps they

take and tell the time. The BB5 weighs

just one-and-a-quarter ounces, is water-

resistant and has a rechargeable battery

giving up to 13 hours in golf mode.

There’s no doubting the style and

sophistication of the BB5 as soon as

you put it on. It’s compact, lightweight

and comfortable and the choice of two

different-sized straps means you’ll get

the perfect fit. Once clued up on the

functions and how to access them via the

four buttons, it’s a relatively easy device to

operate after a few holes of use. Accuracy

when measured against lasers was spot

on and the distances were easily readable,

even in bright sunlight.

The orientation of the display means the

distances appear sideways when viewing

like a normal watch. The buttons are stiff

at times, and the style of display wasn’t as

clear as those on most other GPS watches.

■ GM VERDICT

It would be going too far to describe the

BB5 as a gimmick, for while it’s arguably

the most stylish and on-trend of the

wearable DMDs, there’s plenty of substance

behind the aesthetics. A detailed read of

the instructions is essential to work out

how to navigate the different features,

and the usability could be improved. But

its accuracy and appeal can’t be faulted.

If you’re something of a techno geek who

loves to have the newest, coolest gadgets

on the market, but also takes his golf

seriously, BB5 will be right up your street.

■ KEY TECHNOLOGY

This feature-packed, touchscreen GPS

watch has a full colour, glove-friendly

display, with full-hole views of over 38,000

courses internationally. You can manually

move the pin positions, while the Smart

Notifications feature allows you to receive

emails, texts and other alerts from your iOS

device. The Garmin Connect for Golf site

lets you analyse, share and compare your

round with others.

Given that the unit itself is fairly

substantial, the first thing you notice is its

light weight. The mix between touchscreen

and button navigation is very intuitive,

and wearing a glove didn’t affect this

whatsoever. The accuracy was impressive,

as was the speed at which the device

picked up the course and automatically

switched holes. Having hole visuals,

as well as a multitude of hazard and

lay-up information, really aided course

management. Manually being able to

move the pin position was also a welcome

feature, as were the lay-up distances.

The distance to the green doesn’t show

when you touch the hole view to plot your

tee-shot. Superb graphics come at a cost.

■ GM VERDICT

The S5 doesn’t have the Tempo Trainer

feature found on the S6, which makes the

S5 legal in competitions. The colour hole

views and manual pin positioning mean

it’s almost like having a top-of-the-range

handheld GPS device on your wrist. In golf

mode you should get 36 holes from a full

charge – slightly less than other devices

but the features justify that. The Smart

Notifications facility means you don’t need

to be seen using your phone on the course,

while the ability to add in your stats as you

play helps you assess your game in depth.

■ KEY TECHNOLOGY

As well as your usual front, middle and

back distances, the TomTom GPS watch

displays distances to hazards, dogleg and

lay-up yardages, plus any spots you’ll need

to avoid around the green, such as bunkers

and ponds. A database of more than

34,000 global courses can be updated

wirelessly via a smartphone app. Other

features include a digital scorecard, a round

timer and a scratch-resistant display.

A very stylish piece of kit, the TomTom

watch is light (53g) with a slimline fit on

your wrist. Distances are clear, and using

the secondary navigation unit underneath

the screen works well and is simple to use.

There’s a plethora of useful information on

offer, most of which is easy to access and

interpret. Being able to pair your device to

your smartphone to receive course updates

wirelessly is a real plus. It’s comfortable on

your wrist and easy to fasten securely too.

  Having to download TomTom software 

to your computer before you can use it 

is a shame. The hazard distances shown 

are a little too vague. You can’t turn it off 

when it’s not in use and there’s no shot-

measurement function.

■ GM VERDICT

A device we wanted to like more than 

we did. The TomTom brand is known for 

its accurate navigation technology and 

the Golfer watch delivered on that front. 

The setting up process was smooth and 

worthwhile in the end, but also time-

consuming. The abundance of information 

is great, but it could be displayed in a 

manner that is simpler to take in. It’s easy 

to navigate and basic distances themselves 

are easy to read. It’s also very comfy on 

your wrist and seemed to be as accurate as 

any other watch on the market.   

BB5

£199.95

GOLFBUDDY 

APPROACH S5 

£279.99

GARMIN 

GOLFER

£179.99

TOMTOM 
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■ KEY TECHNOLOGY

A new Smart Scorecard mode provides

auto-scoring by detecting how many

shots you’ve taken on each hole, as well as

the ability to analyse your round on your

computer using the Aerial Map View mode.

You can save specific points on the course

to provide personalised yardages for future

rounds. A swing tempo analysis feature

enables the user to measure the ratio of

backswing time to downswing time.

Stylish in appearance, quick to recognise

the course and the distances were accurate

and quick to update. It sits flush to the

wrist, aiding comfort, and the ability to

score and measure your shot distances was

most welcome. The auto-scoring feature

is fine. When it does suggest the wrong

score, it’s easy to change. Being able to

save your favourite lay-up distances on

certain holes was a nice touch.

Quite heavy and chunky on your wrist.

The swing-tempo feature means the T2 is

yet to be approved for competition use. It

was quite time-consuming to correct the

auto-scoring on occasions when it entered

the score on the wrong hole, having moved

to the next tee.

■ GM VERDICT

The T2 is stylish, accurate and pretty easy

to use once you’ve read the instructions,

but it is still one of the larger, heavier GPS

watches on the market. If you’re into your

running and cycling as well as your golf,

the T2 might be your perfect match. Being

able to see your shots on a map after your

round – much like you can using Game

Golf – is a fun and useful experience. It’s

just a shame the device can’t be used for

competitions – the case could certainly

be made that golfers might prefer hazard

information over the illegal Tempo Trainer.

■ KEY TECHNOLOGY

All 35,000 courses pre-loaded on the

device have been mapped on foot to

ensure the accuracy on offer. Intelligreen

tech gives you adjusted distances. New

onDemand HD maps can be downloaded to

give an even clearer view of every hole. The

high-resolution touchscreen can provide

yardages from any point on the hole.

Scores and round stats can be synched to

the SkyGolf mobile app via Bluetooth.

Beautiful graphics on a sharp screen

provide some of the best-looking course

maps available, particularly in the

onDemand HD mode. The ground-mapped

courses make the device one of the most

accurate units available, and accessing

the abundance of information on offer is

straightforward to grasp. Recent software

updates include making the Intelligreen

feature larger to enhance the user

experience, and having a north indicator

on HoleVue to help you understand the

direction you’re playing in from.

The price you pay for such impressive

accuracy is an annual subscription fee,

starting at £29.95 after a year depending

on what you are looking to access.

■ GM VERDICT

The volume of information and detail goes

a long way to justifying the subscription

costs for the top-of-the-range Touch. This

information is incredibly accurate and

beautifully presented and many golfers

will enjoy the smartphone-like navigation

and screen display. If you are particularly

dedicated, the stat collection and SkyGolf

Community are well put together and offer

you an intuitive way to analyse your play.

The recent updates only enhance the value

for money, you just need to decide if the

extra fees after a year are worth it.

■ KEY TECHNOLOGY

This entry-level SkyCaddie now shows

front, back and middle distances which are

based on your angle of approach, a feature

which wasn’t available on the original Aire.

The Aire II is designed to automatically

recognise which course and hole you

are on, with added extras including a

digital scorecard function, a distance

measurement odometer, a calorie counter,

a distance tracker and a clip for your bag.

A great choice if you want an

unobtrusive GPS device that gives you

easy-to-digest yardages. If you don’t like

wearing a watch when playing, this will clip

onto your belt or fit in your pocket without

causing any distraction. If you want added

information, such as the shape of greens

or distances to hazards, you can unlock

these by paying for one of the SkyCaddie

subscriptions. As with all SkyCaddie

models, the information has been mapped

on foot to ensure accuracy.

 The look and styling is reminiscent of 

models from a number of years ago. This 

type of display arguably works best when 

you are just looking for stripped-back 

information. 

■ GM VERDICT

SkyCaddie covers the whole spectrum of 

the DMD product range very well. It’s clear 

at which end the Aire II sits. Those after 

all the essential yardages, but who don’t 

want to go to any extra effort to get that 

information, will be happy with this device. 

Its simplicity will convert many DMD 

sceptics, offering much more accuracy 

than on-course yardage markers, while the 

design makes it a stylish addition to your 

bag. The simplicity of this device, along 

with its trusted accuracy, makes it a great 

no-nonsense option.

T2 HYBRID WATCH 

£179

VOICE  C A D D IE

TOUCH

£329.95

S KYCADDIE 

AIRE II

£129.95

SKYCADDIE 
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■ KEY TECHNOLOGY

This pocket-sized GPS comes

pre-loaded with over 33,000

courses. It provides yardages

to the front, middle and

back of the green as well as

up to four hazards per hole.

Other features include auto

course recognition, auto

hole advance and a shot-

measuring function.

■ KEY TECHNOLOGY

A four-inch LCD screen offers

touchscreen control, allowing

the use of overhead maps to

find distances from anywhere.

It’s preloaded with over

37,000 courses. A ‘pinch and

zoom’ hole view gives you

a closer look at hazards and

landing areas, while arcs offer

clear reference points.

■ KEY TECHNOLOGY

A colour screen displays

large, high-contrast maps of

each hole with touchscreen

that can give distances from

any position. It can also offer

‘plays like’ distances that

take into account changes

in elevation (not legal for

tournament play). Preloaded

with 38,000 courses.

Out of the box, the Neo

Ghost is ready to go. Value

for money is the device’s

greatest asset, offering

various distances for under

£100. Its compact size will

please many, while the

battery life is impressive,

going four rounds

comfortably in GPS mode.

The complimentary clip is

sturdy and is the ideal way to

attach it to your bag. Twenty

contrast modes ensure the

display is easily readable.

The buttons can be a little

stiff to push.

The largest screen on

test allows a great deal

of information and clear

manoeuvrability of distances.

It certainly feels like a

smartphone and being able

to move the pin, as well as

adjusting the front distance

for your angle of approach,

helps you to be even more

precise. Stat collection and

scoring is impressive and

easy to input.

The level of detail warrants

a large screen to a degree,

but most will find this too

large to keep in a pocket.

The G8 comes with a huge

amount of tech. As well as

impressive overhead images,

it offers stat collection, a

digital scorecard – which

can be downloaded to the

Garmin Community – plus

email and text notifications.

It can even suggest clubs to

hit if you have the time and

inclination to record your

club distances when you’re

out playing. The screen is

easy to read without the unit

being too cumbersome.

 The illegality of the device 

will put many golfers off.

■ GM VERDICT

A great option for those who 

want basic, easy-to-read 

yardages delivered quickly. 

If you’ve struggled to justify 

the investment in a DMD in 

the past, this may well be the 

model to make you change 

your mind. Some may want 

more detail, but four hazards, 

lay-up information and three 

yardages to the green cover 

everything that most club 

golfers really need.

■ GM VERDICT

If you play lots of different 

courses, then there is 

no doubt that overhead 

maps will really help you, 

particularly when they are 

on such a big, clear screen 

as the PT4’s. The unit is well 

designed and the interface 

is easier to operate than you 

might think. The additional 

features make it a great 

choice for those who want 

lots of information.

■ GM VERDICT

Possesses some of the 

best hole graphics on the 

market. The fact that the one 

feature that renders it illegal 

for tournament play can’t 

be disabled is frustrating 

though. If you don’t play 

in official competitions, 

there is plenty to impress, 

particularly if you play lots 

of different courses. It’s well 

made, easy to navigate and 

fits easily in your pocket. 

NEO GHOST

£99

B U SHN ELL 

PT4

£299.95

APPROACH G8 

£369.99

GOLFBUDDY GARMIN 

The i-Dry System from              

BIG MAX guarantees 100% 

waterproof fabric, fully 

sealed seams, waterproof 

zippers, nearly weightless. 

Tel: 0844 209 8886 (UK Only)

facebook.com/bigmaxgolf

www.bigmaxgolf.com 

offi  ce@golftech.eu
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■ KEY TECHNOLOGY

The LR4 laser’s outer casing has been

reshaped to fit more snugly in the golfer’s

palm. The top grip section has been

flattened slightly and the finger locators

redesigned to make it even easier to find

and press the power button. The eyepiece

is easier to grip and smoother to turn.

Finally, the GolfBuddy LR4 is equipped

with three operational modes for different

on-course scenarios.

A boxier shape seemed to fit just as well

in the hand as other, more slimline lasers.

While it has three modes, the Scan and Flag

modes will be most popular, picking out

continuous points and the flag respectively

from the background. Overall, it’s a joy to

use. It’s slightly heavier than most other

lasers but that doesn’t affect the usability,

and the grippy texture of the casing helps

you keep a firm hold. Switching modes

using your thumb is a doddle. It picked out

the flag quickly and the focus was easy to

adjust. The smart case that’s included was

the icing on the cake.

The lack of battery meter means you’ll

need to ensure you have a spare battery in

your bag for when the time comes.

■ GM VERDICT

Offering accuracy, ease of use and a variety

of functions at an extremely competitive

price, the GolfBuddy LR4 is a serious

player in the laser rangefinder market.

Add in stylish looks, and its appeal knows

no bounds. The boxier shape may not

suit golfers with smaller hands, while the

absence of a battery meter could catch

you out at a crucial moment on the course.

Those who play in glasses or sunglasses

will be pleased with the user-friendly

eyepiece. Overall, the LR4 offers everything

a golfer needs at a competitive price.

■ KEY TECHNOLOGY

Bushnell’s newest rangefinder enables

you to easily switch between slope-

adjusted distances for practice, and

traditional yardages for competitions

using interchangeable faceplates. Jolt

Technology gives you confirmation

you have picked out the flag from

the background. Its range reaches an

impressive 1,300 yards, or 450 yards to a

flag, with half-yards within 125 yards.

Having the option of also getting slope-

adjusted yardages from a tournament-legal

laser makes this a real niche product. It

means you can now find out true yardages

on deceptive par 3s during practice rounds,

before swapping faceplates and playing

legally in competitions. The ability to flick

between red and black crosshairs using

the simple-to-operate Dual Display button

makes a real difference when going from

sky to a tree-lined background, or when

conditions are overcast. The new ‘thumb

space’ on the bottom makes this the most

ergonomically designed Bushnell to date.

The manual focus needed to be used

much more frequently than on the Tour V3.

Some will struggle to justify the cost.

■ GM VERDICT

Bushnell has once again pushed the

envelope with its faceplate technology.

The slope-adjusted option provides great

insight into how much hills and slopes

affect the distance your shots travel

without you also having to then shell out

for a device you can use in competitions.

The reason for the premium price tag is

obvious, but the accuracy and versatility

on offer do a good job of justifying it.

Switching faceplates is simple and the red

slope version makes it clear to your playing

partners which faceplate you’re using.

■ KEY TECHNOLOGY

The Coolshot 40, with a maximum range of

650 yards, is legal for use in competitions

when an appropriate Local Rule is in place.

It has a higher quality finder than previous

models, which Nikon says will produce

bright, clear images. The First Target

Priority Mode picks out a flag on a green

from the trees behind it. New Hyper Read

technology delivers a very quick yardage

display (approximately 0.5 seconds).

The Coolshot 40 is compact, looks smart

and up-to-date and feels solid and well

built. The fact that the closest distance will

always be displayed during the automatic

eight-second scan means you’ve got no

issue with picking out the wrong target,

as long as you don’t accidentally catch

the lip of a bunker. It fits perfectly in your

hand, and has everything you need to

receive quick, accurate distances during

a competitive round. The built-in battery

meter is a welcome addition.

 Such long distances displayed to the 

nearest half a yard seems unnecessary 

for the club golfer’s needs. A little more 

thought and investment could have gone 

into the carry case, which is basic. 

■ GM VERDICT

Good value for money here when you 

consider the range and level of detail. 

There’s little need to adjust the eyepiece to 

focus on shots of different lengths and the 

speed at which distances are displayed via 

the Hyper Read technology means there 

are no pace of play issues. The Coolshot 

40 is a worthy rival to the Bushnell Tour 

V3 (see page 103), and is perfectly suited 

to both practice and competitive rounds. 

If you’re looking for a less expensive 

alternative, the Nikon Coolshot 20 is a 

superb option for just £179.99.

LR4

£219.95

GOL FBU D DY

TOUR X

£419

BUSHNELL

COOLSHOT 40 

£269.99

NIKON 
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■ KEY TECHNOLOGY

The Coolshot 40i

incorporates Angle

Compensation technology,

which calculates and displays

the slope-adjusted distance.

Nikon says this makes it ideal

for hilly courses, but it does

render the device illegal for

competition use, so can only

be used for friendly rounds.

■ KEY TECHNOLOGY

Jolt Technology causes the

unit to vibrate when the

nearest target (usually the

flag) is located. It magnifies

up to five times, picks out

distances up to 1,000 yards

away and recognises a flag

from 300 yards and in. A new

design improves the fit in the

hand and is waterproof.

■ KEY TECHNOLOGY

This light and compact

GPS comes preloaded with

30,000 courses. When

the unit is clicked once it

calls out the yardage to

the middle. Sliding a finger

across the front of the unit

one way gives the front

distance; sliding it the other

way gives the back distance.

A compact, lightweight,

nifty piece of kit that fits

perfectly in the hand. Ideal

for practice rounds and for

finding out exactly what

difference the slopes on your

home course make to the

yardages. The scan feature

is useful off the tee when

switching from hazard to the

fairway beyond. The battery

indicator is a welcome

addition so you know when it

needs replacing.

It’s so lightweight it can

be tricky to keep it steady in

windy conditions at times.

The Jolt Technology offers

reassurance that you have

found the yardage to the

flag. As with previous Tour V

models, this fits comfortably

in the hand and is excellent

at picking up the desired

target. It is undoubtedly

a very solid all-round

performer, and it is still easy

to see why this model has

received special mentions in

previous tests.

If you can afford to pay

the extra money, the Tour X

or Z6 models offer all of the

above and more.

Comfortably the smallest

and lightest unit on test, it

can be clipped to a hat or

belt, or kept in a pocket. It

comes in at an impressive

price and will appeal to those

into their gadgets who don’t

want to faff around getting

distances. If you don’t enjoy

wearing a watch when you

play, the VC300 is an ideal

alternative.

 The voice feature won’t be 

everyone’s cup of tea. Clip 

it to your belt and you can 

set it off inadvertently when 

crouching to line-up putts. 

■ GM VERDICT

A slope laser that could 

be a useful companion for 

practice and non-competitive 

rounds. It takes a little 

mental arithmetic when 

measuring steep slopes as 

the difference is displayed 

rather than the adjusted 

distance. The styling is 

modern and fi t for purpose, 

while the speed at which the 

distances appear can’t be 

faulted, nor can its accuracy.

■ GM VERDICT

It may have been superseded 

by the impressive Tour X, 

but with Jolt Technology, 

the Tour V3 is still a reliable, 

competition-friendly laser 

with very strong credentials. 

It’s easy to use out of the 

box and that extra feedback 

when the fl ag has been 

picked out from the 

background offers golfers 

the reassurance they crave, 

and helps speed up play.

■ GM VERDICT

Voice GPS devices can be 

distracting to your playing 

partners, but on the whole, 

our experience of using the 

VC300 was positive. It is very 

compact and lightweight and 

is easy to charge and use. It 

has the versatility to be worn 

a number of different ways 

and distances were accurate. 

Future generations of the 

device may hopefully have a 

display screen too. 

COOLSHOT 40i

£299.99

NIKON 

TOUR V3 JOLT

 £269

VC300

£109

BUS HNELL VOICE  CADDIE

The newest and fi rst fully 

automatically collapsible 

Ultra-Slim trolley from          

BIG MAX is now much more 

easier to handle. Contact 

your local dealer today to test 

drive the new BLADE+ from 

BIG MAX.

facebook.com/bigmaxgolf

www.bigmaxgolf.com 

offi  ce@golftech.eu
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PREMIUM

LASER

BUSHNELL TOUR X

It’s a lot of money,

but you’re essentially

getting two quality

lasers in one device.

PREMIUM

GPS

SKYCADDIE TOUCH

Incredible accuracy

combined with

detailed, colour maps

and a user-friendly

display screen.

VALUE

LASER

GOLFBUDDY LR4

A quality, feature-

packed device that

easily picks out the

flag for under £220.

COMPACT

GPS

BUSHNELL NEO

GHOST

So small and light,

yet with hazard

information and an

impressive battery life.

GPS WATCH

 GOLFBUDDY WT5

With a slimmer, 

sleeker look, the 

WT5 is the complete 

package, yet won’t 

break the bank.

GM picks
The following devices proved the 

standout models in their categories… 

Traditionally, as a laser user, you had to make 

a choice between a standard laser to use in 

competitions (when permitted!) or a slope-

adjusted laser to use in practice rounds. But 

with Bushnell’s Tour X, you now no longer 

need to make that choice. It’s an innovative 

product that cements the company’s 

reputation as ‘best in class’ when it comes to 

laser rangefinder innovation. 

But lasers aren’t for everyone. Higher 

handicappers may not need such precise 

information, and some golfers will find them 

tricky and time-consuming to master. A basic 

GPS device may be better suited to their 

needs, while also saving them a few pounds 

in the process. Premium GPS handheld 

devices packed with features will be useful 

if you tend to play lots of different courses, 

on account of the detailed, overhead hole 

maps on offer, while watches provide a 

quicker, more easily accessible alternative. 

There is now much more focus on aesthetics, 

especially in the wearable category, with 

nothing demonstrating this more than 

GolfBuddy’s new BB5. This stylish device 

takes the GPS watch category to a slimmer, 

lighter place than ever before.

As always, a device that might be right for 

one golfer may not be suitable for another 

and it’s worth saying that there really isn’t a 

weak product out there. All DMDs featured 

here will serve you well on the course by 

providing accurate distance information that 

could help save you shots. 

SUMMARY

“A device that’s right

for one golfer may not

be suitable for another,

but there really isn’t a

weak product out there”
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Rye (Old)

t is often referred to as
‘Sussex by the Sea’, but both
east and west of the county
are surprisingly bereft of
links golf. Rye, close to the

Kent border in East Sussex, is the major
exception – a classic old links, blessed with
a number of holes that will undoubtedly live
long in the memory.

The club hosts the President’s Putter every
January – the scratch match play event of

the Oxford and Cambridge Golfing Society – 
and also staged Final Qualifying for the 2011 
Open at Royal St George’s.

Rye dates back to the early 1890s when 
local golfers set about creating a course 
over the Camber Sandhills, with the first 
competition taking place in 1894. Shortly 
afterwards it became the fledgling design 
project for Harry Colt. In the early 1930s 
Colt’s holes the other side of the Camber 
Road were deemed too dangerous as traffic 

levels increased, with Tom Simpson making 
the necessary alterations in 1932. Sir Guy 
Campbell made further modifications in the 
late 1930s, and his layout essentially remains 
the one in play today.

Make the most of the 1st, for just as at 
West Sussex in Pulborough, it is the only 
par 5 on the card. The 2nd is the first of five 
excellent par 3s, playing down to a well-
protected green, but it is the stretch from the 
4th to the 7th that excels heading out.

I

PLAY IT
The best places to play and stay in the UK and abroad

Buckinghamshire / Macdonald Hill Valley / Northern Portugal

Edited by Jeremy Ellwood
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ADDRESS / Rye Golf

Club, New Lydd Road,

Camber, Rye, East

Sussex, TN31 7QS

T / 01797 225241

W / ryegolfclub.co.uk

STATS / par 68, 6,311

yards

GF / £125 per round;

Foursomes: £60 per

round, £110 per day

On the par-4 4th it’s all about fi nding the 
slender hog’s back fairway, or indeed, simply 
standing up on the exposed tee if the wind is 
whipping in off the Channel. The 6th is then 
a brute of a par 4 – a long dogleg left with a 
semi-blind drive angling across a dune ridge 
that requires both a green light to tell you 
when it’s safe to play, and ideally a long draw. 
The short par-3 7th in among the dunes is an 
absolute delight that fl ies defi antly in the face 
of modern trends for ever-longer par 3s.

Coming home, the 13th stands out; a 
tough par 4 where you drive short of a dune 
ridge, over which the second must then be 
played. If you hit your approach as intended, 
there’s a growing sense of anticipation as 
you ascend the ridge to discover if your 
calculations were spot-on.

If possible, play the 12-hole Jubilee course 
too, which boasts perhaps the most stirring 
Rye green complex of all – an amphitheatre 
at the foot of tall dunes on the 4th.

The par-4 6th on Rye’s Old course
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ew would deny that Trump
Turnberry is the most
dramatic Open venue, getting
closer to the crashing waves
than any other. The run from

the 4th to the 11th was already the most
stirring on The Open rota, but things are
about to move up a gear with major changes
after the Ricoh Women’s British Open. When
you next see the dramatic Ayrshire links in
Open action, it will look very different.

Nine new greens are to be created, with all
others rebuilt to the same specifications. The

4th, 6th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 14th and 18th are
among the holes set to be transformed, with
the magnificent coastal stretch becoming
even more dramatic. The 9th will become a
long par 3, the 10th an ocean-hugging par
5 and the 11th a par 3 worthy of its glorious
setting thanks to a new green further back
and left. The new par-5 14th will play to a
green on the current 9th fairway, while the
18th will become a straight par 4 playing from
the dunes directly towards the iconic hotel.

The changes for the last Turnberry Open
in 2009 were significant, yet major change is

nothing new here, as the links has evolved
much since Willie Fernie’s original 1901
layout. Just prior to World War II, Major
Cecil Hutchison’s reworking had left us
with essentially today’s layout, and Philip
Mackenzie Ross’s brief afterwards was to
reinstate Hutchison’s war-ravaged layout with
just one or two notable alterations.

So the changes about to be implemented
are the most significant since 1938, and look
set to further cement Turnberry’s reputation
as The Open’s most stirring arena. Here,
architect Martin Ebert goes into more detail…

Proposed major alterations to Turnberry under Donald Trump’s ownership seem

destined to elevate it to a whole new level, as course architect, Martin Ebert, explains

T U R N B E R R Y
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The 9th will be transformed into a 

stunning long par 3 across the bay



Q  Your relationship with The R&A must 
have helped?
A  Yes, I’ve got good contacts and it has been 

helpful knowing the guys to talk to about 
TV requirements, grandstands, fibre optics, 
roads, scoring stats, flag positions – all those 
things. We had a couple of site visits with 
them, the first of which was to present the 
proposals for our new straight 18th hole. 
Their initial response was, “We’ve had four 
very good Opens with the dogleg hole, why 
would we really want to change it?” Then 
it was a question of explaining how we can 
actually improve the spectator flow down 
the 17th and 18th, and also provide good 
spectator access between the 5th and the 6th, 
which was the key thing. 

Q  What was the thinking behind the new 
par-3 9th hole?
A  When we first looked at it, I was thinking 

the 9th might be a short par 4, but Mr Trump 
was adamant it should be a par 3, and that a 
par 3 across that bay had the potential to be 
the best par 3 in the world, whereas a short 

Q How excited are you
about this project?
A It doesn’t come much better than working

on a landscape of this quality. To try to
do Turnberry full justice – with its great
heritage and existing Ailsa course – is a great
responsibility, but an exciting one. But I
think the potential is huge without losing the
essential character of Turnberry.

Q How much resemblance does the
current course bear to the pre-World
War II layout?
A  Mackenzie Ross introduced just one major

change when he restored the course – to split 
one long hole, played roughly from the 4th 
tee to the 5th green, into two. He then took 
out a short hole on the back nine between 
12 and 13. His job was to restore what had 
only just been completed pre-war – more a 
case of, “let’s see if we can put this thing back 
together”, than potentially making use of 
all the great opportunities that would have 
existed. Having said that, I think some of the 
carries we can now consider wouldn’t have 

been achievable then, so you wouldn’t have 
been able to play the 9th across the bay, or 
the 10th as a par 5 to the extent that we’re 
going to be able to.

Q  When did you first start work on your 
plans, and how much input has Donald 
Trump had throughout the whole 
redesign process?
A  I’ve been advising at Turnberry for a long 

time, first under Donald Steel, and then 
with Mackenzie and Ebert. We made all the 
changes for the 2009 Open, and even then 
there was talk of a new par-3 11th, with the 
knock-on possibility of pushing the 10th 
green back to where the 11th tee now sits. 
That was something that we were discussing 
with the previous owners, but Mr Trump just 
regards everything as an open book – “let’s 
consider every possibility” – which is so 
refreshing. At the same time, he does have 
an awful lot of respect for all the history of 
Turnberry and was very concerned that we 
weren’t going to spoil the heritage of the 
course and the resort.
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par 4 would be great, but couldn’t perhaps
claim to be the best short par 4 in the world.

Q Why are some of the most significant
changes to the most spectacular holes?
A I think the spectacular holes we’re talking

about are perhaps spectacular because
of their settings rather than their playing
characteristics. While the fantastic coastline
was a beautiful setting in the past, now it will
be a serious playing feature on the 4th, 9th,
10th and 11th holes. Previously you could
have argued that once you turned at the 11th
there was a slight sense of disappointment,
but by taking the 14th green further back
up on to higher ground with an incredible
180˚ ocean view, and the 18th tee up to the
coastline, that elevates a lot of the back nine
as well. The sea’s not over with after 11;
we’ve still got treats in store for you!

Q Talk us through the biggest changes?
A  The 9th is really the lynchpin. Once that 

becomes a long par 3, there’s a knock-on 
effect, as you lose a shot to par, and more 

than 200 yards from the length of the
front nine. Hence there’s a search for more
yards and a shot to par. The 4th was an
opportunity for another 28 yards or so, but
that needed to be entertained with a view
to the overall balance of the five par 3s. We
felt that with the 9th becoming a real test of
par-3 length, and the 6th becoming a shorter
par 3, there was an opportunity to lengthen
the 4th without spoiling the spread of par 3s.

Q So where did you find the additional
extra length and the lost shot?
A By extending the 10th to a par 5. The

existing par-4 10th played very well in the
last Open with the central bunkers splitting
the field into doing different things, but I
think you’ll see even more of that as a par
5 – how will they take on the tee shot; how
bold will they be? That carry will be right
on the limit. How bold will they be on the
second shot? I think it stands a good chance
of becoming one of the classic par 5s around
the bay. The changes to the 9th also allow us
to take the 14th green up on to the existing

9th fairway to get those views. So the 9th
was really the key piece of the jigsaw.

Q The 11th becomes even more of an
ocean hole too?
A It becomes a much more exciting par 3. A

lot of players did regard 11 as a weakness, in
that while it is a beautiful spot, the hole itself
is not as challenging as it should be. Moving
it on also gave us the possibility to move the
10th green to the most amazing location
where the existing 11th tee sits.

Q How quickly can it all be done?
A We’ll get straight to work after the

Women’s Open. We’ll get the 14th hole
completed first because that fairway lies to
the side of the existing 14th, and we can also
build the new 9th and 11th greens before
the course closes. The idea is to get all the
turf down well before the end of the year,
with the re-opening date scheduled for June
1, 2016. We’re obviously in the hands of the
Scottish winter, so fingers crossed we get
good early spring growth.

“The 9th becoming a long par 3 is the 
lynchpin to the whole project”
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The 18th will become a straight par 4

playing from a new tee on the dunes



At a 
glance

■ BEST DEAL

 ‘Sunday Driver Stay & Play’ 

from £79pp to include 

breakfast, dinner and two 

rounds of golf, based on 

two staying in a classic, 

twin or double room (quote 

GOS when booking).

■ WHERE

Macdonald Hill Valley 

Hotel Golf & Spa is on the 

Tarporley Road just off the 

A49 north of Whitchurch, 

close to the borders with 

Wales and Cheshire.

■ CHECKLIST

Green fees: Emerald: 

Mon-Fri £30 per round, 

Sat-Sun £40 per round; 

Sapphire: Mon-Fri £20 per 

round, Sat-Sun £25 per 

round

Buggy hire: £25

Power trolley hire: No

Trolley hire: £3

Club hire: No charge 

(two or three sets 

available)

Driving range: No

Putting green: Yes

Short-game area: Yes

Pro shop: Yes

Changing rooms: Yes

Sky TV: In Lounge Bar 

and Sports Bar only

Wi-Fi: Free throughout 

via The Cloud

Price of a pint: From 

£3.90 to £4.50

■ CONTACT

Tarporley Road

Whitchurch

Shropshire

SY13 4HA

T: 0844 879 9049

W: macdonaldhotels.co.uk

The Golf

Emerald course: par 73, 6,693 yards

Sapphire course: par 66, 4,801 yards

The championship Emerald course and shorter Sapphire 

were created by Peter Alliss and Dave Thomas in the 

mid-1970s. The Emerald’s par-5 opener drops away 

steeply left of the green, while the 3rd serves up 

excellent views across to north Wales. Position is key 

on the sharp dogleg left 9th while the 11th must present 

a very tight drive when the trees are in leaf. The fi nal 

fl ourish is a challenging par 4 where the semi-blind drive 

is followed by an approach to a green protected by two 

trees, water short and right, and bunkers to the left. The 

shorter Sapphire course is ideal for less-experienced 

players or those looking to sharpen their short games.

Also play… the long-established course at Market 

Drayton (marketdraytongolfclub.co.uk) 25 miles away.

The Hotel

The modern four-star Macdonald Hill Valley Hotel Golf 

& Spa sits alongside the Emerald course’s 1st hole. Many 

of the spacious, comfortable rooms look out over the 

fairways, and the ground fl oor rooms offer furnished 

patio areas. The Vital Health and Wellbeing Club has 

something for everyone, whether relaxation or vigorous 

exercise is on your mind. There’s a light, airy pool, an air-

conditioned gym with the latest Technogym equipment 

and eight treatment rooms offering massages, facials, 

detoxes and more. At day’s end you can sample local 

Shropshire cheese beignet in the fi ne-dining, yet 

relaxed, Borders restaurant, or opt for the informality of 

the Sports Bar or something lighter in the Lounge Bar.

Where else… the incredible cliffs, crags, caves 

and monuments of the Hawkstone Park Follies 

(hawkstoneparkfollies.co.uk)

Macdonald Hill Valley
This four-star hotel on the Shropshire, Cheshire, Wales 

borders boasts two Peter Alliss/Dave Thomas golf courses…

Stay & Play

Emerald 3rd hole

Borders restaurant

The hotel sits alongside the 

Emerald course’s 1st hole
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While both the Algarve and Lisbon justifi ably attract plenty of golfi ng tourists, Rob Smith 
discovers there are beautiful and different courses further north, and plenty more besides…

Hole 7 at Vidago Palace

P O R T U G A L



ince southern Europe became 
a golfing mecca more than half 
a century ago, aficionados have 
flocked to Portugal to enjoy a 
relaxing round or three in the 
sunshine. There is much to be 
said for the golfing strongholds 

old and new that dot the southern coastline 
and surround the nation’s capital, but further 
north and away from the purpose-built resorts 
is another world altogether. Here, there is a 
more rarefied atmosphere offering spectacular 
scenery, striking and significant architecture 
and the most mouth-watering regional cuisine.

Just a couple of hours by air from London, 
Porto is an enchanting and romantic city that 

sprawls along the slopes that line the Douro 
river as it emerges into the Atlantic. It is the 
nation’s second-largest city and makes for the 
perfect base at the start or end of any trip to 
this comparatively less well-known region. 
Dating back to the Roman Empire, it is packed 
with remarkable buildings, superb restaurants 
such as DOP in the Palácio das Artes and 
enough attractions to warrant a proper visit.

On the southern outskirts of the city and 
close to Espinho is Oporto, the oldest club 
on the Iberian peninsula. Celebrating its 
125th birthday this year, it is a traditional 
links along flat ground with a clubhouse that 
conjures up history and bygone times. On 
display is the Skeffington Cup and a letter 

from The R&A acknowledging it as the oldest 
trophy in the world to have been contested 
without interruption. The first four holes run 
northward along the shore, a relatively gentle 
introduction to a course with small greens and 
fertile bushes a regular feature. The 6th is a fun 
short par 4 with a pitch up to a raised, narrow 
green before the best hole going out, a dogleg 
left which will require two mighty and accurate 
blows. The second half is substantially stronger, 
particularly the closing four holes which offer 
more drama and strategy with water coming 
into play on them all. The last par 3, the 16th, 
is a very pretty hole over a pond and I was 
relieved to hit my shot of the day over the water 
that protects the closing green. ➜

P O R T U G A L
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short walk from the clubhouse, meaning there 
is a choice of restaurants at which to eat. As 
everywhere, the welcome was extremely warm.

Following a walk around the lovely old town 
at Guimarães, a UNESCO World Heritage 
Site, my next stop was the fascinating course 
at Vidago Palace. Originally a short Philip 
MacKenzie Ross creation, it was extended by 
Bob Cameron and Chris Powell into a full-
length par 72 which has enormous variety. 
Those holes closest to the sumptuous hotel 
run through mature woodland, others are 
on more open land. Everywhere there are 
ditches and bunkers that call for strategic play 
and well-executed shots. The dramatic par 5s 
at 15 and 17 are on high ground either side 
of the toughest hole, an uphill dogleg left to 
a rollercoaster green. An ancient well is still 
visible by the 6th green, and various other 
architectural features, including the unusual 
stone-walled teeing complexes, all add to the 
originality on this thoughtfully designed and 
thoroughly enjoyable parkland test. 

I was equally impressed with the truly 
grand hotel that was the brainchild of King 
Carlos I more than a century ago, who wanted 
somewhere for family, dignitaries and even 

Following a delicious late lunch in the
clubhouse, it was back to the comfortable and
very friendly Solverde Spa & Wellness Centre.
This 5-star beachside hotel is just 20 minutes
from the centre of Porto and makes a very
good base both for couples and groups.

Fortified by a fine breakfast, it was time on
our second morning to head a little way north
to tackle the most challenging layout in the
region. In any kind of a wind, the excellent
links at Estela is a severe examination. It was
designed in 1989 by Duarte Sottomayor who
learnt his trade under Robert Trent Jones, and
is somewhat unusual in that it has Bermuda
fairways which are more green and lush than
at many such courses. In the finest condition
throughout, there are two loops of nine either
side of the light and airy clubhouse. Into a
southerly breeze, the stretch from 6 through
to 13 is unremittingly tough. I was fortunate
because just as the club’s director of golf turned
up to check on our progress by the 7th green, I
chipped in for birdie. Totally misleading!

Host of the Portuguese Open in 1991, it
boasts many fine holes. I particularly liked the
par-3 4th played from an elevated tee down to
a green by the beach, and the tough 10th with a
long approach up to a small target. The two par
5s at 13 and 15 run in opposite directions and
are also very entertaining.

It was now time to head inland and to 
something totally dissimilar – the hilly and 
heavily wooded Axis Ponte de Lima. I arrived 
in the early evening just in time to play the 
front nine, with the back nine the following 
morning. Having played more than 800 
courses around the world, I would say that this 
is a serious contender for the most extreme 
case of Jekyll and Hyde I have yet encountered. 
It is not often I would advocate the use of a 
buggy, but the front nine is as hilly as it gets 
with a long walk between some of the holes.

The 3rd is 680 yards from the back tee and 
it is some time, and for me a number of shots, 
before you even get to see the green! Perhaps 
too narrow and quirky, the front nine still has 
much to offer with some terrific views. At 
every tee you find yourself asking, “Now, what 
do we have here?!” The undoubted highlight is 
the absolutely cracking par-3 8th which needs 
no defence other than nature itself. 

In contrast, the back nine is far less extreme 
and much more playable. I was told that some 
members actually walk the front nine, and that 
others only ever play the back. One of these 
statements is hard to believe! The on-site hotel 
provides modern accommodation and is just a 

Estela’s 4th

Oporto’s 16th

P O R T U G A L

“The 3rd is 680 
yards and it is some 
time before you 
even see the green!”



tourists. The monarchy fell before it was
fi nished, but it is still fi t for royalty with a
truly magnifi cent galleried dining room and
originality and charisma in evidence at every
turn. With food and service to match, Vidago
Palace is a quite exceptional golfing venue.

The following day it was time to move on
to our fi nal port of call, Amarante. The club
is on the outskirts and above yet another
picturesque town full of the most appealing
architecture. The views are outrageously
good and although the course is not long and
begins with a couple of less-impressive holes,
its allure steadily grows and there are one or
two terrifi c holes with the par-3 13th a genuine
stunner. Just 157 yards across a valley to a
green protected by a lone bunker, it is picture-
perfect with a stand of pines guarding either
side and behind, and the valley and mountains
a glorious backdrop. This is feel-good golf
from the top drawer. I was also taken by the
scary 3rd, a par 4 down to a green perched
by the lake, the tough 16th and the attractive
short 17th which is played over a very pretty
pond. The halfway lunch was also just right;
not fancy, but a selection of appetising and
authentic local dishes.

And talking of food, following
a refreshing sunset beer on the
terrace at a cafe by the ancient bridge
in Amarante, there was a real treat in
store at our final hotel, the delightful Casa da
Calçada. This gorgeous Relais & Chateaux
hotel defines the word style, and its
Michelin-starred Largo do Paço
restaurant is not to be missed
with outstanding food and wine,
beautifully presented in a peaceful
and elegant setting.

The cuisine throughout northern
Portugal is special and is more than
matched by the home-grown wines,
and of course, the pristine port. Happily,
because it is not yet so well known, the value
for money is also surprisingly good. Th
scenery and architecture are fabulous
the accommodation full of character
and charm and the golf packed with
variety. Probably more of a region
for couples, families and small
groups, it is an area that I cannot
recommend highly enough. Nor
can I wait to revisit Porto and the
wonderful Douro region myself!

ESSENTIALS

Where to Play

■ Amarante

W: golfedeamarante.com

GF: €50, €65 with buggy, €80 with buggy/

lunch

■ Estela

W: estelagolf.pt

GF: €75

■ Oporto

W: oportogolfclub.com

wd, €75we (11am-1pm only)

onte de Lima

: axishoteis.com

F: €68 (hotel guests – €30)

■ Vidago Palace

W: vidagopalace.com

F: €75 (hotel guests – €40)

passport including all five

rses is available at €150 for three

, €210 for five rounds

to Stay

s, Ponte de Lima

axishoteis.com

Casa da Calçada, Amarante

: casadacalcada.com

■ Solverde, Vila Nova de Gaia

W: hotelsolverdespa.solverde.pt

Vidago Palace, Vidago

: vidagopalace.com

To Get There

TAP Portugal flies from London Gatwick to

imes a week with return fares

ng at £120 including all taxes and

rcharges. For further information,

isit flytap.com

For more information on

visiting the region, see

k.visitportoandnorth.travel

Ponte de Lima’s 8th Amarante’s 3rd

Vidago Palace 

Hotel 

The River 

Douro, Porto

Hotel Casa 

da Calçada

Vidago Palace’s 15th
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Embrace diversity
Bill Elliott

■ Bill Elliott is Golf Monthly’s editor at large

and Golf Ambassador for Prostate Cancer UK

In light of the controversy surrounding the choice of Chambers Bay, our editor-at-large

reflects on the diversity of today’s golf courses and the art of modern greenkeeping… 
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W
onderful things, golf
courses. Even the
most basic, mundane
track offers at least a
smidgeon of aesthetic 

pleasure as well as a playground upon 
which to have some fun.

Naturally this leads me on to Chambers 
Bay and the recent US Open and the
early bleating and whinging of so many
professionals who (a) don’t like anything
new (unless it is a very expensive car) and
(b) wouldn’t recognise a masterpiece if
Rembrandt had signed his name in capital
letters across the bottom (actually, if he 
had then it would probably be
a fake). Whatever, it was a brave
decision for the USGA to take their
most important championship
to Chambers. Brave and correct.
But what this choice of venue
illustrated, apart from the silliness
of some pros, was how vital the
look of a course is to the enjoyment 
and validity of the game.

No other sport enjoys such a
breadth of choice when it comes
to venue. Football, rugby and cricket
pitches are much of a muchness with only
the background scenery changing. Motor
racing adds a few corners here, a chicane
there but, really, what else? Swimming?
My case rests, m’lud. Golf wins here,
hands down, easily and beyond even half-
serious debate.

And while the courses and the variety
thereof lie at the core of the reasons to
play golf in the first place, nothing in
the game has changed as much in my
lifetime as these meandering fields.
More, certainly than the ball or the clubs,
the advances made on how courses are
presented and maintained add up to the
single most significant improvement.

You only have to look at the old film of
The Masters to see what used to be. Back 

then Augusta National was already an
early template for greenkeeping excellence
but there was only so much a man and
his energy could do, and if you look
carefully at those films you will see greens 
that would have your club members
spluttering angrily these days. Grass on
the greens of varying length, rough edges
to bunkers, seriously unkempt rough, the 
list goes on.

Remember that there are still
greenkeepers drawing breath who
remember having a horse haul the grass-
cutting blades around and many more
who know there was little or no formal 

training back then either. Men learned on 
the job and from their mistakes.

It’s different now, of course, with
the British and International Golf
Greenkeepers’ Association firmly
established with education and training an
essential priority. Nowadays greenkeepers 
are respected members of the golfing
community but it’s not many years since
they were regarded in much the same
way as the peasants who used to toil on
some master’s estate and someone to be 
tolerated rather than cherished.

Along with this advance in society
and basic human courtesy much else
has changed too. Thanks to modern
machinery, education, money and a
desire for improvement, today’s courses
are almost indescribably superior in 

condition and presentation than used to 
be the case.

Alongside this greenkeeping revolution 
has come an accepted realisation that
courses should not only blend into the
natural environment but should actively
encourage flora and fauna to thrive. No
longer is the land poisoned by some
extreme pesticide with animals and plants 
suffering as well.

Of course I don’t expect every big-time 
pro to buy into this appreciation of
excellence. For too many their expectation 
is often diluted by an ongoing sense of
entitlement and a skewed calculation of

how important they are, not just to
us but to the game. Personally, I’m
frequently more impressed by a 
great greenkeeper.

As Jimmy Demaret, a sharp-
witted American good enough
to win three Masters, once said
regretfully: “I’ve come to the
conclusion that some golfers
would complain about conditions 
if they were playing on Dolly
Parton’s bedspread.” My point

precisely – if Ms Parton will forgive me.
Finally, a sincere thanks for all the

emails and letters and promises of
fundraising activities received following
my recent column on prostate cancer. I’m
looking forward to seeing some of you at
Archerfield for the Senior Scottish Open
in August, a few of you actually paying
to play and so raising serious amounts of
cash for the Prostate Cancer UK charity.

It was a big ask to write about cancer
in a golf magazine designed to offer
a relaxing break from the stresses of
modern life, so thanks to the editor. He’s a
good bloke and you are a good bunch. I’m 
greatly touched and appreciative.

“What the choice of
Chambers Bay illustrated,
apart from the silliness of
some pros, was how vital

the look of a course is to the 
enjoyment of the game”
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%X\ DQ\ 3RZD.DGG\ ):�

HOHFWULF WUROOH\ DQG JHW D

3RZD.DGG\ EDJ DEVROXWHO\

)5(( �ZRUWK XS WR ������� 553�
3URPRWLRQ VWDUWV RQ 7KXUVGD\ �QG -XO\ DQG HQGV RQ

0RQGD\ ��WK $XJXVW ���� RU ZKLOVW EDJ VWRFNV ODVW�

9LVLW SRZDNDGG\�FRP�EDJSURPR IRU PRUH GHWDLOV

RQ WKH SURPRWLRQ� WR FODLP \RXU IUHH EDJ DQG IRU

IXOO WHUPV DQG FRQGLWLRQV�
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